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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
University of California at Santa Cruz’s (UCSC’s) Marine Science Campus Coastal Long Range
Development Plan (CLRDP) was certified by the Coastal Commission on January 7, 2009. In
this Notice of Impending Development 6 (NOID-6), UCSC is now pursuing their first major
developments under the CLRDP, which include: 1) a new Coastal Biology Building facility; 2)
storage and utility yards; 3) major road and other infrastructure improvements (including
improvements to site utilities, water and wastewater systems, and storm water management
infrastructure); 4) public access trails; 5) consolidation, expansion, and enhancement of Upper
Terrace wetlands; 6) a signage program; 7) a parking program, and; 8) a lighting plan.
Staff recommends that the Commission determine that the development associated with NOID-6
is consistent with the certified CLRDP if conditioned to limit viewshed and habitat impacts
associated with the proposed storage and utility yards; to modify fencing along McAllister way
to conform to CLRDP allowed fencing types; to limit Campus parking fees to $0.50 per hour;
and to modify parking and regulatory signs to better match the CLRDP unified sign design
program. With these changes, the NOID-6 projects can be made to conform to CLRDP policies
protecting public access, public views, and protected habitat areas. The motion and resolution to
implement this recommendation is found on page 2 below.
Staff Note: NOID Action Deadline: This NOID was filed as complete on June 28, 2013. The
30-working day hearing deadline is August 12, 2013. As provided for by the CLRDP, UCSC
waived the University’s right to a hearing by August 12, 2013 and agreed to extend the deadline
(an extension of up to three months from the hearing deadline is allowed per the CLRDP) to the
August 15, 2013 hearing in Santa Cruz. Thus, unless UCSC further extends the deadline (it can
be extended as far out as September 28, 2013), the Commission must take action on the NOID
by the August 15, 2013 hearing or it will be deemed consistent with the CLRDP.
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION
Staff recommends a YES vote on the following motion. Passage of this motion will result in a
determination that the development described in UCSC NOID-6 (LRDP-3-SCZ-13-0202-6), as
conditioned, is consistent with the certified UCSC CLRDP, and adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion passes only by affirmative vote of a majority of the
Commissioners present.
Motion. I move that Commission determine that the development described in UCSC Notice
of Impending Development Number 6, as conditioned, is consistent with the certified UCSC
CLRDP, and I recommend a yes vote
Resolution. The Commission hereby determines that the development described in UCSC
Notice of Impending Development Number 6, as conditioned, is consistent with the certified
UCSC CLRDP for the reasons discussed in the findings herein.
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Exhibits 3 and 4 include amended language and figures proposed under UCSC CLRDP Amendment Number 1.
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II. CONDITIONS
1. Revised Plans. Prior to any construction associated with the utility yard, the storage yard, or
the fencing along McAllister Way, UCSC shall submit two sets of revised plans to the
Executive Director for review and approval that modifies these project elements as follows:
a) Utility and Storage Yards. Fencing shall be limited and screening landscaping applied
in such a manner as to effectively screen utility and storage yard noise, lights, and
activities from public viewing areas and wildlife corridors. Fencing shall be no higher
than is required for this purpose, including the manner in which fencing and landscaping
together form an effective screen, and shall be no higher than 8 feet in any case. The
utility yard shall be minimized in size and scale to the utility yard functions necessary
there, and shall be oriented to minimize public view blockage overall. All nighttime
lighting shall be limited to the maximum extent feasible, including ensuring that any
required lighting is at the lowest intensity and duration necessary to effectively provide
for safety and security.
b) Berm Fencing. The mesh wire fence along McAllister Way shall be modified to be of
one of the types of resource protection fences provided for in the CLRDP (i.e.,
roughhewn split-rail fencing no taller than 3 feet in height, or wood post and rope (or
cable) barriers no taller than 2 feet in height), and shall be sited and designed to minimize
visual impacts otherwise (including avoiding straight-line forms, incorporating vegetation
to help it blend into the surroundings, etc.).
c) Overlook E Fencing. The alcove fencing associated with Overlook E shall be sited and
designed to limit fencing that would impair public views while still adhering to the
CLRDP direction for Overlook E, including with respect to the manner such fencing is
integrated with topography and vegetation.
2. Parking Fees. Parking fees shall be limited to no more than $0.50 per hour on non-State
holiday weekdays between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.. Parking at all other times shall otherwise
be provided free of charge. Any future modification to the fee shall require a separate
development authorization (i.e., a NOID) under the CLRDP.
3. Signs. Prior to installing any signs on Campus, UCSC shall submit two copies of a revised
sign program to the Executive Director for review and approval that modifies regulatory and
parking signs as follows:
a) Parking Signs. All parking signs shall be redesigned to match the style of the Campus
unified sign design program and shall be sited and designed to limit their impact on views
otherwise (e.g., keeping signs as small and low as possible, limiting absolute numbers of
signs, utilizing pavement markings to avoid excessive signs, etc.). Main parking signs at
each lot shall be revised to present information primarily based on the type of parking
available in each lot (e.g., coastal public access, visitor, permit, etc.), and the permit
parking portion of such signs shall be reduced in scale and made secondary to the ‘type of
parking’ portion of such signs. In addition, main parking signs at each lot, as well as
signage at the Campus entrance, shall be revised to clearly state that all Campus parking
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is available for free on a first-come, first serve and unrestricted basis during daylight
hours (i.e., one hour before sunrise to one hour after sunset) before 8am and after 5pm on
all weekdays and during daylight hours on all Saturdays, Sundays, and State Holidays.
All applicable parking signs shall be revised to reflect the $0.50 per hour fee.
b) Regulatory Signs. All regulatory signs shall be redesigned to match the style of the
Campus unified sign design program if possible, and shall be sited and designed to limit
their impact on views otherwise (e.g., keeping signs as small and low as possible, limiting
absolute numbers of signs, etc.). For any regulatory sign not so redesigned, UCSC shall
submit evidence demonstrating why it is not possible to redesign said sign, including
evidence showing what types of exceptions are available for such regulatory sign designs
to better match the Campus unified sign design program and the manner in which such
exceptions have been pursued by UCSC. In addition, regulatory signs shall be modified
as much as is possible otherwise to better match the Campus unified sign design program
and blend as much as possible with the site aesthetic (e.g., using wood posts, framing
such signs with similar materials as Campus signs, etc.).

III.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS

A. UCSC CLRDP
General CLRDP Background
As an alternative to project-by-project coastal permit review, Coastal Act Section 30605 allows
for universities to develop long range development plans for Coastal Commission certification.
Once certified, the university becomes the primary entity responsible for ensuring that future
development on the site is consistent with the certified long range development plan, subject to
ongoing Commission oversight. UCSC’s Marine Science Campus CLRDP was certified by the
Coastal Commission on January 7, 2009.
UCSC’s Marine Science Campus
UCSC’s Marine Science Campus site is located directly adjacent to the Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary just within the western border of the City of Santa Cruz in Santa Cruz County
(see Exhibit 1 for a location map and for an aerial photo of the Campus site). The Campus site
has been known locally for many years as Terrace Point. The main UCSC campus is located
roughly two miles inland of the Campus in the rolling foothills northwest of downtown Santa
Cruz. The Marine Science Campus is located at the outskirts of the City, seaward of Highway
One, at the transitional boundary between the urbanized City area to the east (downcoast) and the
rural north coast of the unincorporated County to the west (upcoast). The Santa Cruz County
north coast area is well known to the Commission for its sweeping vistas of both coastal
agricultural fields and natural landscapes framed by the undulating coastal range. Much of this
area is in extensive State Park and other rural public land holdings, and all of it is traversed by a
rural stretch of Highway One. Although there are some limited residential enclaves (e.g.,
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Davenport along the coast, and Bonny Doon in the mountains) in these mostly pastoral areas,
this north coast area is part of the stretch of largely agricultural and undeveloped coastal lands
extending nearly 50 miles to Half Moon Bay upcoast. The Campus site is located at the
beginning of this stretch of coast as one heads upcoast out of the City of Santa Cruz and, by
extension, out of the urbanized portion of northern Monterey Bay.
The Campus site is primarily made up of a relatively flat terrace area (roughly 73 acres) sloping
gently from north to south (to the ocean) with the remainder occupied by a large arroyo feature
(roughly 25 acres) on the west of the site, at the base of which lies Younger Lagoon, an estuarine
lagoon that connects (at times) to the ocean. A sandy beach area fronts Younger Lagoon below
the terrace. The lagoon, the beach, the arroyo and a portion of the terrace make up Younger
Lagoon Reserve. The terrace portion of the site includes within it a 2.5 acre federally-owned
parcel completely surrounded by UCSC property. Altogether, the Campus (including the federal
in-holding and the Younger Lagoon Reserve) is about 100 acres.
In the general Campus vicinity, agricultural land extends to the west along the coast beyond the
Younger Lagoon Reserve and the western Campus boundary. To the north are the Union Pacific
Railroad tracks, the Raytek industrial facility, and Highway One. To the south lies the Sanctuary
and the Pacific Ocean, and to the east is Antonelli Pond (north of Delaware Avenue) and the
densely packed De Anza Mobile Home Park (south of Delaware Avenue), beyond which is
Natural Bridges State Park and past that West Cliff Drive in the City of Santa Cruz.
UCSC’S Marine Science Campus CLRDP
UCSC’s Marine Science Campus CLRDP was certified by the Coastal Commission on January
7, 2009. The CLRDP provides a blueprint for future development of the site including a
maximum increase of about 600,000 square feet of new Campus facilities mostly within four
distinct development zones (occupying about one-third of the terrace area – see page 1 of Exhibit
2) for an expanded Marine Science Campus. The CLRDP provides for roughly 340,000 gross
square feet of potential new facilities within the four development zones in new one- and twostory buildings up to 36 feet tall, with the remainder in outdoor research and support areas. The
CLRDP also accounts for additional areas of roads, and some natural drainage ponds, outside of
the four development nodes. Overall, and at full buildout, the CLRDP allows for the Campus to
grow by about three times its size at certification. In addition to the building program, the
CLRDP also provides for an expanded public access trail system and natural habitat restoration
in those wetland and open space areas on the terrace that are not part of the proposed
development zones (roughly 47 acres) that, per the CLRDP, have been recently added to
Younger Lagoon Reserve.

B. UCSC NOID-6
Notices of Impending Development
Under a certified CLRDP, University development of specific projects contained in the CLRDP
can proceed without a coastal permit, provided the University sends a Notice of Impending
Development (or a “NOID”) to the Commission prior to undertaking development, and either the
Commission deems the identified development project consistent with the CLRDP (with or
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without conditions to make it so) or does not respond in a timely manner to the NOID. 2 Pursuant
to Coastal Act Sections 30605 and 30606, the Commission may impose conditions on such
development project proposals only if it finds them inconsistent with the certified CLRDP.
NOID-6 Description
Each project element of NOID-6 is discussed in detail below:
1. Coastal Biology Building and Associated Development
The main component of NOID-6 is the proposed Coastal Biology Building facility (CBB), which
would consist of a new research and teaching lab building and associated greenhouses located in
the Middle Terrace portion of the Campus. These facilities would provide space for research,
instruction, offices and related support operations for the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
(EEB) Department of UCSC’s Physical and Biological Sciences Division. See pages 1-8 and 3940 of Exhibit 2 for project plans and visual simulations of the proposed CBB project.
The main components of the CBB project include:


A mostly two-story building with three wings (with one of the wings being one-story)
consisting of 40,000 square feet, with a maximum building height of 36 feet.



Building forms consisting of gabled and shed roof styles with shingle roofing, wood
cladding, and muted colors, all of which is intended to blend with the landscape and match
the style of existing Campus buildings.



A 20,000-gallon seawater storage tank, which would be about 12 feet in diameter and 30 feet
high, to be located just outside the CBB.



Six new pre-manufactured greenhouses (consisting of five 600-square-foot greenhouses, one
1,200-square-foot greenhouse, and one 3,300 square foot greenhouse, totaling 7,500 square
feet; each a maximum of 12 feet in height) located on the opposite side of McAllister Way
from the CBB, to provide plant research facilities for faculty and students, and space to grow
plants for the Campus’ ongoing restoration projects.



A vegetated berm planted with native plant species to be located along the perimeter of the
“Original Younger Lagoon Reserve” (i.e., the lagoon itself and its associated uplands), and
new wire mesh fencing to be installed along the McAllister Way side of the berm.



Two new parking lots (115 spaces total), one south of the CBB and one north of the
greenhouse complex.

2

Coastal Act Section 30606 requires that the University provide notice of an impending development at least 30
working days prior to pursuing it. California Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 13549 provides that a NOID is
only filed following Executive Director review of the NOID and any supporting materials to ensure there is
sufficient information for making the consistency determination. The filing review must be completed within five
working days after receiving the NOID submittal. CCR Section 13548 requires that the Commission take action on
the notice within 30 working days of filing of the NOID. In sum, if the Commission does not take action within 30
working days of filing of the NOID, the identified development project is deemed consistent and can proceed. In the
case of the UCSC CLRDP, the action deadline may be extended by UCSC for up to 3 months.
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Bicycle parking provided at the CBB’s entrances, with space reserved to provide a total of up
to 108 bicycle storage spaces (up to one for each employee of the facility), as well as shower
facilities.



About 40,000 square feet of new native plant species plantings in the area around the
buildings. Native plantings along the building’s foundation lines would include large shrubs
and small trees to help break the wind and to mask the building’s bulk.

2. Road, Infrastructure, Service Yards, and Other Site Improvements
The project includes the following components related to roads, infrastructure, service yards, and
other related site improvements (see pages 8-11 and 41-70 of Exhibit 2 for project plans):


A 22-foot-wide entry road (Delaware Avenue Extension) that would follow a new route
across the Middle Terrace south of the existing entry road and rejoin McAllister Way south
of the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) building.



Abandonment of the existing entry road with conversion of this area to an approximately 8foot-wide pedestrian pathway.



Modifications to the configuration and design of the Delaware Avenue/Shaffer Road
intersection (located directly adjacent to the Campus’ entry) to improve its safety and
functioning for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists.



Various utility improvements (water, seawater, sewer, natural gas, electrical,
telecommunications, and storm water). Most of these utilities are included in underground
trenches and vaults under the roadway or under the new pedestrian corridor.



Construction of a utility yard to provide secure space for stand-by generators, and a modular
building for temporary storage of regulated waste. The utility yard would be surrounded by a
solid wooden fence and screened from view by tall native shrubs.



Development of a staging area adjacent to Shaffer road to be used initially for construction
staging and then developed as a fenced open-air storage yard.

3. Public Access Trails and Interpretive Panels
The project includes an integrated 1.2-mile pedestrian and bicycle trail system that will link the
Campus’ facilities and that will provide views and educational interpretation of coastal features,
grasslands, wetlands, and the Campus’ habitat restoration projects. Specifically the project
includes a 12-foot-wide paved central Campus trail and bike path (a multiuse trail), which will
start at the Campus’ entrance and curve southwest and terminate at the north end of the Seymour
Discovery Center parking lot. Other unpaved trails will also be developed and upgraded at the
site. When completed, this trail component of the project will result in all of the CLRDPrequired trails being in place and operational. A wayfinding exhibit and visitor information will
be provided at the Campus’ main entry. All trails will be furnished with benches, trash cans,
recycling bins, bike racks, etc.. Minor barriers to restrict pedestrian movement to the trails (e.g.,
rope or cable and pole) may be installed in areas where required to keep users on the trails and
out of adjacent restored habitat areas. The trails will be surfaced in permeable or semi-permeable
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materials. See pages 12-14 and page 20 of Exhibit 2 for the location of the proposed trails and
the location and examples of interpretive signage.
4. Reconnection of Wetlands
Wetland W1 on the Upper Terrace is a former agricultural ditch that runs along the western
border of the campus. An earthen berm separates it from the more expansive wetlands W2 and
W3, adjacent and to the east. Under the CLRDP’s Specific Resource Plan (SRP) Phase 1B
project for the site, wetland W1 is to be reconnected to wetland W2 as part of the habitat
restoration required by the CLRDP. See pages 36-38 of Exhibit 2 for the location of the wetlands
in the Upper Terrace area and for the options for reconnecting the wetlands.
5. Sign Program
The sign program from the Campus consists of three types of signage: 1) wayfinding, directional,
and informational signs; 2) regulatory signs; and 3) interpretive signs (see pages 14, 16-20 of
Exhibit 2):


Wayfinding signs. Wayfinding signs would be installed or replaced throughout the Campus
to facilitate public access to current and proposed buildings, interpretive features, and site
amenities, such as the Seymour Marine Discovery Center, the CBB, parking lots, trails, and
overlooks. A main wayfinding exhibit would be located at the main entrance to the Campus.
Other informational signs in this category may include those for posting hours or policies,
safety warnings, restricted areas, etc.. The wayfinding signage identifies the Campus unified
sign design program theme (with consistent materials, fonts, colors, backgrounds, etc.).



Regulatory Signs. Regulatory signs convey information about speed limits, fire lanes,
parking regulations, etc.. Regulatory signs governed by jurisdictional codes or enforcement
policies would comply with current enforcement standards. Other regulatory signs would be
consistent with the Campus unified sign design program theme.



Interpretive Signs. Interpretive signs cover a wide range of topics, from information,
including photos, illustrations, and text about an individual species, to how the seawater
system works to support marine research activities. Interpretive signs would play off of the
Campus unified sign design program theme, and would include a consistent look among the
different interpretive signs through use of a common font, a subject line prominently
displayed with a color banner at the top of each panel, and facility and program logos at the
bottom edge.

6. Parking Program
The proposed NOID would implement a parking program (including parking signage) for the
existing3 and proposed lots as follows (see pages 21-35 of Exhibit 2):

3

Lot 202 is located west of the Seymour Center and includes 17 parking spaces reserved for UC vehicles only
(permit controlled) and 1 disabled parking space (disabled placard controlled). This lot was subject to NOID-1,
which was approved by the Commission on November 2, 2009.
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Lot 201 (existing lot located north of the Seymour Marine Discovery Center)


10 dedicated public coastal access spaces (i.e., reserved exclusively for use by general public
access visitors to the site and not for use by any others; $1.50 per hour 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
during non-holiday weekdays; free parking on weekends, State holidays, and during weekday
daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.).



40 dual use public coastal access spaces (i.e., reserved exclusively for public coastal access
parking and for visitor parking to the Seymour Center; fees for general public use are $1.50
per hour 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. during non-holiday weekdays; free parking on weekends, State
holidays, and during weekday daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.; free parking on
non-holiday weekdays with Seymour Center entry fee).



30 staff (including one vanpool space) and staff visitor spaces (permit controlled on nonholiday weekdays 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; available to non-permit holders for free on weekends,
State holidays, and during weekday daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.).



2 disabled parking spaces (disabled placard required; always free).

Lot 203 (existing lot located northeast of the Center for Ocean Health building)


36 staff and staff visitor spaces (permit controlled on non-holiday weekdays 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
available to non-permit holders for free on weekends, State holidays, and during weekday
daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.).



1 disabled parking space (disabled placard required; always free).

Lot 204 (new lot to be located north of the NOAA Fisheries building)


69 staff and visitor spaces (permit controlled on non-holiday weekdays 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
available to non-permit holders for free on weekends, State holidays, and during weekday
daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.).



5 dedicated public coastal access spaces (i.e., reserved exclusively for use by general public
access visitors to the site and not for use by any others; $1.50 per hour 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
during non-holiday weekdays; free parking on weekends, State holidays, and during weekday
daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.).



4 disabled parking spaces (disabled placard required; always free).

Lot 205 (new lot to be located south of the CDFW building)


35 staff and staff visitor spaces (permit controlled on non-holiday weekdays 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
available to non-permit holders for free on weekends, State holidays, and during weekday
daylight hours before 8 a.m. and after 5 p.m.).



3 disabled parking spaces (disabled placard required; always free).

Lot 207 (new lot to be located at the Campus’ entry)
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14 dedicated public coastal access parking spaces (i.e., reserved exclusively for use by
general public access visitors to the site and not for use by any others; always free)



1 disabled parking space (disabled placard required; always free).

The proposed project also would eliminate informal parking in two areas along McAllister Way
and restore these areas to a natural state, including replanting with native plant species, as is
required by the CLRDP.
7. Lighting Plan
The project includes the following lighting elements (see pages 14-15 of Exhibit 2):


Pole-mounted fixtures in parking lots and bollard-mounted fixtures along the major
pedestrian circulation paths in the vicinity of the CBB.



Fixtures would have cut-off shields to prevent horizontal and vertical light pollution.



Interior greenhouse lighting would include shielding to ensure that no direct light is shed into
the Original Younger Lagoon Reserve area and that indirect light is minimized.



Lighting would be installed for the McAllister Way pedestrian path, bus stops, the utility
yard, the storage yard, and the Campus’ identification sign at the main entrance would be
illuminated.



Low bollard lighting would be installed along the new entry road and along McAllister Way.
The public parking lot at the Campus’ entrance would not be lighted.



Other pedestrian and biking trails would not be lighted except as needed for safety, such as at
vehicle road and parking lot driveway crossing, and at the intersections of pedestrian paths
with the multi-use trail route.

C. CLRDP CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS
1. Coastal Biology Building and Associated Development
The University’s CLRDP objective is to develop a world-class integrated marine research facility
where researchers, faculty, students, and the public can interact and participate in a
comprehensive marine and coastal science research program. Such a facility could make a
significant contribution to ongoing efforts to understand, learn, and educate society about the
marine and coastal environment. The CLRDP includes a number of policies and implementation
measures that describe the size, design, height, and location of allowed buildings and associated
development on the site. See Exhibit 3 for the CLRDP figures and Implementation Measures
(IMs) referenced below. See Exhibit 4 for applicable CLRDP Design Guidelines. See pages 1-8
and 39-40 of Exhibit 2 for project plans and visual simulations of the proposed Coastal Biology
Building facility (CBB).
The proposed CBB would consist of a new research and teaching lab building and associated
greenhouses. These facilities would provide space for research, instruction, offices and related
10
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support operations for the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) Department of UCSC’s
Physical and Biological Sciences Division.
Land Use Locational Restrictions
CLRDP Policy 2.5 requires that, “All development and uses on the MSC [Marine Science
Campus] shall be limited to marine/coastal research and education, resource protection, and
public access development and uses, including primarily coastal dependent and coastal related
development and uses.” Consistent with this policy, the CBB project would allow the EEB
department to move as a unit to a single facility at the Campus, a move that would bring the
Coastal Science faculty together with their Marine Science colleagues.
The CLRDP land use designation for new buildings and associated development is “Research
and Education Mixed Use.” This is the only facility development land use designation in the
CLRDP, and it allows for all of the CLRDP building program elements within it (such as
research labs, educational facilities, outdoor research areas, meeting rooms, auditoriums, food
service, equipment storage and maintenance, certain short-term accommodations, etc.). The main
building components of the CBB and the greenhouses, including the associated parking lots and
the seawater storage tank, are all located on land designated “Research and Education Mixed
Use,” and are consistent with the CLRDP in this respect.
CLRDP Figure 5.3 provides locational restrictions for new buildings. However, other than the
“Campus Entry Development Zone,” there are no Figure 5.3 locational restrictions for marine
research and educational buildings such as the CBB and the greenhouse complex. There are also
no Figure 5.3 locational restrictions for the proposed parking lots that will serve each of these
project components (see below for additional discussion of parking), or for proposed seawater
storage tank. All of the proposed buildings are within the general “Campus Entry Development
Zone identifies in Figure 5.3, thus, with respect to the marine research and educational buildings
and the greenhouses, the proposed project is consistent with CLRDP Figure 5.3.
Development Subarea Restrictions
CLRDP Figure 5.4 identifies 16 development subareas on the Campus site, and provides detailed
prescriptions for maximum allowable stories, heights, and building coverage by subarea. Figure
5.4 also includes specific standards for certain discrete areas. The proposed CBB is located in
Subarea 4, and the greenhouses are located in Subarea 6. CLRDP Figure 5.4 indicates that no
buildings other than ancillary and unoccupied structures are allowed in the first 50 feet extending
east from the subarea boundary in the northern 215 feet of subarea 6. The greenhouses are not in
this area and thus meet this criterion.
The proposed CBB development would consist of a 40,000 square-foot CBB building and 7,500
square feet of greenhouses. IM 4.2.5 allows for a maximum of 40,000 square feet for buildings in
the Middle Terrace, and thus the project meets this criterion, albeit exactly at the maximum. It
also meets Figure 5.4’s maximum building coverage (a maximum of 63,300 square feet of such
coverage is allowed in subarea 4, and a maximum of 29,200 square feet of such coverage is
allowed in subarea 6).
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The CLRDP also identifies the maximum scale for each potential type of facility to be developed
in the building program, and allows for structural heights of up to 36 feet for certain laboratory
buildings 4 (see CLRDP Section 5.4), such as the CBB. IM 4.2.3 and IM 4.2.4 limit building
heights to no more than two stories and a maximum of 36 feet in height as measured from natural
grade for this type of lab building. Mechanical equipment may extend an additional 5 feet, as
long as the total amount of mechanical equipment does not exceed 25 percent of the length of the
building’s ridgeline. The proposed CBB is two stories and the roofline would be 36 feet above
natural grade, with two exhaust stacks that would extend 5 feet above the top of the roofline. The
proposed greenhouses would be 12 feet in height. Thus, the proposed project meets the CLRDP’s
height requirements. In addition, IM 4.2.9 limits continuous building length to 175 feet for the
portions of buildings located adjacent to a street or parking area. The portion of the CBB
building that faces McAllister Way would be 137 feet long; the section facing the new parking
lot would be 110 feet long. Thus, the proposed project meets the requirements of IM 4.2.9.
IM 4.2.8 requires that buildings be set back a minimum of 15 feet from campus streets. The CBB
will be set back 15 feet from McAllister Way, and the greenhouses will be located more than 100
feet from McAllister Way. Thus, the proposed project is consistent with IM 4.2.8 regarding
setbacks.
Clustering of Development
IMs 2.3.1 and 4.1.1 require development to be clustered within areas designated for “Research
and Education Mixed Use,” to protect and preserve the open space areas on the Campus,
including the YLR, and to protect public view corridors. The proposed development is consistent
with these CLRDP requirements because the CBB building and its associated parking lot would
be clustered near the existing NOAA and CDFW buildings. The proposed greenhouses and the
associated parking lot would be clustered with existing CDFW structures. Thus, the proposed
project is consistent with IMs 2.3.1 and 4.1.1 regarding clustering development.
Design
Chapter 6 of the CLRDP (see Exhibit 4) sets design standards for development, generally to be
in keeping with a coastal rural and agriculture structural motif. For example, buildings, though
consisting of large forms, are limited to two stories and construction materials are to relate
strongly to the vernacular style of coastal architecture, such as using the coastal barn archetype
as inspiration and using colors traditionally seen in the coastal rural setting. The CLRDP also
requires the use of construction materials that relate strongly to this theme through the use of
stained vertical board and batten siding, shingle roofing, natural materials, muted colors, and
board-formed or rough-finished concrete for exposed concrete surfaces (such as at the edges of a
foundation). The CBB lab building exterior would be clad in vertical board and batten wood or
wood-like siding, extending up over a board-formed concrete foundation, with shingle roofing
(see pages 6 and 7 of Exhibit 2 for visual simulations). Thus, the proposed CBB building is
consistent with the CLRDP’s design requirements.

4

The maximum allowable building height limit in the Middle Terrace area per Figure 5.4 is 30 feet, but this may
extended to 36 feet for laboratory buildings if it is not feasible to meet the 30-foot limit due to the vertical clearance
necessary for specialized laboratory equipment (for mechanical systems, ductwork, etc.).
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Seawater System
IM 3.1.1 allows the Campus’ seawater system to be maintained and allows for expansion of the
seawater system, provided that such expansion maintains, enhances, and where feasible restores
marine resources. In this case, the proposed project includes a new 20,000 gallon seawater
storage tank. However, this proposed development would not expand the intake flow rate or
require the construction of ocean intake pipelines. Thus, this component of the project is
consistent with IM 3.1.1.
Vegetative Screening, Vegetative Berm and Associated Fencing
Appropriate tall native shrubs would be planted as windbreaks and for screening along the east
side of the CBB site (which faces the YLR terrace lands), as required by IM 2.33 and IM 4.2.11.
Additionally, about 40,000 square feet of new native plant species would be planted in the area
around the buildings.
The CLRDP’s Resource Management Plan (RMP) requires the removal of the existing chain link
fencing located just outside the Original YLR boundary, and the installation of new solid fencing
or, preferably, additional berming in this area to provide a screen between terrace area
development and Original YLR resources. CLRDP Figure 5.4 identifies that only fencing,
drainage, and landscaping are allowed in this area of the site (Subarea 7). The CLRDP also
includes policies and implementation measures to assure that new development does not result in
light, noise, or movement associated with development being visible from within the Original
YLR, so as to minimize disturbance of wildlife. The CLRDP’s Design Guidelines (Exhibit 4)
also include specific guidance with respect to the types, heights, and locations of fencing on the
campus
The proposed project includes a vegetated berm to be located on the west side of McAllister
Way, between the proposed greenhouses and the Original YLR, which will extend south to the
existing vegetated berm. The proposed berm will be vegetated with appropriate native plant
species, consistent with IM 2.3.3 and IM 3.5.5, and will limit access and visual intrusion into the
original YLR from the developed areas, consistent with IM 3.5.7 and IM 4.3.1, and will also
buffer the Original YLR from the greenhouse research activities. The proposed berm will protect
open space habitat values, consistent with IM 2.3.1 and IM 3.4.1 and IM 3.5.8, which require
buffering of sensitive habitat areas from development activities.
The proposed project includes new fencing to be placed on the McAllister Way side of the berm,
both the existing berm and as would be extend in this project (see page 39 of Exhibit 2). Such
fencing would consist of open mesh-welded wire panels on rough wooden posts (see page 40 of
Exhibit 2), and is intended to provide a barrier to block people from accessing the berm and
ultimately the Original YLR. There is also a solid board wooden fence proposed across from the
NOAA Fisheries building where an alcove would be formed to allow an overlook into YLR
without disturbing YLR habitats (Overlook E). On the latter, such fencing is only allowed in
limited circumstances, and where it can be sited and designed to limit visual impacts. It appears
from the project materials that this solid fence meets such requirements, but it is necessary to
ensure that appropriate fencing materials are used as a more detailed site plan and elevation is
prepared. Thus Special Condition 1 requires that the fencing materials are appropriate for the
berm area, consistent with the CLRDP direction for Overlook E.
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In terms of the mesh wire fence proposed, this fence is inconsistent with the required fencing
design guidelines of CLRDP Chapter 6 (see Exhibit 4). Specifically, the CLRDP is structured to
avoid the use of fencing as much as possible so as interfere as little as possible with the open
space and rural aesthetic of the Campus. Fencing that is allowable must be responsive to its
purpose and need, and sited and designed to limit visual impacts. In addition, it must be sited and
designed so as not to interfere with wildlife movement. The CLRDP includes very specific
fencing prescriptions, down to the height, materials, and configurations that are allowable in
different circumstances. The fencing proposed does not meet any of these criteria. First, fencing
for resource protection purposes is required to be roughhewn split-rail fencing no taller than 3
feet in height, or wood post and rope (or cable) barriers no taller than 2 feet in height. The
proposed fencing is taller than both of these, and made up of a very different design, one that is
not allowed nor contemplated by the CLRDP. Second, the fencing proposed would serve to
block wildlife movement, when wildlife-blocking fencing is prohibited.
In terms of allowing fencing at all, the Commission recognizes that the SAC and the YLR
Manager both support some sort of fence in this location to provide enhanced protection for YLR
over and above what the vegetated berm can offer, and can find a fence appropriate here under
the CLRDP, given its purpose and need for resource protection, as allowed by the CLRDP.
However, the fence must be made to conform to the CLRDP specified allowed fencing type, and
must be sited and designed to minimize visual impacts otherwise (including avoiding straightline forms, incorporating vegetation to help it blend into the surroundings, etc.). See Special
Condition 1.
In summary, the CLRDP envisions development to provide enhanced and expanded marine
science research uses at the Campus. The proposed project includes development of the Coastal
Biology Building consisting of a new research and teaching lab building and associated
greenhouses and a new seawater tank. With the fencing modifications described above, this
aspect of the project can be found consistent with the CLRDP.
2. Road, Infrastructure, Service Yards, and Other Site Improvements.
This aspect of the project would make improvements to the potable water, filtered seawater,
sewer, storm drain, electrical, communication, and circulation systems throughout the Campus to
address existing utility deficiencies and to support development on the Middle Terrace. See
Exhibit 3 for the CLRDP figures and IMs referenced below. See Exhibit 4 for applicable CLRDP
Design Guidelines. See pages 8-11 and 41-70 of Exhibit 2 for infrastructure project plans.
Water, Seawater, Sewer, Natural Gas, Electrical, and Telecommunications
Figure 5.7 shows the allowed utility corridor alignment, and also includes a utility prohibition
zone through which the extension of sewer and water utilities to areas outside the City of Santa
Cruz or otherwise beyond the Campus to the west is prohibited. CLRDP Policy 8.1 and IM 8.1.1
state that utilities shall be sized only to meet the needs generated by development or uses of the
Marine Science Campus. Various utility improvements, including water, seawater, sewer, natural
gas, electrical, and telecommunications, are included in the project. The proposed utilities will be
located in underground trenches or vaults under the roadway or under other paved areas. The
proposed sewer lines will connect to an existing sanitary sewer pump station located near the
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NOAA building. All of these underground utilities will be serviceable via a series of manholes.
The proposed utilities are sized to provide only for the envisioned needs of the Marine Science
Campus. The location of the utility corridors is consistent with the routes shown in Figure 5.7,
and no water or sewer utilities will extend into the utility prohibition zone. Thus, these
components of the project are consistent with the above-cited utilities provisions of the CLRDP.
Roadways
IM 5.1.1 requires that the University construct a new circulation system for the Campus as
shown in Figure 5.5. As shown in the project plans, the proposed road alignment is consistent
with the road configuration in Figure 5.5.
The existing entry road runs along the southern margins of wetlands W1, W2, and W3, and also
segments the grassland habitat in this otherwise undeveloped area. IM 5.1.6 requires that the
portion of the existing main entry road between Shaffer Road and the CDFW facility be
abandoned as a campus street and restored as a public trail and habitat buffer area. Under the
proposed project, the existing entry road would be abandoned as a vehicle roadway from the
campus entrance to the southern end of the CDFW facility, and converted to an approximately 8foot-wide, meandering pedestrian pathway, to be called the Ocean Shore Railroad Trail. This
trail would be created by removing excess road pavement (but not roadbed fill, as that is critical
to the wetland hydrologic regime at the site), and leaving a curvilinear trail within the roadbed
area. All disturbed areas would be planted with appropriate plant species to complement nearby
wetlands and buffers, and enhance the trail recreational experience. Thus, this aspect of the
proposed project is consistent with the requirements of IM 5.1.6.
Consistent with the requirements of IM 5.1.1 and Figure 5.5, the existing entry road would be
replaced with a new main entry road for the campus from the Delaware Avenue entrance, which
would become the new Delaware Avenue Extension. This new, asphalt-concrete-paved road
would be routed to the south of the abandoned road alignment. At the same time, the
configuration and design of the Delaware/Shaffer intersection would be modified to improve its
safety and functioning for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists, consistent with the requirements
of IM 5.1.2 and IM 5.1.3. Improvements would include relocation of the City’s large aboveground water meter and backflow assembly to a less visible location; installation of new
entryway fencing and a new automated gate; and roadway design to realign the entry drive with
the end of Delaware Avenue, to provide adequate bus turnaround room in the intersection, to
accommodate the entry to the new public coastal access parking lot at the entrance, and to
integrate the pedestrian trail crossing and access to a new pedestrian trail along the new Ocean
Shore Railroad Trail. The new Delaware Avenue Extension would be 22 feet wide with unpaved
shoulders and without curbs. The roadway would include a sidewalk from the Campus entry to
McAllister Way, where it would connect to a proposed new sidewalk along McAllister Way near
the CDFW facility.
Consistent with CLRDP IM 5.1.4, the driveway entrance into the Upper Terrace development
zone (i.e., the location of the proposed storage yard - see below) would be located in the center
of the zone, to ensure that adequate areas for wildlife passage are preserved north and south of
the development zone.
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Storm Water Management
The governing plan for drainage design at the Campus is the Marine Science Campus “Drainage
Concept Plan,” which is included as part of the CLRDP as Appendix B. The Drainage Concept
Plan identifies specific water quality treatment parameters that must be met by new development,
and requires that runoff from new development be controlled to avoid increasing peak flow rates
and to maintain infiltration at pre-CLRDP levels to the maximum extent practicable. To achieve
these goals, the Drainage Concept Plan describes the ideal storm water management system as a
series of natural drainage facilities and engineered filtration systems. The natural drainage
facilities include vegetated filter strips and grassy swales that connect to vegetated storm water
basins, to remove pollutants from storm water runoff and to provide opportunities for
groundwater recharge. These natural systems may be supplemented with engineered treatment
systems, as necessary, to ensure that runoff meets water quality objectives set forth in the
CLRDP. The proposed project includes the following types of natural drainage features (see
pages 64-69 for examples of these types of drainage features):


Bio-retention ponds, which are shallow, landscaped depressions that allow runoff to pond
and infiltrate through layers of mulch, a prepared soil mix, and a gravel base.



Vegetated swales, which are grass-lined channels designed to convey and filter/treat storm
water and other runoff.



Vegetated filter strips, which would be six- to ten-foot wide linear features adjacent to new
roadways that would be planted or seeded with appropriate native grass species. Runoff
flowing over the filter strips would drain to bio-retention ponds or vegetated swales.



Vegetated storm water basins, which are designed to detain water for a short period of time
between storms. In between storm events, pollutants in water that remains in the detention
areas are removed or reduced by infiltration, settling, and physical and biological processes.



Pervious paving, which is designed to allow percolation or infiltration of storm water through
the surface into the soil below where the water is naturally filtered and pollutants are
removed. The use of pervious pavement reduces the volume and rate of runoff.

The proposed project also includes engineered filtration systems for specific types of
development. For example, areas used for the maintenance and servicing of heavy equipment or
for food service wash-down must drain to the sanitary sewer system and must be covered to limit
storm water from coming into contact with potential pollutants. Engineered storm water
treatment systems are required for parking lots, maintenance areas, and laydown areas, and oil
and grease traps are required for food service areas.
On the CBB site, pervious paving would be used in Parking Lot 204, the bicycle/pedestrian
paths, and the fire lane. The gravel fire lane shoulder and the courtyard decking would also be
pervious. Runoff from the roof of the CBB lab building would drain to a series of bio-retention
areas east of the building and in the courtyard. A vegetated swale along the northern edge of the
building would collect runoff from the fire lane. The ponds and swale would drain to a vegetated
storm water basin that would occupy the area between the lab wing and Parking Lot 204, and
extend to the east across the Middle Terrace utility corridor (future Middle Terrace Walk).
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Filtered and treated water from the basin would drain to the wetland buffer in the YLR,
surrounding wetland W4, from which it would infiltrate into the subsurface or flow overland to
wetland W4. Construction of the storm water basin would not entail grading in the wetland
buffer. Runoff from the parking lot that does not infiltrate through the pervious pavement would
flow to a vegetated swale in the middle of the lot. Filtered and treated water from the eastern half
of the swale would flow east and discharge through a box culvert within the development area to
the wetland W4 buffer. Filtered and treated water from the western half of the parking lot would
flow west and would discharge to drainage features along McAllister Way and thence to the
Original YLR via a drainage system described below.
The area around the proposed greenhouse complex currently is graveled and/or covered with
existing greenhouses. Runoff from this area currently drains to an existing infiltration feature in
Subarea 7. Under the proposed project, the area between the greenhouses would be surfaced with
pervious aggregate paving. The greenhouse area would also include three bio-retention areas. A
new 5-foot-high berm topped with screening vegetation would be constructed along the site
margin, in Subarea 7, to provide screening and buffering to protect YLR and its wildlife from
visual and other impacts from development. The berm would incorporate storm water infiltration
and conveyance features. A vegetated swale would be constructed along the berm in Subarea 6 to
collect runoff from the greenhouse area. Flows in the swale would be directed to the YLR
(consistent with IM 7.3.1) at six points along the edge of Subarea 7 via pipes installed at the base
of the berm. On the lagoon side of the berm, the flows would be dispersed along the top of the
Younger Lagoon bluff through level perforated piping.
The new Delaware Avenue Extension would be 22 feet wide with unpaved shoulders and
without curbs. The roadway would include a sidewalk from the Campus entry to McAllister
Way, where it would connect to a proposed new sidewalk along McAllister Way near the CDFW
facility. A linear bio-retention pond would be built along the side of the road for storm water
treatment and infiltration.
IM 2.3.2 requires that at least 30 percent of the land area within the Middle Terrace development
zone be maintained in a pervious state and free of impervious surfaces. Approximately 19
percent of the Middle Terrace development zone would be developed with impervious surfaces.
Thus, the project is consistent with IM 2.3.2.
The CLRDP includes a number of provisions to manage storm water and other runoff (IM 7.1.1),
meet water quality standards (IM 7.1.2), meet the flow requirements of the Drainage Concept
Plan (IMs 7.1.3-7.1.5, and provide for groundwater recharge (IM 7.1.6). The analysis in Section
3.9 of UCSC’s FEIR for this project regarding Hydrology and Water Quality found that the
proposed project would meet the requirements of the above-cited implementation measures as
well as the requirements of the Drainage Concept Plan. In addition, the surface of the parking
stalls in the parking lots would be permeable, and the trails would be surfaced in permeable
materials, consistent with the requirements of IM 7.1.13 regarding permeable hardscape. The
project also includes drainage system interpretive signs, consistent with the requirements of IM
7.1.15. The natural vegetated drainage components of the project are consistent with the
requirements of IM 7.1.16. The proposed project also includes drainage system monitoring and
maintenance provisions, consistent with IMs 7.2.1-7.2.4. In total, the proposed project includes a
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drainage system, including a variety of natural drainage features, which will maintain, enhance,
and restore marine resources, consistent with the requirements of the CLRDP.
Storage Yard and Utility Yard
The proposed project includes development of a staging area located in the Campus’ Upper
Terrace area (Subarea 1) adjacent to Shaffer Road. The construction staging area would occupy
about 58,000 square feet, which accounts for all of the developable area within the Upper
Terrace Development Zone. After its use for construction staging has ceased, this area would be
converted to an open-air storage yard. The storage yard would house items such as research boats
and sea-land-type storage containers for marine research equipment used by researchers at the
Campus. Development of the storage yard would require final grading of the yard prior to
permanent surfacing. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 allow such development in this area of the Campus.
Security lighting would be provided within the site (see “Lighting” section below for analysis).
As required by IM 3.2.3, the proposed storage yard would include fencing and landscaping at the
development zone boundary to screen noise, lights, and activities that might deter wildlife from
moving through nearby wildlife corridors/buffers (that extend on either side of this area, west
and east). The storage yard would be surrounded by a solid wooden fence just tall enough that
the fence and surrounding landscaping (at maturity) is capable of screening these storage yard
activity areas from view from within the surrounding wildlife corridors, which will be enhanced
per the requirements of the CLRDP as part of the project. The fence would be no taller than 8
feet in any case. The way in which the fence and landscaping screening would interact to
minimize fencing and limit public view impacts as required by the CLRDP can be assured by
requiring final plans for the storage yard, including in terms of such fencing and landscaping, for
Executive Director review and approval (see Special Condition 1).
The proposed project also includes development of a new centralized utility yard in Subarea 2, at
the northernmost end of the Middle Terrace immediately north of the new campus main entry
road. The proposed utility yard would be a graded, graveled area of about 11,400 square feet.
This facility would provide secure space for stand-by generators. Natural gas, electrical
distribution, communications, water, and sewer lines would be extended to the utility yard. A
modular unit for temporary storage of regulated waste also would be sited in the utility yard. The
footprint of the modular unit would be about 10 feet by 15 feet. Within the utility yard, each
generator and storage tank would be sited on an individual concrete pad. The entire facility
would be surrounded by a solid wooden fence just tall enough to screen these utility components
(and no taller than 8 feet in any case, and as low as 4-6 feet) with a locked gate for security. It
would also be screened from the new campus entry road and from the new pedestrian path (along
the old road alignment) by tall shrubs such as willow and alder (if the area is wet) or other
appropriate species, planted along and extending out from the fence line so as to help the facility
blend into the site’s natural aesthetic. Limited night lighting for security purposes is proposed
within the yard (see “Lighting” section below for analysis).
Within Subarea 2, the CLRDP requires above-grade development, such as that now proposed, to
be concentrated to the south of the subarea (i.e., south of the road) as much as possible (per
CLRDP Figure 5.4). In addition, CLRDP IM 4.2.12 explicitly requires development in Subarea 2
to be sited and designed to minimize impacts to public views from the public trails in this area,
including from the new pedestrian path along the old road alignment. These provisions emanate
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from the Commission’s desire in certifying the CLRDP to minimize development north of the
access road as much as possible, both to better buffer the significant wetland and habitat areas
north of the road, and to protect the open space views available north of the road, both from the
trials as well as the vista from the road itself upon entering the Campus. These views are of
protected habitat areas on Campus blending into agricultural fields extending to the west.
Because the utility yard proposed is to the north of the road, it conflicts with these CLRDP
requirements. Ideally, the utility yard would located south of the road, and the portion of the
Subarea that is located north of the road would be used for other development that is not above
ground (like storm water detention ponds). The University would prefer to use the area north of
the road for the utility yard.
Provided the utility yard can be minimized in size and scale, oriented to minimize public view
blockage, and otherwise screened through landscaping and limited fencing, the Commission can
find it consistent with the CLRDP. It will still present as an unnatural element north of the road,
but with screening it can be made to appropriately blend into the landscape as much as possible.
See Special Condition 1.
3. Public Access Trails and Interpretive Panels
The CLRDP envisions an expanded network of public trails and controlled access trails on the
Marine Science Campus that will allow visitors and other site users to walk to overlook points at
the ocean and experience other natural resource areas on the site. The CLRDP contains a number
of policies and implementation measures that provide for the development and provision of
significant public access amenities, including a trail system throughout the site, a series of
developed overlooks 5 at the ocean and Younger Lagoon, associated amenities such as benches
and bicycle racks, and interpretive facilities including educational signage and outdoor exhibits.
See Exhibit 3 for the CLRDP figures and IMs referenced below. See Exhibit 4 for applicable
CLRDP Design Guidelines that pertain to trails and their amenities. See pages 12-14 of Exhibit 2
for the proposed location of the trails and interpretive signage and see page 20 of Exhibit 2 for
examples of the proposed interpretive signage.
CLRDP Policy 6.1 requires that maximum public access to the coastal resources of the Campus
and the adjacent shoreline and coastal area be provided consistent with public safety, habitat
protection, and other requirements of the campus. IM 6.1.3 and IM 6.2.2 require the University
to construct and maintain a public pedestrian and bicycle trail system on the Campus, and to
locate these trails substantially similar to the configurations shown in Figure 5.6. IM 6.1.1
requires that trail access shall be provided free to the public from one hour before sunset until
one hour after sunset. IM 3.2.5 requires the protection of habitat against degradation from human
intrusion by the development of trails, the installation of interpretive signs, and the management
of trail use. IM 6.1.7 requires that interpretive displays to educate the public regarding the
habitats and research activities occurring on the Campus be provided on trails and at overlook
areas.

5

These overlooks were reviewed by the Commission under previous NOIDs submitted by UCSC (Overlook B in
NOID-1 in 2009; Overlooks A, C, D, E, and F in NOID-5 in 2012). In both cases, the Commission concurred that
the NOIDs were consistent with the CLRDP. Most of the improvements to these Overlooks have taken place, except
for the installation of the interpretive panels. The University is awaiting the fabrication of these interpretive panels.
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The project includes development of an integrated 1.2-mile pedestrian and bicycle trail system,
in the general locations as shown on Figure 5.6, that will link the Campus’ facilities and that will
provide views and educational interpretation of coastal features, grasslands, wetlands, and the
campus’ habitat restoration projects. Trails will form a loop from the Campus entrance to the
coastal bluff, along the bluff, and back through the Campus terraces, including through the
building areas. The trails will be available for free access from one hour before sunrise to one
hour after sunset. Minor barriers to restrict pedestrian movement to the trails (e.g., rope or cable
and pole) may be installed where absolutely necessary based on identified use issues (and
avoided otherwise), which will also serve to limit access into adjacent restored habitat areas,
consistent with IM 3.2.5. All trails will be furnished with benches, trash cans, recycling bins,
bike racks, and other trail amenities.
Portions of some of the trails would be located in areas designated “Research and Education
Mixed Use.” The overlooks and most of the trail improvements would be located in land
designated as “Resource Protection Buffer.” The De Anza Trail and the multiuse main
bicycle/pedestrian trail would be located in land designated “Open Space.” Trails and their
associated amenities are allowable uses in these three CLRDP land use designations per CLRDP
Figure 5.3.
Section 6.4 of the CLRDP specifically sets forth design guidelines for trails on the Campus
including with respect to trail widths, trails materials and trail amenities. Major trails, such as the
Central Campus Trail and Bike Path, may be up to 12 feet wide and may be constructed of
concrete or asphalt given their higher “traffic” or use levels. Minor trails will be generally
devoted to coastal access and interpretive walks and will be a minimum of six feet wide,
narrower in the buffer to the YLR. These trails will be constructed of decomposed granite or
similar naturalistic permeable materials to protect water quality and to maximize infiltration
(consistent with IM 7.1.13). All trails will be ADA compliant, to the extent feasible. Other
CLRDP implementation measures require native landscaping with appropriate native plants (IM
3.2.14), limited symbolic fencing to protect natural resources (IM 3.5.8 and Section 6.8.3), and
interpretive information regarding the Campus’ research activities and adjacent natural areas (IM
6.1.7). The proposed project includes trails that are consistent with the width requirements of
Section 6.4. The proposed trail improvements also include ADA-compliant access paths made of
pervious materials (except for Central Campus Trail and Bike Path), interpretive signage, minor
fencing (e.g., rope or cable and pole) where absolutely necessary to protect natural resources
based on identified use issues (and avoided otherwise), expanded landscaping areas with
appropriate native plants, and amenities such as benches, bicycle racks, trash/recycling cans, etc.,
all consistent with the specific requirements of CLRDP Section 6.4 and the above-stated
implementation measures.
Interpretive overlooks will provide small group opportunities for nature education. The proposed
project includes one new overlook, Overlook G, and a new covered interpretive shelter at
existing Overlook A (see Figure 2-3a). Overlook G, on the south side of the Central Campus
Trail, would provide a viewpoint to the south to wetland W5 for bicyclists and pedestrians. The
overlook would consist of a 6-foot by 10-foot pervious-paved area adjacent to the Central
Campus Trail. The overlook would include a bench and interpretive signage related to the
wetland and other natural features. At Overlook A, which provides a view of the same wetland
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from the south, the proposed project would add a small covered shelter with interpretive
signs/exhibits at the previously approved overlook site, to provide an outdoor learning space for
larger groups for both self-guided and guided exploration. The shelter would be an open
structure up to 400 square feet in size with simple roof and a wall or slatted fence on the
prevailing wind side (west) and possibly a partial wall or slatted fence on the storm wind side
(south) for wind protection.
In summary, the CLRDP envisions improvements to existing trails and development of new
trails to provide visual and physical access to the natural and developed areas of the Campus,
including the 72-acre Younger Lagoon Reserve, as well as to the surrounding ocean views. The
proposed project includes a trail system that is consistent with the specific requirements of the
CLRDP with respect to interpretive signage, ADA-compliant permeable access paths where
feasible, native landscaping, as well as structural improvements such benches, bicycle racks, and
other amenities. The project will develop all of the required trails (and remaining overlook
improvements) required by the CLRDP. Thus, upon completion, public trail access to the
Campus will be fully implemented as envisioned by the Commission in certifying the CLRDP.
The proposed project will greatly benefit the public by improving access opportunities at the
Campus. Thus, this aspect of the proposed project is consistent with the CLRDP.
4. Reconnection and Restoration of Wetlands
The CLRDP includes multiple provisions that require protection, enhancement, and restoration
of the natural areas of the Campus outside of development zones, including specific requirements
applicable to wetlands, including the terrace area wetlands that are now included in the Younger
Lagoon Reserve. See Exhibit 3 for these provisions. See pages 36-38 of Exhibit 2 for the location
of the wetlands in the Upper Terrace area and for the options for reconnecting the wetlands.
The historical functional values of the wetlands on the Upper Terrace of the Campus were
diminished by decades of agricultural use prior to UCSC ownership. Under the CLRDP’s
Specific Resource Plan (SRP) Phase 1B, the hydrology of wetlands W1 and W2 would be
integrated. Reconnecting W1 and W2 would increase water flow to W2 and remove the drainage
function of W1 (currently confined to a linear ditch-like configuration that accelerates water flow
from the Upper Terrace into Younger Lagoon). The goal of the hydrological restoration is to
provide a better functioning wetland upland/transitional habitat and to better maintain California
red-legged frog habitat at the northern end of wetland W2. SRP Phase 1B also would contribute
to the establishment of appropriate native grass and herbaceous wetland species that would
enhance habitat connectivity between these wetlands and Younger Lagoon; reduce the potential
for erosion; and improve storm water quality in this area. The project would consolidate, expand,
and enhance these wetlands as mandated by the CLRDP and its associated Resource
Management Plan. Thus, as proposed, this component of NOID-6 is consistent with the certified
CLRDP.
5. Sign Program
CLRDP Section 9.1.4 requires the University to design and install a coordinated “suite” of signs,
including for parking areas and for all public access facilities. CLRDP Section 6.7.2 provides
details on the signage design guidelines for the entire Marine Science Campus site, and requires
a unified design theme wherein all Campus signs will use similar materials, colors, fonts,
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layouts, etc., and will be fabricated of natural or natural looking materials that are compatible
with the site character to the maximum extent feasible.
The proposed signage program for the Campus consists of three types of signage (see “Parking
Program” below for a discussion of parking signs): Wayfinding/Directional/Informational,
Regulatory, and Interpretive. See Exhibit 3 for the CLRDP figures and IMs referenced below.
See Exhibit 4 for applicable CLRDP Design Guidelines with respect to signage. See page 14 for
the proposed locations of (non-parking-related) signage. See pages 16-20 of Exhibit 2 for
examples of the proposed (non-parking-related) signage.
Wayfinding signs would be installed or replaced throughout the Campus to facilitate public
access to current and proposed buildings, interpretive features, and site amenities, such as the
Seymour Marine Discovery Center, the CBB, parking lots, and trails. Signs with the
Commission’s wave and footprint symbol would be used to direct visitors to coastal overlooks.
To protect habitat areas, signage would be installed to discourage pedestrians from leaving
designated pathways. Regulatory signs convey information about speed limits, fire lanes, parking
regulations, etc.. Interpretive signage would be installed throughout the Campus to help to
develop the public’s understanding of and appreciation for the MSC’s natural resources and of
the Campus’ efforts to protect these resources.
The CLRDP requires that the University develop and implement a unified sign program intended
to use similar materials, colors, fonts, figures, symbols, and layouts to convey information to
Campus users. Such sign program is meant to provide internal consistency between and among
Campus signs to facilitate ease of recognition and uniformity for the Campus, at the same time
fitting into the natural character of the site. With the exception of the regulatory signs (and
parking signs, which are discussed below under the section on the parking program), the
proposed sign program will appropriately respond to CLRDP requirements. With respect to the
regulatory signs, UCSC indicates it has little to no control over the design of these signs, and that
they are required to look the way that they have been proposed. It is not clear whether there may
be exceptions to rules for regulatory signs that would allow customization at the Campus to help
these signs better fit within the site aesthetic. If such exceptions are available, then they should
be required to be applied in this context. If they aren’t, then everything possible must be done to
help the signs blend as much as possible with the site aesthetic (e.g., using wood posts, framing
such signs with similar materials as Campus signs, etc.). This consistency determination is
conditioned to require evaluation of such exceptions for regulatory signs, and evidence that they
are infeasible or can be implemented here, as well as applying all other possible measures to
have such signs blend with the established unified sign design plan for the Campus. See Special
Condition 3.
6. Parking Program
A key feature of the CLRDP’s circulation plan is the development of parking for campus use and
public coastal access. At the present time, other than the 18 limited use spaces in parking lot 202,
parking on the site is available for free on a first-come, first-serve basis for persons working on
site as well as visitors to it; parking is not assigned and permits are not required. 6 CLRDP Policy
6

Lot 202, which was subject to NOID 1 as mentioned above, provides limited parking for University-owned and/or
or service vehicles only. In addition, although not part of the Marine Science Campus per se, and not subject to the
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5.3 limits parking on the Marine Science Campus at build-out to a total of up to 795 spaces, and
the University may control almost all of this parking through the use of programmatic means
(e.g., including through the use of parking permits and/or parking meters) to ensure that spaces
are available for high-priority users such as visitors seeking coastal access and campus teachers,
researchers, and staff. Without such controls, demand for parking by students could overwhelm
capacity and result in parking shortages for higher priority users.
There are currently 137 existing parking spaces in the Lower Terrace Area. CLRDP
Implementation Measures 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 and Figure 9.4 require that at least 10 dedicated public
coastal access parking spaces and at least 40 dual use parking spaces (i.e., reserved exclusively
for public coastal access parking or for parking by visitors to the Seymour Center) be provided in
the Lower Terrace development zone, and also require that these parking spaces provide the
easiest and most direct access to public coastal access amenities (such as coastal overlook areas
and associated trails) and the Seymour Center. The University is proposing 10 dedicated public
coastal access spaces and 40 dual use public coastal access spaces in Lot 201, consistent with the
requirements of the CLRDP. The 40 dual use public coastal access spaces are proposed to be
located directly adjacent to the Seymour Center, which will provide direct and easy access to the
Seymour Center, consistent with the requirements of Figure 9.4. Implementation Measure 5.3.6
suggests (but does not require) that the 10 dedicated public coastal access spaces be located in
the parking bay along the east side of McAllister Way, opposite the Ocean Health building.
However, the University is proposing that these 10 parking spaces be located one parking bay
east of the location suggested in IM 5.3.6. The University is proposing this location because this
will group the 10 dedicated public coastal access parking spaces and the 40 dual use parking
spaces together (as shown in Exhibit B), which will effectively orient the visitor toward the
coastal access and Seymour Center amenities of the Lower Terrace area and will reduce the
number of parking signs needed. This location will also provide direct and easy access to the
public coastal access amenities in the Lower Terrace area. Thus, although not in the suggested
CLRDP location, the location of the proposed dedicated public coastal access/dual use parking
spaces can be found consistent with the requirements of the CLRDP.
In addition to the Lower Terrace parking, the proposed parking program also includes 5
dedicated public coastal access parking spaces in the Middle Terrace, and 15 dedicated public
coastal access parking spaces at the Campus’ entrance. Both of these are sited as required by the
CLRDP.
Overall, the parking program provides 197 spaces for use by Campus employees and their
visitors, as well as UC service vehicles. Parking management for all 267 spaces on the Campus is
intended to be accommodated through a combination of pay station or metered spaces and permit
controlled spaces, with enforcement provided by UCSC Parking Enforcement staff. Parking
enforcement would operate 8am to 5pm on non-holiday weekdays only. During these hours, the
parking fee for the proposed public coastal access and dual use visitor/public coastal access
parking spaces would be $1.50 per hour (parking would always be free for visitors to the
Seymour Marine Discovery Center and in the 15-space lot at the Campus’ entrance). Other
CLRDP, the parking lot at the federally owned in-holding parcel in the Middle Terrace, which is managed by the
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, is restricted.
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parking would be by University-issued permits, and not subject to the $1.50 per hour fee. All
parking spaces would be designated by coordinated regulatory and informational signage.
Existing unpermitted informal parking along McAllister Way would all be eliminated, and this
area restored as open space and habitat buffer, as is required by the CLRDP. See Exhibit 3 for
the CLRDP figures and IMs referenced below. See Exhibit 4 for applicable CLRDP Design
Guidelines with respect to parking and parking signage. See pages 21-35 of Exhibit 2 for the
locations of the proposed and existing parking lots, and for the proposed parking signage.
Unpermitted Parking Removed
There are three remaining issues with the proposed parking program: sign design and
information, costs for parking, and currently unpermitted parking. With respect to the currently
unpermitted parking, two areas along McAllister Way are being used for informal parking,
specifically in the area on the west side of the road between the existing greenhouses and the
Ocean Health Building parking lot in the Lower Terrace area, and on the east side of the road
adjacent to the NOAA facility. CLRDP Section 9.2 states with respect to this parking: “Within
one year of CLRDP certification, the University shall remove this parking area and shall restore
the area impacted by it to a natural state consistent with this area’s function as buffer for
Younger Lagoon Reserve and Wetland W5.” Under the proposed project, the use of these areas
for informal parking would be abandoned, and the areas would be restored to their natural state
with native plantings. Thus, this component of the project is consistent with CLRDP Section 9.2.
Sign Design and Information
With respect to sign design and information, the signs proposed not only clash with the Campus
unified sign design program, they also clash with the intent of the CLRDP that signs be designed
to blend in with the natural open space character. As proposed, these signs will detract from that
character, and are inconsistent with the other signs proposed, only further exacerbating their
impact in this respect. The proposed parking signs are based on the style and graphics that have
been adopted and used in UCSC’s main campus parking sign program. The proposed signs use
bright blue and yellow colors against white backgrounds, are made of metal, and are not
fabricated of natural or natural looking materials. According to UCSC, these parking signs
require clear information for visitors, need to comply with regulations for enforcement efficacy,
and are kept to a minimum to reduce visual impacts. As proposed, however, the signs are not
consistent with the requirements of the CLRDP, including Sections 6.7.2 and 9.1.4. Such signs
need to be made to conform with the unified sign design program (including in terms of colors,
materials, fonts, etc.), and need to be sited and designed to limit their impact on views otherwise
(e.g., keeping signs as small and low as possible, limiting absolute numbers of signs, utilizing
pavement markings to avoid excessive signs, etc.). See Special Condition 3.
In terms of the information presented on the signs, one of the fundamental parking requirements
of the CLRDP is that all parking on the Campus be available for free on a first-come first-serve
and unrestricted basis during daylight hours before 8am and after 5pm on weekdays, and during
all daylight hours Saturdays, Sundays, and State Holidays. The signs proposed are not adequate
to convey this information to site users, and need to be supplemented so as to be clear on this
point. See Special Condition 3. In addition, the signs proposed are keyed to permit types as
opposed to parking types, which will make it more difficult for visitors to understand what is
allowed versus not. By informing Campus users and visitors what type of parking is available in
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each lot (e.g., coastal public access, visitor, permit, etc.) the effect of the disproportionate
emphasis on permits is reduced while still providing necessary information. See Special
Condition 3.
Parking Fees
In terms of the proposed fees for the public to park, CLRDP Implementation Measures 5.3.2 and
5.3.8 provide that during non-State holiday weekdays between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
p.m., the University may use permits or meters to manage public coastal access parking, and that
a nominal fee may be charged if authorized by a CLRDP development project that is authorized
by the Commission, “provided such fee does not negatively impact public access.” As indicated
above the University proposes to impose a parking fee of $1.50 per hour 7,8 between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m. during non-holiday weekdays for public visitors to the Campus.
The University states that this $1.50 per hour parking fee is consistent with parking rates
imposed in high public access areas in the City of Santa Cruz, such as on the municipal wharf,
and metered parking near the Boardwalk, Cowell Beach, and the Santa Cruz Harbor. The
University contends that the $1.50 per hour parking fee in these areas has not negatively
impacted public coastal access given that there is full utilization of the parking spaces in these
areas during peak summer periods. The University further notes that parking on the Campus will
be free on weekends, before 8:00 a.m. and after 5:00 p.m. on weekdays, and on State holidays.
The coastal public access amenities on the Campus, however, are not comparable to the uses in
the other areas of Santa Cruz mentioned above. Those areas in the City are significant visitor
destinations with a wide variety of amenities available to visitors, such as beach use, volleyball
courts, the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk amusement park, the Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary Discovery Center, and a wide variety of shops and restaurants, etc.. Campus amenities
for coastal public access visitors (other than those entering the Seymour Center, for which
parking will be free with paid admission) are much more low key and include the
aforementioned trails and overlook areas that take in the beauty of the coast in this location and
that include (or will include) benches for quiet sitting and contemplation, and bird watching
activities in the Younger Lagoon Reserve.
Furthermore, parking in other locations in Santa Cruz near the Marine Science Campus is
generally free. For example, parking along Delaware Avenue (the road that leads into the
Campus) is free and provides access to more low key amenities such as the pathway that circles
Antonelli Pond (bird watching and nature experience) and paths that lead into Natural Bridges
State Beach and the Campus. Parking along nearby Swanton Road (which also provides
pedestrian access into Natural Bridges State Beach) and along West Cliff Drive (which provides
a coastal access path) is free with limited restrictions only in terms of disallowing overnight
parking. Parking along Shaffer Road next to the Campus is also free, providing access to the
trails of Moore Creek Preserve and the developed recreational trail connecting upcoast to Wilder
Ranch State Park. These areas are more comparable and more relevant to determining parking
7

Parking in Lot 201 would be free with paid Seymour Center entry fee.

8

UCSC staff indicates that the $1.50 per hour parking fee will be adjusted by the university “from time to time,” but
has not provided any explicit schedule or criteria for such potential changes.
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fees (if any are appropriate) in the coastal public access spaces of the Campus than those areas of
Santa Cruz cited by the University. However, University staff contends that the parking fee of
$1.50 per hour is very reasonable compared to other developed parking facilities, and that
UCSC’s parking facilities are paved, striped, lighted, have storm water controls, bio swale
treatments, landscaping, etc., all of which require maintenance. UCSC also contends that its
parking facilities are not comparable to the off-campus parking areas mentioned above because
those constitute on-street parking supported by tax dollars, or unpaved roadside turnouts, such as
at the Moore Creek Preserve.
A fundamental component of the Commission’s certification of the CLRDP was that there would
be impacts from the development program proposed, and these impacts would be mitigated
through the requirements of the CLRDP, including with respect to providing parking, trails, and
overlooks for public access users. In other words, the public parking is part of a suite of
mitigations intended to proportionately offset impacts of Campus development under the
CLRDP on coastal resources. In this context, such parking is required to be provided by UCSC,
and the argument that new fees should be applied to pay for what is actually UCSC’s mitigation
commitment doesn't make sense.
In addition, CLRDP IM 5.3.8 allows a parking fee to be imposed only if such a fee does not
negatively impact public access. Given that parking in the nearby vicinity that provides access to
these cited lower-key amenities is free, the $1.50 per hour fee (equivalent to a quarter for every
ten minutes) for coastal public access visitors to the Campus seems out of place and excessive.
While this type of fee is charged in areas with significantly more public access amenities in
Santa Cruz, it is not appropriate to include such a large fee in a location with fewer amenities. In
terms of the explicit CLRDP requirement, it would also negatively impact coastal access to the
Middle and Lower Terrace areas, including reducing its general availability, and including
pricing out lower income public access users.
As such, the fee as proposed is inconsistent the CLRDP’s fundamental mitigation framework and
with IM 5.3.8. To remedy this, Special Condition 2 requires that the parking fee for general
public coastal access parking on the Campus on non-holiday weekdays between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00 p.m. be $0.50 per hour. This parking fee amount is low enough that it should not hinder
public access to the Campus amenities, including trails and overlooks, while still providing some
income to UCSC for maintenance of the public parking areas. A two hour visit, which provides
adequate time to take in the Campus trials and overlooks, would thus cost $1, which seems an
appropriate barometer in this context. Should site amenities change, and perhaps most
specifically if access to the beach is provided in the future, 9 then the components of the parking
program, including the fee, may need to be adjusted to account for such changes. The $0.50 per
hour parking fee strikes an appropriate balance between UCSC’s revenue generation needs and
the CLRDP’s requirement that any fee avoid negatively impacting public access. Special
Condition 2 also requires that any future increase in the parking fee or other changes in the
parking program shall require development authorization through the NOID process.

9 Younger Lagoon Beach is currently off-limits to general public access, but this limitation is subject to reevaluation
under the CLRDP, and future reevaluation could open the beach to general public use.
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Finally, among other things, IM 5.3.2 requires that parking space users who arrive before 8 a.m.
on a non-holiday weekday be allowed to continue to park in coastal access parking spaces
without being penalized for early arrival. According to University staff, Campus parking pay
stations in the Lower Terrace would be programmed to allow for payment in time increments not
based on actual time of day. Thus any coastal access visitor who arrives before 8:00 a.m. or stays
after 5:00 p.m. on non-holiday weekdays will not be penalized by being required to pay for
parking when it is free. This system has been shown to work on the main UCSC campus at the
50-meter swimming pool, where early morning swimmers often purchase parking permits only
for “enforcement time” parking before parking enforcement hours begin. Thus, the NOID is
consistent with IM 5.3.2 in this regard.
7. Lighting Plan
Lighting can have an adverse impact on wildlife habitats, such as those found in the Original
Younger Lagoon. Thus, the CLRDP includes provisions to ensure that lighting used on the site
minimizes impacts to sensitive areas. See Exhibit 3 for the CLRDP figures and IMs referenced
below. See Exhibit 4 for applicable CLRDP Design Guidelines for lighting. See pages 14-15 of
Exhibit 2 for the locations and types of proposed lighting.
CLRDP Policy 4.3 requires that development be sited and designed to ensure that direct impacts
of lighting on wildlife and public views outside of development zones is limited to the maximum
extent feasible. IM 4.3.1 requires that development adjacent to the Original YLR (i.e., the
Lagoon itself and the directly adjacent uplands, but not the terrace lands that are now part of the
YLR) be sited and designed so that light will not be visible from within the Original YLR. IM
4.3.2 requires that development be sited and designed so that activity and direct light is
minimized in its intensity, to avoid impacts to nearby environmentally sensitive habitat areas. IM
4.3.3 requires that all lighting on the Campus be provided at the minimum levels necessary for
safety. IM 4.3.4 requires that all exterior building lighting be located only at building entries and
interior courtyards, but otherwise not be allowed unless necessary for safety, and also requires
interior lighting to minimize glare that may be visible from the sensitive habitat areas of the
Campus. IM 4.3.5 allows for street lighting only within the development zones of the Campus,
and also limits trail lighting to that which is needed for safety, and also requires such lights to be
low-height wooden bollards with all lighting directed downward. IM 4.3.7 limits sign lighting to
the minimum necessary for signs that identify important destinations, restricted or dangerous
areas. IM 4.3.6 allows parking lot and maintenance yard lighting only if it is the lowest lighting
intensity necessary to provide safety and security, and also requires this lighting to be directed
downward, and limits pole mounted lighting to a maximum of 12 feet in height.
The CBB and other development projects would increase the amount of exterior lighting on the
Campus, which, if not appropriately limited and screened, could result in a deterioration of
nighttime views, reduce the perceived open space boundary that separates these uses, and have
impacts to wildlife located in the YLR and on the YLR terrace lands. For example, greenhouse
lighting could adversely affect movements of nocturnal mammals and roosting birds in the
Original YLR if light is spilled into this area, and storage yard and utility yard lighting could
adversely affect wildlife movement in the CRLF corridors surrounding the Upper Terrace area
and in and around the wetlands that constitute the northern portion of the Campus. To address
this concern for the greenhouse, the walls and roofs of the greenhouses will be equipped with
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appropriate shades, which will be used during periods of night lighting, or will be screened with
earthen berms and vegetation designed and positioned in such a way as to exclude direct light
from the greenhouses from spilling into the Original YLR during nighttime (see Utility and
Storage Yard analysis below). The CBB, parking lots, and roadways include design elements and
lighting intended to minimize light spill and the visibility of activity, including shielded lighting,
non-reflective surfaces, and screening with vegetation and earthen berms where feasible and
appropriate.
Exterior building lighting would be limited to entries and usable interior courtyards; no facade or
accent lighting would be allowed except where necessary for safety. Streets would be lighted
only within the development areas, while trails would only be lighted as needed for safety (i.e., at
road and driveway crossings and at intersections of pedestrian paths with the Central Campus
Trail and Bike Path) with low-height wood bollards and downward directed fixtures. Parking lot
lighting would be provided at the lowest levels necessary for safety, and only those parking areas
within the development zones would be lit. All lighting would be shielded to prevent light from
spreading vertically or horizontally. Pole-mounted lights (12-feet in height) would be used only
in parking lots C and D, at building entries, and at pedestrian crossings. The new parking lot for
public coastal access users at the Campus entrance would not be used at night and would not be
lighted. Sign lighting at the Campus entrance would be limited to the minimum necessary for
readability and would be shielded and directed downward to avoid light spilling into adjacent
habitat areas. Indoor lighting in the CBB building will be controlled by occupancy sensors. Also,
the CBB is sited at a sufficient distance that light, even from second story windows, would not
spill into the Original Younger Lagoon.
It is not clear how storage yard and utility lighting would work at night. These areas are
relatively more remote than the CBB area, and located within larger areas of open space where
lights and glares at night would be particularly problematic, including with respect to wildlife
movement and corridors. Given that these are not proposed as nighttime use areas, it appears that
these issues can be resolved by strictly limiting nighttime lights there, including using timers
and/or motion sensing equipment to the degree feasible to ensure that nighttime lighting does not
result in wildlife habitat impacts as directed by the CLRDP. See Special Condition 1.

D. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)
Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires the Commission to make a specific
finding that a permit application is consistent with any applicable requirements of CEQA. This
requirement also applies to the Commission’s review of NOIDs, based on Regulation Section
13550(d). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being
approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on the
environment.
The University, as the lead agency under CEQA, certified a Final EIR (FEIR) for the CLRDP in
September 2004. In November 2006, the University certified an addendum to the FEIR to
respond to changes in the CLRDP in the time since the original FEIR certification, including
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changes stemming from Coastal Commission review of the CLRDP prior to certification. 10 On
January 18, 2012, the University, again as the lead agency under CEQA, certified a FEIR for the
Marine Science Campus projects that constitute NOID-6. In certifying the FEIR, the University
found that the projects would not have significant adverse environmental impacts. This report
has discussed the relevant coastal resource issues with the proposed amendment. All public
comments received to date have been addressed in the findings above. All above findings are
incorporated herein in their entirety by reference.
The Coastal Commission’s review and analysis of land use proposals has been certified by the
Secretary of Natural Resources as being the functional equivalent of environmental review under
CEQA. The Commission has reviewed the relevant coastal resource issues raised by the
proposed project, and has identified appropriate and necessary modifications to address adverse
impacts to such coastal resources. All public comments received to date have been addressed in
the findings above. All above findings are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference.
The Commission finds that only as conditioned will the proposed project avoid significant
adverse effects on the environment, within the meaning of CEQA. As such, there are no
additional feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen any significant adverse environmental effects that approval of the proposed
project, as modified, would have on the environment within the meaning of CEQA. If so
modified, the proposed project will not result in any significant environmental effects for which
feasible mitigation measures have not been employed consistent with CEQA Section
21080.5(d)(2)(A).

APPENDIX A – SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS
1. CLRDP Appendix A – Resource Management Plan
2. CLRDP Appendix B – Drainage Concept Plan
3. Terry Huffman, PhD., Huffman-Broadway Group, Inc., Technical Letter Report,
Reverification of CCC Wetlands and Corps Jurisdictional Boundaries, UCSC Marine
Science Campus, January 2011
4. Winzer and Kelly, Marine Science Campus Final Grading and Drainage Master Plan, April
2012
5. University of California at Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus Projects Final Environmental
Impact Report, November 2011

10

FEIR Addendum Number 1, dated certified November 29, 2006.
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UCSC Marine Science Campus Lighting Program
The lighting program for the Marine Sciences Campus consists of site lighting
(wayfinding/interpretive/safety) and security lighting (faci lity/safety)
The lighting will be designed to:
• Provide the lowest levels necessary to achieve safety and efficient wayfinding
• Avoid unnecessary light detrimental to plant and animal biology
• Avoid Iight spilling into natural areas
• Minimize artificial light interference with view of the coastal night sky
• Cut-off light fixtures shall be used to avoid light spilling
• Lighting shall be mounted as low as feasible to minimize visibility of light source
• Path light shall be low bollard type
• Fixtures shall align with the character of the campus (natural colors and materials)
Sample path light:

Sample parking lot/security light:
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APPENDIX B6: UCSC Marine Science Campus Signage Program
The sign age program for the Marine Sciences Campus would consist of three basic types of signs :
Wayfinding/ Directional/1nformational
Regulatory
Interpretive

Wayfinding signs would be installed or replaced throughout the campus to facilitate public access
to current and proposed buildings, interpretive features and amenities. Wayfinding signs may
include locational identifiers or directional indicators to direct visitors to major buildings and
programs including the Seymour Marine Di scovery Center, parking lots, trails and overlooks, and
other visitor amenities. A main wayfinding exhibit orienting visitors to the campus would be
established at the main entrance to the campus, which may include maps and more detailed
wayfinding and/or programming information. Other informational signs in this category may
include those for posting hours or policies, safety warnings, restricted areas, etc. Wayfinding
signage would have its own graphic theme of font, font color, and background.
Sign material would consist of:
Regal Bronze Alumalite planks or wood planks
Rough-cut redwood posts
Univers 67 Condensed Bold White type
Variations of above as necessary to accommodate information signs with dense text
The Wayfinding/ Directional/lnformational signage category includes:
Campus directional signs
Campus street signs
Pedestrian wayfinding signposts
Miscellaneous information

Exhibit 2
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Campus Directional Sign
This sign is the primary communication medium for conveying directional information on the
campus. These signs indicate the directions to each major building complex and activity center.
Technical specifications: Regal Bronze Alumalite planks with annodized aluminum H channel
with rough-cut 6x6 redwood posts; 4" Univers 67 Condensed Bold type.

Campus Street Sign
This sign uses the signature wayfinding color of the campus, helping differentiate McAllister Way
on the Marine Science Campus (UC property) from D e laware A venue (Santa Cruz C ity property).
Tech nical specifications: Regal Bronze Al um a lite planks on 4" square steel posts painted to match.
Re fl ective White Univers 67 Condensed Bold type with white border.
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Wayfinding Signposts
This sign uses the signature wayfinding color of the campus. The signs indicate major destinations
within the campus public trail and sidewalk system. Distances are provided for each destination in
both miles (decimal) and meters.
Technical specifications: 4" redwood posts (painted to approximate Regal Bronze color of signs),
approximately 4'6" high. White plastic signs with brown letters back-etched.

Coastal Access Signage
Using the same wayfinding color scheme, the MSC campus would use the s ignature
"wave/footprint" signs directing visitors to coastal overlook points where appropriate. These signs
would be posted on existing structures (e.g., fences, railings) or on separate wooden signposts, as
needed.
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Miscellaneous Informational Signage
Informational signs in this category may include those for posting hours or policies, safety
warnings, restricted areas, etc. The photos below oftwo existing miscellaneous signs on the MSC
illustrate the variety of information intended in this sign category . These and other existing signs on
the campus that do not conform to the proposed new design standard will be replaced.

Regulatory Signage
Regulatory signs on the Marine Science Campus include those conveying information about speed
limits, fire lanes, hazardous materials, parking regulations, etc. Regulatory signs governed by
jurisdictional codes or enforcement policies would comply with current enforcement standards, for
example parking-related signs will be consistent with parking signs used at the UCSC main campus
to be consistent with enforcement standards. Other regulatory signs would be consistent with the
design standards of Wayfinding signs. Below are illustrations of some code governed regulatory
signs. Please see the section on the MSC Parking Program for examples of the parking regulation
signs proposed.

SPEED
LIMIT

15
A M 0.

FIRE

·--·-·.. - ·---~-_...

LANE

• •
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Interpretive Signage
Interpretive signs on the MSC campus are proposed to cover a wide range of topi cs- from
information about individual species to how the seawater system works to support marine research
activities to restoration activities to broad eco logical and geographical concepts. Interpretive panels
may vary greatly in the details of both content and layout, but would mainta in a consistent " look
and feel " through a graphic theme to include a common font, a subject line prominently di splayed
within a color banner at the top ofthe panel, the faci lity and program logos included along the
bottom edge, and a colorful mix of photos, illustrations, and/or text arranged uniquely for each
panel in between.
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CLRDP Figure 5.5,
Circulation and Parking Diagram (revised)
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Middle Terrace
Parking Lots

LOT 205
TOTAL SPACES:
M PERMIT
DISABLED

38
35
3

LOT 207
TOTAL SPACES:

15

FREE PARKING
DISABLED

13
2

SIGNS:
11 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN Lot 204
12 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN Lot 205
13 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN Lot 207
14 ROW SIGNS (right)
15 ROW SIGN (left)
Note: Disabled Spaces and Van pool
Space will be individually signed
as "Reserved"

LOT 204
TOTAL SPACES:

78

M PERMIT
COASTAL ACCESS
DISABLED

69
5
A
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Lower Terrace
Parking Lots
-.-Sig n A

SIGNS:
A LOWER TERRACE SIGN
1 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN l ot 201
2 LOT ENTRANCE SIGN l ot 202
3 LOT ENTRANCE SIGNS lot 203
4 1 8,9 ROW SIGNS (single)
5,6, 7 ROW SIGN {double)
10 PAY STATION SIGN

LOT 203
TOTAL SPACES:

37

M PERMIT

36

Nore: Disabled Spaces and Vanpool
Space Will be individually signed
a s "Reserved"

DISABLED

L~OT

201

TOTAL SPACES:

82

M PERMIT

29

COASTAL. ACCESS
DUAL.-usE VISITOR

10
40
1
2

VANPOOl
D ISABILED

Signl4

LOT 2 r0 2
TOTAL SPACES:

18

UC IEH~U

17

DISABLED
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24" w
24" H

®

Lot201

Permit Types Allowed:

~lMl~

Paystation
2 Hour
Limit

Marine Discovery Center &
Coastal Access Visitors
Use Numbered Spaces Only
Pay Station in Lot
Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm.

24" w
24" H

,..
UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER'S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
OR BY TELEPHONING

...
ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 1
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24" w
24" H

@ .Lot202
Permit Types Allowed:
UNIVERSITY
VEHICLES

~
L..Q:J

Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm.

24" w
24" H

,...
UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER'S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
OR BY TELEPHONING

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 2
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24" w
24" H

®

Lot203

Permit Types Allowed:

~lMJ~
Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm.

24" w
24" H

,...
UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER'S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
OR BY TELEPHONING

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 3
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24" w
24" H

®

Lot204

Permit Types Allowed:

~lMJ~
Coastal Access Visitors
Use Orange Spaces Only

Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm.

w

24"
24" H

,..
UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER'S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
OR BY TELEPHONING
s

u

'

...
ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 11
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24" w
24" H

@

Lot205

Permit Types Allowed:

~lMJ~
Park only in marked spaces.
Enforced Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:00pm.

24" w
24" H

,..
UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES PARKED
IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE
SPACES NOT DISPLAYING
DISTINGUISHING PLACARDS OR
SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES ISSUED
FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
WILL BE TOWED AWAY
AT THE OWNER'S EXPENSE
TOWED VEHICLES
MAY BE CLAIMED AT
OR BY TELEPHONING

...
ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 12
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24" w
24" H

.® ·. Lot207
Coastal Access Visitors

FREE PARKING
No Permit Required

ENTRANCE SIGN ARRAY 13
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LOWER TERRACE ENTRANCE SIGN A

24" w
24" H

VISITOR PARKING
Marine Discovery Center
& Coastal Access

w

4"
6" H
Pay Station
Decal

VISITOR PARKING
EXACT AMOUNT ONLY
NO CHANGE OR REFUNDS
Payment Required
Monday through Friday
8:00am to 5:00 pm
Free After Hours, Weekends &
Holidays
RATES:
$1 .50 per Hour
Minimum Payment $.50
Additional Increments of $.25
If any payment option is not working. please choose another payment
option. Display receipt face up on
driver's side of dashboard please.
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ROW (END) SIGN 4

w

12"
12" H

Staff Permit
Parking
with A or M
Permit Only

ROW (END) SIGN 5

w

24"
12" H

Coastal Access &
Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
GREEN STALLS
11 through 50
Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission to
Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING

;Staff Permit
Parking
with A or M
· .Perm.i tOnly

~IN GREEN STALLS

..

,
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ROW (END) SIGN 6

24" w
12" H

Staff Permit
Parking
with A or M
.Permit Only

Coastal Access
Visitors Only
ORANGE STALLS

1 through 10
Please Pay by Space at Machine
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING &
NO MARINE DISCOVERY CENTER
PERMIT PARKING IN ORANGE STALLS

·~

'
ROW (END) SIGN 7

24" w
12" H

Coastal Access
.Vi~itors . On.l y
ORANGE STALLS

1 through 10
Please Pay by Space at Machine
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING &
NO MARINE DISCOVERY CENTER
PERMIT PARKING IN ORANGE STALLS

.

~ ·

~··. ·······

Coastal Access &
.·Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
GREEN STALLS

11 through 50
Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain.Permit with Paid Admission to
· Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN GREEN STALLS

'
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ROW (END) SIGN 8

w

12"
12" H

Coastal Access &
· Marine Discovery Center
Visitors Only
GREEN STALLS
11 through 50
Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission.to ·
. Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING

~NGREENSTALL'-··

ROW (END) SIGN 9

w

12"
12" H

Coastal Access &
Marine Discovery Center ·
· · · Visitors Only
GREEN STALLS
11 through 50
Please Pay by Space at Machine or
Obtain Permit with Paid Admission to
Marine Discovery Center
NO STAFF PERMIT PARKING
IN GREEN STALLS
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SIGN AT PAY STATION 10

w

12"
12" H
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ROW (RIGHT) SIGN 14

12" w
12" H

ROW (LEFT) SIGN 15

12" w
12" H
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UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building and
Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report Nov. 2011
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Wetlands
2-6

Option 1: Berm Removal

UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building and
Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report November 2011

Option 2: Breach Berm

Specific Resource Plan Phase 1B
Options for Wetland W1 and W2 Reconnection

Figure2
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Wetland W2

Wetland W2
Wetland W6

Flashboard Dam (large pond option)

UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building and
Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report November 2011

Incised Channel Brush Packing

Specific Resource Plan Phase 1B
Flashboard Dam and Brush Packing

Figure
2-7b 2
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LEGEND

- -c- -

t:XIST INGNATUAALGASPIPE

- -• - - PROPOSED

~ATl.RAl

INSTALLED OUR' 'IG
rr;-"""~

GAS PIPE

~E

1

EXISTING NATURAl GAS PIPE TO
ASANOO NEO I OEM OUSHEO

B~

SERVI CE :..ATERALS TO 8.JILO:NGS HAVE NOT BEEN SHO\IIJN

RUN GAS TO ENGI NE GENERATORS
FOR PR IMARY FUEL SUPPLY
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LEGEND
-

-

TC -

EX ISTING

-

r.. N:JER3ROIJN:J

i ELECOUM,m CATIONS LNES
-

-

"

-

-

P ~OP')SED TE~ECOMM UNICATIONS

DUCT BJtNK INSTALLE D DURING PH;..SE 1

•

?=< OP:>SE~

TELECOMMUH CATIONS

MA... HOt._E IN5TAL:...: o 00::0: NG PttAS.E 1

I

e

I
I
~

TERMINATE NEW CONDUITS
AT EXISTING AT&T PULL BOX

(2) 4"C FOR AT&T

(10) 4"C FOR UCSC
(2) 4"C FOR AT&T

TERM INATE (2) 4"C FOR AT&T
AT NEW AT&T CAMPUS MPOE
TERMINATE (22 ) 4"C FOR UCSC
AT NEW CAMPUS ADF

(4) 4"C TO EXISTING
AT&T MPOE AND CAMPUS ADF

(2) 4"C COMMUN ICATIONS.
TYPICAL TO EACH EXISTING
BUILDING

(2) 4"C CAPPED FOR
FUTU RE EXTENSION
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LEGEND
-

-

-

-OH£--

-

£ --

-

-

-

l

-

EXISTING UNOERGROUNDE LECTRICA..

I

EX STING OVERhEAD ElECTRICAl
~ RO POS E:)

ELECTRICAL DIJCi SANK
NSTALLEC DURING PHASE 1

-

c --

PROPOSED CAM;:>US LIG"1T1NG DUCT
BANK NSTALLED DURING PHASE 1
(SE£ NOTE 1)

•

PROPOS£0 LOCAnON FOR ELECTR;CAl
tiA."lHOLES INSTALLED DURING PHASE 1
(Sf£ NOTE 2)

I
II

NOTES
M.MtHCLES AND :::>till BOXES FOR CAMPUS LIGHTING NOT SHO'Alll BOLLARD
liGHTING ALONG ROAD IA'Al...KWAY SPACED AT 80'0 C
PROPOSED lOCATIONS FOR ELECTRICAL tMioOHO ... ES 'Mll TYPtCAlLY
INCLUDE SEPARATE WMHOLES FOR LOW AND t.\EOIUU VOl.. TAGE

375 LF 5-4"C
(21 kV PG&E MAIN. 21kV FEEDER . STANDBY
FEEDER, SPARE, CONTROLS)

INSTALL PMH-1 _ __

......_

INTERCEPT PG&E 21kV
UNDERGROUND FEEDER
125 LF 2-4"C
FROM PMH-2 TO PMH-4
390 LF 4-4"C
(21kV FEEDER. STANDBY FEEDER ,
SPARE , CONTROLS)

I

"'"..,l

270 LF 4-4"C
(21 kV FEEDER. STANDBY FEEDER.
SPARE . CONTROLS)

(21kV FEEDERfTANDBY FEEDER,
SPARE . DATA- LECOM)

PMH-6

'

I

PMH -8

I

j.j!l!- - - - - .--1--.z.Jr.t
F 4-4"C

I

V FEEDER. STANDBY FEE ER,
SPARE , CONTROLS)
I
950 LF 5-4"C
(21kV FEEDER, OPTIONAL 21kV BACK
FEEDER. STANDBY FEEDER. SPARE,
CONTROLS)

- - -- - - - *lf1i

PMH-7

II

I
I

I

I

I

-=-_j
250'
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PHASE 1: TELECOMMUNICATIONS
FIBER CABLING PLAN
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/

/
/

/
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LAGOON

-

Ut.I!TS Of WORK AT CBB AA0 APC(N

OEVELOPt.IENT AA£.A

EE::.::a

CONCRETE PAVING

'fjP."Ciiiif!

STABIUZ£0 DECQir.IPOSEO GRANITE P"VINC

ASPHALT PAV1NG - H20 RAT[[)

KEY NOTES

0
0
0
8

~AR~RE PLAN DEVELOPMENT. ACTUAL PlAN MAY

~6~~~~~s~~f~~E~E~~i'H0 E~r..1~u~[6CXH
OECOUPSED GRANITE.

~~~~~TEC~~~~IGNt.I ENT

AT SUBAREA 8,

~~~ ~~T~~C~~N-LINK

a·

'"""-----,. -

75'

225'

®

STORI.IWATER Pl..ANTIHC AAfJ..

1·;.<-;:.. ,.~J

NATM SEED t.llX

ACCREG4TE PAVNC

AGGREGATE CHOKED WITH SOIL - rRE
~E

SHOULDER

PERKABL£ UHn PAvt:RS

WRE ftNCE - W.TCH EXISTING
NON ~ - OBSCI.RHC
HELD 6" OFT fiNISH CRAD(

FINCE AND

WOOO fiNCE SQfT -OBSCURING
HELD 6" OFT fltof!Stt CAAOC

® SHADE
~:~~-~g~T~~~-E ~~~~T9~T~:iour
CLOTH ON GATE.
SCALE
75'
150'

~
~
~
1::·:-:·:::::::l

WOOO POST 'MTl-1 R£TROR(FUCTOR

;~~~~s~!~&~ONc~g ~~~~~~U~~~INUES
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SEE SHEET l 1.0

I

LEGEND

/

-

I '

Ulo41TS OF" WORK AT CBB AND APCEN

OMI.OPWENT /oR£.A

I±EE
...
ii§ilai
~

~
~

I><
:>>:l
[;.':-C:.,..:j

CONCRETE PAVING
ASPHALT PAVING - H20 RATED

STABILIZED OCCOt.lf>OSED GRANITE PAVING
AGGREGATE PAVING
AGGREGATE CHOKED 'NITH SOIL - FlRE
LANE SHOUlDER
PERI.IEABL£ UNIT PAVERS

STOOMWATER PLANTlNG AR£A
NATIVE SEED lo4 tX
WIRE FENCE - loiATCH EXISTING
NON SIGHT -OBSCURING

HELD 6" OFF FlNJSH GIWl£
WOOD FENCE SICHT - OBSCURING
HUO 6" OFF FINISH GRAD£
WOOD POST WITH RETROREFLECTOR

KEY NOTES

APPROXI t.t A.TE LY 300-FTET Of EXISTING TRAIL TC
BE ELEVATED (ROCK TURNPIKE) WITH WITH OPEN

GRADED DRAIN ROCI< TO ALLOW WATER
~ OVE ~E NT BELOW THE TRAIL PROFILE IN ORDER
TO PREVENT LOCAliZED f LOODI NG Of THE
TRAIL.

0 ~~~~N~L~~Ez;0 P:~~t.Ct A~~~~M~~~~RE
0 ~:~~~ ~;wD~~~/TI~~~~N~~F F~~~~ING
® ~\~~c ~~T~~ci~N-UNK
B-f£ET FROI-4 EDGE OF PAVING.

a·

SCALE
75'

1so·

fENCE AND
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ENLARGEMENT

MARIN E CAMPUS ENTRY & PUBLIC PARKING

SUBAREA 16

SCALE: 1" • 20' - 0

E PAVING AT

BUS STOP, TYP.

WOOD POST WITH

R£TRO R£FLECTOR.
TYP.

LEGEND
UI.IITS Of WORK FOR CBB, .APCEN !:
GREEt<IHOJS£
0£VELOPWENT ARO
COHCR[T[ PAvtiG

ASPHALT PAVING - H20 RATED
STA81UZED OECOWPOSED GRANfT[ PAVING

AGCREGAT£ PAVING

2

ACCR£GAT£ CHOKED WITH SOIL - ARE

ENLARGEMENT I - BUS STOPS AT CBB PARKING LOT

LANE SHOULO(R

SCALE: 1 • 20 - 0

P[Rl,I£.ABL.£ PAVIfr+C
STC>Rtr.IWAT£R Pl.JHTNC AAEA
NATIVE SE£0 W!X
WIRE FINCE - UATCH EXISTING

NON SIGHT-OBSCURl~
HELD 6" OFT ANISH GRADE

WCOO FENCE SIGHT-OBSCURING
H(LD 6" OfF ANfSH GRADE

SCALE

a·

20'

•a·

so·

~.-t;;--M
1" -

WOOD POST WITH

'

"

REFlECTOR

20'
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ENLARGEMENT Ill - STORAGE YARD AND GENERATORS - SUBAREA 2
PLAN

LEGEND
Ulo41TS Of WORK FOR CBB, N'C[N &:

GREENHOUSE
- -

-

--

-

~

OE'VELOf'UENT AREA
CONCRETE PAVING
ASPHALT PAVING - H20 RATED

SlA131UlEO OECOt.IPOSED CRANlTE PAVING

ACCRECATE PAV1NC
AGGREGATE CHOKED Wlni SOIL - FIRE
lANE SHOULDER
PERtr.IEABLE PAVING

STORMWAT£R PLANTING AREA
NATIV£ S££0 1.41X
WIR£ FENCE - W.TCH EXISTING
NON SIGHT - OBSCURING
HELD 6" OFF ftiiSH GRADE

WOOD F!NCE SIGHT- OBSCURING
HELD 6" QrF FlNISH GRADE

SCALE

a·

2o·

40'

~

WOOD POSl WITH RETRO R(FLECTOR
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LEGEND
W1

EXI STIN G WETLAND AND LABEL {TYPICAL)

CD

EXISTING MAJO R WATERSHED AND LABE L
(TYPICAL)

EXIST ING
CULVERT

MINO R WATE RSHE D AND LABEL· COLOR CODED
(TYPICAL)

~

0

SURF ACE FLOW (TYPICAL)

>----so---+-

W1

EX ISTING VEGETATED DITCH OR SWALE AND
FLOW DIRECT ION
EXI STING STORM DRAIN COLLECTION SYSTEM
AND FLOW DIRECTION

CL)

HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP B

(I]

HYDROLOGIC SOI L GROUP D

1

B

-----

W2

28

'':/_ ____ _
NOTES:
1.

MAJOR EXISTI NG CONDITIONS WATERSHED BOUNDARIES ARE
FROM THE CLROP WITH MINOR MODIFICATION BASED ON
TOPOGRAPH IC SURVEY CONDUCTED ON OCTOBE R 28, 201 0,
BY ROBERT L DEWITI AND ASSOCIATES CML ENGINEERS
AND LAND SURVEYORS. WATERSHEDS WERE FURTHER
SUBDIVIDED BASED ON ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS.
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LEGEND
VEGETATED SWALE
P ROPOSED BU IL DINGS AND LABEL
CONSTRUCTED D URING PHASE i

------··

\,_

~--

,1

. :1

ABBREVIATIONS
ANG

AVERAGE NATURAL G RADE

HGL25

2 5-YEAR STORM HYDRAULIC GRADE LINE

FBp

FREE BOARD FROM ANG
(FBp = ANG • HGL25)

FFr

RECOMMENDED FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATION
(HGL25 + 1.0' FREE BOARD)

NOTE
•• SEE FIGU RE 1.1 FOR NATURAL GRADE (NG) SPOT
ELEVATIO N S AND THE RESULTANT AVERAGE NATURAL
GRADE (ANG) CALCULATION
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LEGEND

-

·-

VEGETATED SWALE
PROPOSED BUILDINGS AND LABEL
CONSTRUCTED DURING PHASE 1
PROPOSED BUILDINGS AND LABEL
CONSTRUCTED DURING PHASE 2

ABBREVIATIONS
ANG

AVERAGE NATURAL GRADE

HGL25

2S.YEAR STORM HYDRAULIC GRADE LINE

FBp

FREE BOARD FROM ANG
{FBp ::: ANG- HGL25)

FFr

RECOMMENDED FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATION
(HGL25 + 1.0' FREE BOARD)
fiiiEE

II:ECOioiMEMlEO

lloOo\1110

FFE

NOTE
•• SEE FIGURE 1.1 FOR NATURAL GRADE (NG) SPOT
ELEVATIONS AND THE RESULTANT AVERAGE NATURAL
GRADE (ANG) CALCULATION.

SEE CBB PROJECT FOR
GRADING PLANS
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LEGEND
EXISTING

W1

CULVERT

EXISTING WETLAND AND LABEL (TYPICAL)

::J:.i
::ri:•

...•i-- ~---------- ------------•
:r
.•

MAJOR WATERSHED AND LABEL (TYPICAL)

MINOR WATERSHED AND LABEL
COLOR COOED (TYPICAL)
SURFACE FLOW (TYPICAL)

>---

'v

PHASE 1 STORMWATER DETENTION BASIN AND
LABEL (TYPICAL)

-

>-

I
I

:

I
I
I
I
I

W1

EXISTING VEGETATED DITCH OR SWALE AND
FLOW DIRECTION
EXISTING VEGETATED STORM DRAIN
COLLECTION SYSTEM
AND FLOW DIRECTION

SWALEU

-----~---------~

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

W2

PHASE l VEGETATED SWALE, LABEL, AND FLOW
DIRECTION
PHASE 1 STORM DRAIN PIPE, LABEL, AND FLOW

DIRECTION
6" DISCHARGE PIPE
PROPOSED BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTED DURING PHASE 1

8" DISCHARGE PIPE
I
I

W3

EXISTING
CULVERT
HEADWALLS

r

A
EXISTING SO PIPE
TO YOUNGER LAGOON

4-West-A

i

.
...

4-West-B

I
I
I

I
APPROXIMATE LOCATION
OF INTERIM BERM

W4
EXISTING UNIMPROVED OUTFALL
EXISTING
24" SD CMP
TO OCEAN

I
I
I
I
I

...
I

I

EXI STING
12" SO PIPE

I
I
I
I

.
6
ws

I

W10

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~:
I
I
I
I

.

11

••

~

•
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,

~

N

0

200'
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PHASE 1
PROPOSED DETENTION SYSTEM

LEGEND

W1

·----·
~-- -~

EXISTING
CULVERT

EXISTING WETLAND AND LABEL {TYPICAL)
MAJOR WATERSHED (TYPICAL)
MINOR WATERSHED AND LABEL (TYPICAL)
COLOR CODED (TYPICAL)
SUR FACE FLOW (TYPICAL)

>----

EXISTING VEGETATED DITCH OR SWALE AND
FLOW DIRECTION
EXISTING STORM DRAIN COLL ECTION SYSTEM

AND FLOW DIRECTION

1.

M,~UQR EXISTING CONDITIONS WATERSHED BOUNDARIES ARE
FROM THE CLRDP WITH MINOR MODIFICATION BASED ON
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The primary purpose of this chapter is to set forth a Long Range Land Use Development Plan for
the Marine Science Campus. The building program, land use designations, diagrams, and policies in
this chapter are an expression of the relevant provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. This Long
Range Land Use Development Plan reflects the planning objectives, program overview, design
principles, and plan concepts discussed in Chapter 4 and should be considered and interpreted in
light of the narrative and diagrams of that chapter. Chapter 7, Illustrative Campus Buildout Site Plan
and Preliminary Designs, is based on this Long Range Land Use Development Plan, with the
intervening design guidance of Chapter 6.
The Long Range Land Use Development Plan includes eight elements, which are presented in the
sections that follow. These eight elements are:
5.1

Application of the Long Range Land Use Development Plan,

5.2

Land Use,

5.3

Natural Resource Protection,

5.4

Scenic and Visual Qualities,

5.5

Circulation and Parking,

5.6

Public Access and Recreation,

5.7

Hydrology and Water Quality, and

5.8

Utilities.

Each section is structured with a narrative introduction to the issue area, followed by policies that
detail related requirements in that issue area, and then followed by implementation measures where
necessary to help further define specific parts and/ or aspects of the policy requirements.
As used in this chapter "may" is permissive in the sense that the activity or development in question
is allowed under the CLRDP, provided all applicable requirements are met. "Shall" is mandatory.
"Cumulative," "cumulatively," and "cumulative effect" mean the incremental effects of an individual
project when reviewed in connection with the effect of past, current, and probable future projects.

5.1

Application of the Long Range Land Use Development Plan

This section sets forth the manner in which Long Range Land Use Development Plan shall be
applied in order to ensure conformity with Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act.
CLRDP Chapter 5
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Development, as defined by the California Coastal Act and as that term is understood in this
CLRDP, means:
On land, in or under water, the placement or erection r!f a'!Y solid material or stmcture; discharge or disposal r!f
any dredged material or r!f any gaseous, liquid, solid, or thermal waste; grading, removing, dredging, mining, or
extraction r!f a'!Y materiaLr; change in the densi(y or intensi(y r!f use r!f land, including, but not limited to,
subdivision pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act (commencing with Section 66410 r!f the Government Code),
and a'!Y other division r!f land, including lot splits, except where the land division is brought about in connection
with the purchase r!f such land by a public agenry for public recreational use; change in the intensiry r!f use r!f
water, or r!f access thereto; constmction, reconstmction, demolition, or alteration r!f the size r!f any stmcture,
including any faciliry r!f any private, public, or municipal utili(]; and the removal or harvesting r!f mqjor vegetation
other than for agriculturalpurposes, kelp harvesting, and timber operations which are in accordance with a timber
harvesting plan submitted pursuant to the provisions r!f the Z 'berg-Nejed(y Forest Practice Act r!f 1973
(commencing with Section 4 511). As used in this section, "structure" includes, but is not limited to, a'!Y building,
road, pipe, flume, conduit, siphon, aqueduct, telephone line, and electrical power transmission and distribution
line. (PRC Section 30 106)

5.1. 1 Policies Governing Interpretation and Use of the Long Range Land Use
Development Plan
Policy 1.1 Development Consistency
Development sha/1 be deemed consistent with the CLRDP if it is consistent with the provisions r!f Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9, and Appendices A and B.
Implementation Measure 1.1.1 -Figures of Chapter 5. Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the kinds,
locations, and maximum size and intensi(y r!f development a/lowed by this plan if such development is otherwise
consistent with Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and Appendices A and B. Development sha/1 not be authon·zed unless it is of a
rype and location contemplated by Section 5.2. The !ocatioiTS r!fpotential development and the maximum heights shown
in Figure 5.4 shall be presumed consistent with Poliry 4. 1 and IM 4. 1. 1 with respect to protection r!f distant, noncampus public views (i.e., views from locations further than y, mile from the Campus boundaries), if such development
is othenvise consistent with the CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 1.1.2- Lease Agreements. Any lease or similar agreements between the Universiry
and te11ants/ qffiliates (i.e., those entities occupying, using, or othenvise operating in Campus buildings andfacilities, on
Campus lands, etc.) sha/1 include enforceable provisions that require the tenants/ cifftliates to ful(y abide ry and
implement the policies, implementation measures, required mitigation, required conditions, and other related provisions
r!f this CLRDP that are applicable to the leased interest.
Implementation Measure 1.1.3- Federal Inholding and CLRDP. Although the CLRDP is not the
standard r!f review for development within the 2.5-acre federal inholding, the CLRDP does provide non-binding
guidance should development be proposed there. Development within the federal inholding should be consistent to the
maximum extent practicable with this CLRDP.
Policy 1.2 University Commitments
Development sha/1 be authorized by the University and a/lowed to commenre on(y if a// Universiry commitments
identified in this CLRDP, including but not limited to the improvements identified in Chapter 9, have been
undertaken as providedfor in this CLRDP, unless circumstances bryond the Universiry 's control have prevented such
CLRDP Chapter 5
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implementation. Upon leaming of a'!Y default on such a University commitment due to circumstances bryond the
University's control, the Planning Director (UCSC) shall notify the ExeCIItive Director (CCC) of the manner in
which the University proposes to remer!J the default and a mutual/y acceptable schedule for monitoring and reporting
progress on correcting the dejicienry.

Land Use

5.2.

This section sets forth the general plan for land use on the Marine Science Campus.

5.2.1.

Building Program

The building program for the Marine Science Campus consists of eight program elements, and each
of these is described below. Figure 5.1, Building Program (New Construction Only), sets forth the
maximum allowable floor area for each building program element prescribed by this plan. Facilities
that are ancillary to each of the eight program elements (such as outdoor patios, walkways, minor
storage and service areas, etc.) are allowed as part of each element. Above ground ancillary facilities
(e.g., storage sheds, etc.) shall be counted as part of the maximum square footages identified in each
case, but ground-level ancillary facilities (e.g., walkways, patios, etc.) shall not.
Marine Research and Education Facilities
These are the major facilities associated with the operation of marine research laboratory and
educational facilities and are limited to all existing facilities (except facilities specifically identified for
removal in Figure 5.1 below), plus a total maximum of up to 254,500 additional square feet of
facilities for the following uses:
•

Laboratories, wet and dry, connected with the marine sciences,

•

Teaching and seminar rooms associated with the marine educational or scholarly activities,

•

Offices in support of the primary laboratory or educational activity.

Outdoor Research Areas
This includes existing outdoor research areas, plus a total maximum of up to 70,000 additional square
feet of outdoor research area to be used in conjunction with marine research and education activities,
including:
•

Outdoor marine research pools,

•

Other organized outdoor marine research facilities.

Support Facilities
These facilities provide places for scientists, faculty, students, staff, and visitors to meet, eat, and
recreate, and are limited to:
•

A seminar auditorium with a maximum of 350 seats, with a maximum of 5,000 square feet,

•

Meeting rooms with a maximum of 200 seats total, with a maximum of 2,500 square feet total,

•

Food service facilities, with a maximum of 3,500 square feet total,
CLRDP Chapter 5
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Paved and unpaved outdoor court sports areas (e.g., basketball and volleyball), with a maximum
of 8,000 square feet total.

Short-Term Accommodations
The types of short-term accommodations allowed on the Marine Science Campus are limited to
short-term researcher/student accommodations and overnight accommodations, solely for use by
faculty, researchers, staff, students and visitors who are working on the Campus site or directly
involved with University marine research and education programs that require their on-site presence
on a regular and substantial basis. Facilities are limited to:

•

A maximum of 30 rooms of researcher accommodations, with a maximum of 12,000 square feet
total,

•

A maximum of 10 rooms of overnight accommodations, with a maximum of 2,500 square feet
total.

Caretaker Accommodations
Accommodations are allowed on the Marine Science Campus for on-site caretakers that provide
security and facility oversight 24 hours a day. Facilities are limited to:

•

A maximum of two caretaker units, with a maximum of 1,600 square feet total.

Equipment Storage and Maintenance Facilities
These include facilities and improvements that are required to service the campus, limited to:
•

Centralized warehouse, maintenance and storage facilities, with a maximum of37,500 square
feet total,

•

Open laydown yards, fenced or enclosed, with a maximum of 70,000 square feet total.

Public Access and Recreation Facilities
These include facilities for formal and informal active and passive recreation that serve campus
occupants and visitors, such as trails, overlooks, and other improvements to support active and
passive recreation and enjoyment by the campus population and visitors.
Seawater System
·This includes all components of the seawater system, including: intake, treatment, storage,
distribution, and discharge, and is limited to the existing system capacity, plus an additional4,000
gallons per minute of capacity through a system expansion with a maximum of 12,000 square feet,
where both interior space square footage and footprint square footage for structures without interior
spaces are additive towards the 12,000 square feet maximum.
Parking Facilities
These include 191 existing parking spaces at the time of CLRDP certification, plus 604 additional
parking spaces. Of the total number of spaces available on the Campus at any time, a minimum of
40 spaces shall be designated as dual use exclusively for access to the Seymour Marine Discovery
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exclusively for public coastal access parking, per Policy 5.3 and its implementation measures. Parking
facilities include all driveways and sidewalks necessary to access parking spaces.
Temporary Facilities
These are facilities that are allowed on the Campus on a temporary basis only. Any square footage
associated with these facilities shall count towards the 254,500 square feet of facilities identified
under Marine Research and Education Facilities above. These facilities are limited to:
•

A temporary small-scale desalinization research facility has been permitted and may be
constructed within Subarea #13 (only) provided such facility is removed and the disturbed area
restored as described in the permit.

•

Within the first seven years following the date of CLRDP certification, 11 existing greenhouses
are allowed to remain in place within Subareas #6 and #7 (only) provided that within seven
years of certification or by December 31, 2013, whichever comes sooner, either: (a) such
greenhouses are removed and the disturbed area restored; or (b) such greenhouses are made to
conform to all CLRDP requirements, including design guidelines.

•

At the time of CLRDP certification, a temporary ground-level storage area existed in Subareas
#6 and #7 in the area located between the greenhouses and the original Younger Lagoon
Reserve. This temporary storage area is allowed to remain in place in that configuration and at
that level of use (i.e., pre-CLRDP certification level and configuration) for the first five years
following CLRDP certification provided that: (a) the perimeter of this area where it is adjacent
to the original Younger Lagoon Reserve Q.e., generally its west and southwest sides) is planted·
with species appropriate to the upland Reserve landscape and capable of screening the area from
view from the Reserve (original YLR) (e.g., an extension of the willows providing a similar
· screen to the north); and (b) such storage area is removed and the disturbed area restored, or
such storage area is made to conform to all CLRDP requirements (including design guidelines)!
within five years of CLRDP certification or when it or the sites adjacent to it are redeveloped
(i.e., the greenhouses and/ or the avian facility) whichever comes first.

•

Within the first five years following the date of CLRDP certification, temporary parking and/ or
ground-level storage areas may be allowed within the Middle Terrace development zone (only)
provided that within five years of certification either: (a) such parking and/ or ground-level
storage areas are removed and the disturbed area restored; or (b) such parking and/ or ground-·
level storage areas are made to conform to all CLRDP requirements, including design guidelines.

Campus Entrance Facilities
These are facilities that would be installed and/ or upgraded in the Campus Entrance development
zone adjacent to the intersection of Delaware Avenue and Shaffer Road, and are limited to an
entrance kiosk (no taller in height than 12 feet as measured from existing grade, and no more than
125 square feet in size) and a gate that shall remain open during daylight hours but that can be closed .
during nighttime hours.
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Fig. 5. 1 Building Program (New Construction On!J)
Program Element

Maximum Quantity

Units

NEW BUILDINGS
Marine Research and Education Facilities
254,500

sq ft (gfa)

Temporary Office Trailers (to be removed)

-3,000

sq ft (gfa)

Support Facilities

19,000

sq ft (gfa)

Marine Research and Education Uses

Short-Term Accommodations
10 Visitor/Overnight Rooms
30 Researcher Rooms

2,500

sq ft (gfa)

12,000

sq ft (gfa)

Caretaker Accommodations
2 Caretaker Housing Units (Replacement units only)
2 Temporary Caretaker Housing Units (to be removed)

1,600

sq ft (gfa)

-1,400

sq ft (gfa)

125

sq ft (gfa)

37 500

sq ft (gfa)

322,825

sq ft (gfa)

70,000

sq ft

70,000

sq ft

12.000

sq ft

152,000

sq ft

604

spaces

Campus Entrance Facilities
Campus Entrance Kiosk
Equipment Storage and Maintenance
Centralized Warehouse
SUBTOTAL NEW BUILDINGS
OUTDOOR DEVELOPMENT
Outdoor Research
Outdoor Research Area
Equipment Storage and Maintenance
Open Laydown Yards
Seawater System
4 000 GPM Seawater System Expansion
SUBTOTAL OUTDOOR D EVELOPMENT
ADDITIONAL PARKING
Note:

For the purpose of this CLRDP, gross floor area (gfa) shalf be derived using Outside Gross Area
method OGSFSO. OGSFSO
Basic Gross Area+ 50% of the reported Covered Unenclosed
Gross Area. The Basic Gross Area is the sum of all areas, finished and unfinished, on all floors
of an enclosed structure (i.e., 1vithin the environmentally controlled envelope) for all stories or areas
which have floor surfaces. The Covered Unenclosed Gross Area is the sum of all covered or roofed
areas of a building located outside the enclosed structure (i.e., the environmentally controlled
envelope) for all ston·es or areas that have floor surfaces.

=
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5.2.2.

Land Use Designations and Diagram

Five land use designations have been created for the UCSC Marine Science Campus: 1) research and
education mixed use, 2) resource protection, 3) resource protection buffer, 4) wildlife corridor, and 5)
open space. Figure 5.2, Land Use Diagram, shows the geographic location of these designations on
the·Marine Science Campus. The full-size version of this diagram is included in a pocket behind the
back cover of the CLRDP. Figure 5.3, Locational Restrictions for Building Program, provides
additional control over the location of individual building program elements within the Research and
Education Mixed Use designation. The intended effect of the designations established by this
subsection, the location of these designations and of uses within these designations, and the uses
allowed within each are set' forth below.
Research and Education Mixed Use
The primary purpose of this land use designation is to accommodate existing permitted uses and the
building program elements set forth in Subsection 5.2.1 above. The building program elements
allowed in each of the four areas designated for Research and Education Mixed Use and their
maximum allowed intensities are specified in Figure 5.1. Additionally_, utilities, lighting, signage,
trails, drainage facilities, and landscaping are allowed in this designation.
The distribution of building program elements among the Lower, Middle, and Upper Terrace
development zones, as shown in Figure 5.3, reflects the allocation of developable campus land that
directly borders the sea primarily to new development that is most coastal dependent: the seawater
system, marine research and education, coastal public access and recreation, and limited parking
related to these uses. The other building program uses, which support these more coastal-dependent
uses, are precluded from the Lower Terrace. The one exception is tl1e caretaker housing units, which
may be located close to the outdoor research areas located in the Lower Terrace. In addition,
temporary desalinization research and organic agriculture uses and development are allowed in this
designation on an interim basis as described above. Campus entrance facilities are limited to the
campus entry development zone.
Resource Protection
The primary purpose of this designation is to protect wetlands and Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Areas (ESHA). Areas that are identified in this CLRDP as Resource Protection include most
of the originalYounger Lagoon Reserve, intertidal areas along the coast, and the delineated seasonal
wetlands on the upland terrace. Uses and development allowed in the Resource Protection
design~tion shall include adeguate measures to ensure tl1at resources are protected against any
significant disruption of habitat values and are limited to:
.
•

Habitat creation, enhancement, and restoration,

•

.Scientific and educational study,

•

Nature/interpretative study,

•

Other resource-dependent activities,

·:/
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•

Public access, including trails and other access and recreation facilities and features shown in
Figure 5.6 and/ or described in Section 5.6,

•

Existing underground utility corridors,

•

Seawater systems located in the coastal cliff area,

•

Fencing, berms, and vegetative screening,

•

Interpretive panels and signage,

•

Repair and maintenance of existing and future facilities authorized by the CLRDP, including:
trails, underground utilities, and seawater systems.

No other uses or development are allowed.
Resource Protection Buffer
The primary purpose of this designation is to protect wetlands and environmentally sensitive habitat
areas from impacts that would significantly degrade them, and to enhance wildlife corridors by
providing additional area within which movement and protection of wildlife can occur. Areas
identified in this CLRDP as Resource Protection Buffer are located adjacent to Resource Protection
Areas and Wildlife Corridors, and the size of these buffers is 100 feet unless a different width is
designated in Figure 5.2. Buffers are narrower where existing roads or other site features interfere,
where the use of berms, fencing, vegetation, and building design can support a smaller buffer, and
where differing elevations provide vertical separation. Buffers are also different for the designated
wildlife corridors, where in conjunction with resource management measures a varying buffer
ranging from 100 to 275 feet is provided. Uses and development allowed in the Resource Protection
Buffer designation shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts that would significantly degrade the
areas being buffered and are limited to:
•

All uses and development allowed in areas designated Resource Protection,

•

Existing (i.e., pre-CLRDP certification) streets and trails,

•

The non-forebay portion of vegetated stormwater basins and the discharge attenuation swales
located either (1) adjacent to the Upper Terrace development zone, or (2) adjacent to the
northwestern corner of the Middle Terrace Development zone as described in Appendix B only,
and repair and maintenance activities described in Appendix B necessary to ensure the proper
function of such features,

•

If it is infeasible to provide reasonable access to the southeastern corner of the Middle Terrace

development zone (within the development zone boundary and/ or through a portion of the
NOAA Fisheries inholding), then the minimum amount of development incursion into the
buffer that is necessary to provide such reasonable access provided such development includes
measures to commensurately offset and buffer such incursion from Wetland W4 at least as well
as the 100-foot buffer distance alone (e.g., including berming, vegetative screening, etc.).
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No other uses or development are allowed.
Wildlife Corridor
The primary purpose of this designation is to facilitate wildlife movement along the northern and
southern perimeters of the Upper Terrace development zone that, in tandem with the Resource
Protection Buffer area applied to them, provide for enhanced wildlife movement between Resource
Protection areas on the Marine Science Campus and habitat areas nearby, including the Moore
Creek/ Antonelli Pond complex located east of the project site and the Wilder Creek/ Lagoon system
to the west.
Uses and development allowed in the Wildlife Corridor designation shall include adequate measures
to ensure that the wildlife corridors are protected against any significant disruption of habitat values
and are limited to:
•

All uses and development allowed in areas designated Resource Protection.

No other uses or development are allowed.
Open Space
The primary purpose of this designation is to maintain, restore, and enhance the scenic and visual
quality and the grassland habitat value of the Marine Science Campus. Open Space areas include all
other areas of the campus not contained in one of the above designations. These areas, along with
Resource Protection, Resource Protection Buffer, and Wildlife Corridor areas, will be maintained as
open space to allow continued views of the ocean, agricultural coastline, and northern hillsides from
and through the campus, and to enhance and protect grassland habitat. Uses and development
permitted in the Open Space designation are limited to:
•

All uses and development allowed in areas designated Resource Protection Buffer,

•

Streets, parking, and trails consistent with Sections 5.5 and 5.6,

•

Lighting for safety and wayfinding.

•

Vegetated stormwater basins and discharge attenuation swales, and repair and maintenance
activities necessary to ensure the proper function of such features, consistent with Appendix B.

No other uses or development are allowed.
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CLRDP Figure 5.2 Land Use Diagram (revised)
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Research and Education Mixed Use
Resource Protection
2011 Extension of Wetlands/Buffers

~

Resource Protection Buffer

~

Open Space
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Wildlife Corridor

c:::J

UC Santa Cruz Marine Science Campus
Coastal Biology Building
and Infrastructure Improvements
Final Environmental Impact Report November 2011

Proposed CLRDP Amendment 1, Action 3:
Revise CLRDP Figure 5.2 with 2011
Expansion ofWetlands and Wetland Buffers
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Fig. 5.3 u cationai Restrictions for Building Program (see Figure 5.4 for subarea locations)
r-·-------- ------------------------1

,-------------------1 ·

Program
Element

Lower Terrace
Development Zone

Middle Terrace
Development Zone

' Upper Terrace
Development
Zone

Campus
Entrance
Development
Zone

__ t_ __ ·-------·-·------·-----------1

l Marine Research i
and Education

I

!Outdoor.

! Research

IArea
I

I

--------------------------No locational restriction s-------------------------

I

Limited to existing

1 facilities, plus a combined

I total maximum of 10,000
I

outdoor research area

Limited to existing facilities, plus a combined
total maximum of 60,000 square feet of
additional outdoor research area in the Middle

I

I square feet of additional I
[

Not allowed

and Upper Terrace development zones
together

II
Not allowed

L.

L- ------------+- - - - - - - - - - - -,---·-------·--·------------------,------·---------------- ;
i Support
Limited to existing
Not allowed in Subareas
~ Facilities
r------·

IShort-term
I Accoml' mo dat10ns
.

facilities

I
I

!---·- ----·------ ·--·- -,-

r---------------1·

I
'

Overnight

;

i)

! Caretaker

II

.I

I

I

Not allowed

Nut allowed in Su bareas
No.2 or 7

; modations

I

j

Not allowed

Not allowed

r-----------------------------r-----------------1- - 1 Not allowed
j Not allowed

I Not allowed in Subareas
No.2,6,7 , nr10

Not allowed in
Subareas No.2, 6, 7, 10 or 14

! Accom-

l Equipment

r-·----------------------T-------·

Not allowed

f----------·--·-···--·-···--·-·-----------1----- --------------- i- Not allowed

Researcher

Not allowed

No.6, 7, or 10

·--------'

I

l

Not allowed

Not allowed

-+------------------------------·---1---------·-----Limited to existing
facilities, plus new
facilities ancillary to
allowed uses

l Storage and
· ; Maintenance
; Facilities

j Public Access

Iand Rec. Fac.

Not allowed in Subareas
No.4, 5, 6, 7, 9, or 10

Not allowed

-------------------------------------No location a] restrictions-------------- -----------------------

l

! Seawater
! System

1
I

1

i

-------------------------------------No locational restrictions-------------------------------------

L---------+ - - - - - - - - - -

I Parking Fac.

-------------------------------------No locational restrictions-------------------------------------

~~=~=---~-~-c-~- --- -~ ~~~~- ~-~-~-~-~-~- ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~- ~-~- ~N~o~t~Al ~ o~w~ ed~-~-~-~-~-~- ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~~~~~N~r:~s~lt:~ ~at ~ti0~0n~ns~al~~
Note: Fig. 5.3 does not supersede other CLRDP provisions that provide additional detail on where cerlain types of

development and uses are aiiowed. Other CLRDP provisions remain in effect and must be understood in tandem with
the /ocationai restrictions identified here.
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5.2.3.

Land Use Policies

Stable Utban/Rural Boundary
Policy 2.1 Maintaining a Stable Urban/Rural Boundary
Developmmt and 11se of the site shall be carried o11t in a manner designed to limit11rban development north and west of
the camp11s.
Implementation Measure 2.1 .1- Oversizing ofUtilit:y Lines Prohibited. Utilities on the camp11s shall be
limited to the size necessary to serve on!J the projected needs of the camp11s.
Implementation Measure 2.1.2 - Utility Prohibition Zone. Ne111 mver and/ or 1vater 11tiliry lines and/ or
expansion of existing lines shall be p1vhibitetl1vithin the 11tiliry prohibition zone at the 1vestern edge of the Campus (see
Figm'll 5.7).
Policy 2.2 Strengthening the Urban/Rural Boundary thiough the Protection of Adjacent
Agricultural Resources
The 11rban/ rural bo11ndary shall be strengthened qy avoiding cotiflicts IIIith acfjacent agliCHIIuml 11m.
Implementation Measure 2.2.1 -Setback of Development and Uses from Adjacent Agricultural Use.
All caretaker accommodations shall be located no closer th011 500 ftetJivm the 1vestem Camp11s pruperty line. All
other developmmt and 11ses shall be located no closer than 300 ftet Jivm established CIVP li11ts (as shoi/J/1 on Fig11re
3.15) and 110 closer than 200 feet fivm the 1vcstem Camp11s property line, whichever is the greater distance, except that
existing (i.e., pre-OY.iJP cerli.ftcation) deveiopmmt and 11m (and/ or redevelopment and/ o1· re11se of same, inc/11ding
minor expansion of the Califomia Deparlment ofFish and Game faciliryj,· a~~ciUary HnoCCIIJ>ied stmct11res that supporl
rmarch activities,· and public access and recreation facilities andftatHm sho1vn in Fig11re 5.6 and/ ot· demibed in
Section 5.6 i11these agliCHitHt'al setback area.r shall be a/101ved 1vith~ut resttictiotiiVith mpect to agliCHitHral setback.
Shott-term accommodations mtf} be located in the area between the 300foot/ 200foot setback and the 500foot
setback on!J if users ofs11ch accommodations are pmhibitedJivm slt!Jing in the accommodations for more thaJI one week
at a time.
Policy 2.3 Designing for the Urban Edge
Developmwt on the Maline Science Campus shall be sited and designed to sustain a logical h'ansition from 11rbatt
landscape to mml atld agticullu1'al landscape.
Implementation Measure 2.3.1- Cluster Development. Exceptjorallo1ved drainage facilities, development
shall be cl11stered 111ithin, mtd open space shall be pmerPed outside of, areas designatedjot· Rt.reareh and Educatiotl
. Mixed Use including thn111gh such means as building clusteting, b11ilding articulation and scak red11ctiott at the
boundary of development zones, I'Ht'f11/ auicultHra/ building design, litnited lightitlg, and vegetative attd other screening
of developmmt, a.r 1vell as qy use of agticu/lul'ai setback, habitat b1if[ers, natural habitats, vie~v conidors, and open
space areas. Among other things, this siting and design apptvach is inte11ded to reitifor~e the mrse of urban edge created
f?y the cmryo11 topogl'apl!Ji of tbe orig/twl Yom~ger Lagoott Reserve, existing developmmt, a11d the Santa Ct'Hz city
limit.
Implementation Measure 2.3.2 - Impervious Coverage. At least 30 percent of land at~d tvithin the Lotver
and Middle Tm'ace developmmt zones shall be maitrtaimd in a pervious stale at1dJi~e of impervwHs s111jaces. One
hundred pemmt of the land area lllithill the Upper Tm'ace ctllrl CtmljJIIS EnttriiiCC development zoms flltfJ be developed
1vith illljm'Pious smfoce as lotJg as water qualifY statidatrls tiiY!IIJet.
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Implementation Measure 2.3.3- Windbreak/8ereeniAg Tfees Vegetation. Development sited arfjacent to
lvindbreak/:-t>~'eeNill!; tms vegetation shall iltclude as pm1 of it, installation of and loJtg-IC/m mai11tman;e
parameters for the designated windbr~ak/Je.'eenittt; lt'eeS vegetation.
Implementation Measure 2.3.4- Buildout Planning. Develop111Cttl shall not inteifm 1vith the ability to site
and design ji1ture buildings and othe~· development it1 a mrmner than ;an fitl/y cOJifOIYII to the CLRDP, and shall not
inteiferr~ 1vith the University's abili!J to meet all commitmmts identified in the CLRDP.
Implementation Measure ·2.3 .5- Interim Weed Abatement Measures for Undeveloped Land Within
Development Zones. In cottfunctiotJ 1vith manage!IJeJJt meastms RMP MM 1 and RMP MM 2 (see Appendix
A), the Uni11ersity shall remove high ptiori!J• 111eeds and control other 1veecfy invasive am111al grasses and herbs within
the tmdevcloped po11iotJS of developmmt zo11es 11nlil such time as the 0111as 0111 developed.

Short-Term and Caretaker Accommodations
Policy 2.4 Short-Term and Caretaker Accommodations
As demand presmts itself. sho11-tmn and c0111taker accom?!lodatioJJs
sole!J for use I?J Maline Science Ca11tpus users.

"'f!Y be developed all the Malim S;imce Camp11s

Implementation Measure 2.4.1 -Short-Term Accommodation Use Restrictions. All shor'/-tmn
accommodations on the Mari1te Science Ca1np11s (rusearr:her rooms and ovmtight accommodations) shall be so/e/yfor the
use offaculty, TT!Seatrhers, ciffiliates, stqff, students and visitm who aJT! 1vor/eittg on site or directlY i11volved 1vith
Camp11s ma1i11e TT!searr:h programs that tT1qui111 their 011-site presence 011 a regular and substantial basis. All such
accommodatio11s shall be for sho11-tmn rental or lease whm 11mr shall be limited to a maximum stqy of lljJ to omyear
for mem"t"her roums and up to 30 dqys jot· ovemight accommodations and 011/y as long as thry rr~maitt ditT!clb• involved
with mmine tr:seatrh programs that t11q11i1~ their 011-site presmce 011 a tT!glllat· aud substantial basis. The eligibiliry,
11111tal/ lease, a11d length of stqy tem1s stated in tbis 111easuro above.shall be i1zco1porated i11to, and 111ade mjot'CIIab/e
pat1s of, all mztal or eq11ivalettt agmmmts applicable to Campus shott-terl!l accof!lmodatiolls.
Implementation Measure 2.4.2- Caretaker Accommodations. A !IJaXil11111!1 of t1110 caretaker units shall be
allot/Jed 011 the Ca111pus, and these units shall be li111ited to /ocatio11s ill the Middle Tm"Dce or Lo1ver Ten"Oce
dez•elopment zones, consistmt rvitb the additional mttictions set forth itl FigUI11 5. 3. All Sllch catr:lakel' llnils shall be
desigued to emulate acfjacent mmi11e t'Csemr:b aud educatiott bttildit1gs (incl11diltg em absence ofp11blic[y visible outdoor
midmtial develop111ent andyard spaa) and shall be seamless!J i11tegrated i11to arfjacent 11101i11e 1r:semrh and education
buildings. The 11110 existing (at the time of CLRDP te11ificatiotlj tompormy cm'Ctaker 1111its and 1rlated detlclop/Jient
(c.g.,fmcing, decking, landscaping, etc.) ill tbe UJIJICI' Tm"Oce developmmt zollc do 1/0t COf!fon!J to tbc abovc-demibed.
design parameters a11d shall be t'Cplaced I!J 1111it.r that do co1!fon11 cot/CI117'CIIt 111ith ai!J devclopmmt iu the UJ/1181' Te11'0ce
development ZOIIC that i11volves the jootptint of the tmpomty carrJtclker 1111its. Jj the tc111jJOI'tlfJ1 COI'Cfaker llnits and
1r:lated devcloj>mmt bave not been tr:placcd as dcmibed hmi11 within five yeatr of CLRDP m1ffi((ltiott, thm the
extefior of tbe cmYJtaker 1111its (i.e., sidhtg, tvojs, ·ll'indoii'S, etc.) and aiii"Ciated dellelop111ellt shall be modified cit tbat
time to 811111/atc tbc design of arfjacc11t marine mcan:h and ed11catio11 b11ilding.r as doscdbed above. This miYJtaker 1111it
I'Cqllimmnt specific to the UJIIICI' Tm'Qce developmcnl zone sba/1 be made c1 conditio11 of ajptvllal of the first
develop111e11t prt?fecl allthotizod p11rs11ant to the certified CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 2.4.3 - Use Conversion. SbOJ1-IeiYII a11d/ ot' cat'Ctakcr accommorlc1tions that have
been cons/meted pm'Sttallt to CLRDP allthorizationmC!J• be conve11ed to Resem•h m1d Educationll.f.ixcd Usc 11ses.
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maximums providedfor Marine &search and Education Facilities in Section 5.2 and Figure 5.1 provided that an
equivalent square foot reduction in the Building Program maximums allottedfor short-term and/ or caretaker
accommodations, respective!J, is made an enforceable component of atry such change in use.
Campus Land Uses Limited to Marine/Coastal Research and Education, Resource
Protection, and Public Access
Policy 2.5 Ensuring Appropriate Land Uses on the Marine Science Campus
All development and uses on the Marine Science Campus shall be limited to marine/ coastal research and education,
resource protection, and public access development and uses, includingprimari!J coastal dependent and coastal related
development and uses. All other development and uses on the Marine Science Campus shall be prohibited.

5.3

Natural Resource Protection

This section sets forth plans, policies, and implementation measures related to the protection of
natural resources on the Marine Science Campus.

5.3.1

Protection, Enhancement, and Restoration of Natural Resources

Land use decisions affecting the natural resources of the Marine Science Campus are guided by the
overarching goal of the University to protect, maintain, enhance and restore the natural resources of
the campus. For the Younger Lagoon Reserve (YLR) portion of the site, which is a component of
the University's Natural Reserv.e System, decisions are also guided by the UCSC Natural Reserves
office and the Natural Reserve System's additional goal of providing the best possible environment
for coastal-dependent and coastal-related research and education activities that: 1) are supportive of
the University of California, Santa Cruz campus' academic plan, 2) are consistent with the mission
and goals of the University of California Natural Reserve System, and 3) serve the best interests of
the citizens of California.
The plan for managing natural resources on the terrace portion of the Marine Science Campus is set
forth in Appendix A, Resource Management Plan. It is the intent of the University through this
Resource Management Plan to restore, enhance, and manage all areas located outside of defined
development zones (except for streets and trails) as high-quality open space and natural habitat area.
One important feature of the Resource Management Plan is the restoration of wetlands on the
northwestern part of the site. The primary purposes of this wetland restoration program are to
restore wetlands located in this part of the Marine Science Campus to their 8is.t,oric [.unctional value,
to enhance the area's suitability to serve as a corridor for wildlife moveme£Jl:6Yflt1t'A~ establish
a stable boundary between wetlands and urban uses on this part of the Marine Science Campus.
The Resource Management Plan also contains measures designed to protect and enhance other
seasonal wetlands, maintain open space areas, facilitate wildlife movement, protect special-status
species, enhance public access, and provide long-term maintenance and monitoring of habitats.
The resource protection policies, implementation measures, and other provlsi~~ set forth below
address both the terrace portion of the Marine Science Campust'~~/\fitl~'b~oon Reserve. For
the terrace portion of the site, the resource protection policies and implementation measures set
forth below rely in some cases on the Resource Management Plan, and this plan in turn contains
detailed management measures and other provisions to carry out the policies and implementation
measures.
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For the purposes of this CLRDP, environmentally sensitive habitat area (ESHA) is any area in which
plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special
nature or role in an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities
and developments . The following areas shall be considered ESHA, unless there is compelling sitespecific evidence to the contrary:
•

Any habitat area that is rare or especially valuable from a local, regional, or statewide basis .

•

Habitat areas that contribute to the viability of plant or animal species designated or candidates
for listing as rare, threatened, or endangered under State or Federal law.

•

Habitat areas that contribute to the viability of species designated as Fully Protected or Species
of Special Concern under State law or regulations.

•

Habitat areas that contribute to the viability of plant species for which there is compelling
evidence of rarity, for example, those designated 1b (Rare or endangered in California and
elsewhere) or 2 (rare, threatened or endangered in California but more common elsewhere) by
the California Native Plant Society.

•

Areas that are designated as an Area of Special Biological Significance or a Marine Protected
Area.

The term "wetland" is defined by Section 30121 of the Coastal Act as lands within the coastal zone
that may be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water and include saltwater marshes,
freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, and fens.
It is clear that the Campus is home to significant natural resources, including wetland areas and
ESHA areas (including wetlands that are ESHA). The Resource Protection designation has been
applied to various resource areas. These include ESHA and wetland areas that were identified at the
time of CLRDP certification. The dynamic nature of sensitive habitats and wetlands is recognized by
the CLRDP, and the policies below also include the requirement that project areas be evaluated at
the time of proposed development to determine whether circumstances that existed at the time of
CLRDP preparation have substantially changed in a manner that would necessitate further
protections for these resources.
It is also clear that there are certain designated resource and resource buffer areas in which the
CLRDP envisions some amount of public access, and it will be important to appropriately balance
such public access with r~\?urce protection. These include such areas as the realigned main Campus
road area, thMf~ ~'J'-~and overlooks, the trails extending through such areas, and the Younger
Lagoon beach area. With respect to the latter specifically, the CLRDP provides for supervised access
to this area, subject to an approved set of access parameters that are established through a
development project review process on a five-year renewal cycle. The Younger Lagoon beach area
boundary is located at the approximate location of the beginning of back beach dune morphology
and significant vegetation (to the north), the toe of the bluffs to the east, the toe of the bluffs and the
lagoon outlet to the west, and the Pacific Ocean to the south. Any five-year plan, including any use
protocols or guidelines shall consider the entirety of the beach area, whether it ultimately allows or
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disallows certain types of access to certain areas of it. The location of trail access to the beach area is
shown in Figure 5.6. At the time of CLRDP certification, the entire beach area and its access trails
were recognized as appropriate for supervised tours only (and it would not be open to any kind of
general public access). This limitation wts ~~~.F{d at that ~~ order to both protect beach area
0
unp1!!'mentation of an applied research
and adjacent resources wi~in the Reserve an~-tj ~w
program within the Reserlr~A~~\~ 'tffil~, the CLRDP recognizes that different access
supervision parameters, whether more or less restrictive, may be the outcome of any subsequent
required five-year review.

Rlr

5.3.2

Natural Resource Protection Policies

General
Policy 3.1 Protection of the Marine Environment
Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced, and where fiasible, restored. Spedal protection shall be given to area;
and species of special biological or economic significance. Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a
manner that will sustain the biologicalproductivity of coastal waters and that will maintain healthy populations of all
spedes of marine 07J!,anisms adequate for long-term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educationalpurposes.
Implementation Measure 3.1.1 -Seawater System. The Campus seawater system mcry be maintained and mcry
be expanded consistent with Subsection 5.2.1 to supp!J the MarineS cience Campus with fresh seawaterfor research
and education uses, provided such maintenance/ expansion is consistent othenvise with the QRDP and proceeds in a
manner that maintains, enhances, and where fiasible restores marine resources. Entrainment and impingement shall be
avoided to the maximum extent fiasible, and all development that increases the seawater intake flow rate bryond that
that existed at the time of QRDP cerlification shall include allfiasible measures to avoid entrainment and
impingement. In addition, any proposed expansion of the seawater system that increases the seawater intake flow rate
capability bryond 2,000 gallons per minute or that requires new ocean intake pipelines shall include a comprehenfive
entrainment/ impingement stucfy necessary to determine the extent of entrainment/ impingement caused by the intake.
Such stucfy shall include an evaluation of methods (including altemative projects and/ or project designs) that could be
used to avoid or minimize entrainment and impingement, and shall identijj allunder!Jing stucfy assumptions and
methodologies. Any entrainment or impingement that can not fiasib!J be avoided shall be mitigated at levels necessary to

minimize adverse impacts.
Implementation Measure 3.1.2- Discharge of Drainage/Stormwater. The Campus drainage system shall
be maintained and mcry be expanded consistent with Section 5. 7, provided such maintenance/ expansion proceeds in a
manner that maintains, enhances, and where fiasible restores marine resources.
Policy 3.2 Protection and Restoration of Habitat Areas
The biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, and wetlands, appropriate to maintain the
optimum populations of marine 07J!,anisms andfor the protection of human health shall be maintained and, where
fiasible, restored through among other means minimi'{jng adverse e.ffects of wastewater dis;ha'l!,es, controlling runoff,
prevmting depletion ofground water supplies and mbstantial interference with surface waterflow, encouraging
wastewater reclamation, maintaining natural vegetation btiffor areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimi'{jng
alteration of natural watercourses. Campus natura!areas (i.e., areas outside of difined development zones) shall be
protected, restored, enhanced, and managed as high-quality open space and natural habitat areas.
Implementation Measure 3.2.1 -Restoration of Wetlands on the Marine Science Campus. As pan of
the University's comprehensive 1fon to manage natural resources on the Marine Science Campus, wetlands on the
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northern part if the site sha/1 be connected, expanded, and restored to enhance theirfunctional values. Such restoration
program shall include integrating the f?ydrology if Wetlands Wt and W2 and expanding this consolidated area to
provide enhanced biological values. The areas both east and west if the combined Wetland Wt / W2 f?ydrologic conidor
sha/1 be restored as functioning wetland upland/ transitional habitat, including as described in Appendix A (Resource
Management Plan). · The restoration program shall also enhance plant yio!Jrl. in ~tlandsg<(1, W2, and W6 to
create a consolidated north-south conidorfor wildlife movement to YI1:':4}J>]:?~a;~)Ue'v~ment project involving
wetland manipulation, a restoration plan sha/1 be prepared consistent with this CLRDP including its Resource
Management Plan (Appendix A) and submitted to the California Coastal Commission, California Department if
Fish and Game, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for review and comment.
Implementation Measure 3.2.2- Management of Terrace Wetlands. The terrace wetlands shall be protected
and enhanced lry improving surface waterflow, removing non-native and invasive plants, promoting the abundance and
diversiry if native plant species through small-scale plantings, creating buffers, implementing the Drainage Concept Plan
(Appendix B), contro//ing access lry humans and non-native animals, and implementing other enhancement measures in

accordance with the provisions of this O...RDP, including its Resource Management Plan (Appendix A).
Implementation Measure 3.2.3- Protection and Enhancement of Wildlife Movement.
Wildlife movement across the site shall be facilitated and enhanced ry establishing two enhanced wildlife conidors and

associated btfff'ers adjacent to the Upper Terrace d~4~pment area.{a!.f?own in Figure 5.2) that provide enhanced
habitat value and wildlife connectivi(y in the area bti~~ffo~\}'f~-oon Reserve and the Moore Creek/Antonelli
Pond system east if the Campus. Conditions for wildlife movement in these areas shall be enhanced ry eliminating
invasive weeds, planting native species to provide better protective cover and visual screeningfor wildlife than existing
vegetation, controlling access ry humans and non-native animals, providingjencing/ building elements at the development
zone boundary that screen Upper Terrace development zone noise, lights, and activities from wildlife in the
conidors/buffers, and other enhancement measures in accordance with the provisions if this CLRDP, including its
Resource Management Plan (Appendix A). The Universiry shall also coordinate with the owners if the properties
immediate!J east ofS hqffir Road and the Ciry ofSanta Cruz (in the case of 5 hqffir Road itse!f) to promote the
extension if the wildlife conidors and wildlife conidor buffers across Shqffir Road and to Moore Creek/ Antonelli
Pond in the manner most protective of wildlife (see also parameters for wildlife conidors in the Resource Management
Plan (Appendix A)).
Implementation Measure 3.2.4- Management of Special Status Species Habitat. Special status animal
species and their habitats sha/1 be protected, and their habitats enhanced consistent with the Resource Management
Plan (Appendix A), including through protection and enhancement if wetland habitats (includingfor California redleggedfrog) and grassland/ scrub-grassland habitats outside of development zones (includingfor special status bird
species), through protection from non-native predators, and through implementation of other enhancement measures in
accordance with the provisions of this O...RD P.
Implementation ·Measure 3.2.5- Protect Habitat Areas From Human Intrusion. Habitat areas on the
Marine 5 cience Campus sha/1 be protected against degradation from human intrusion ry developing trails and
interpretive signs, managing trail use, and implementing other enhancement measures in accordance with the provisions
ofthis O...RDP.
Implementation Measure 3.2.6- Natural Area Management. The Universiry shall restore, enhance, and
manage all areas located outside of defined development zones (ex cept for approved streets and trails) as high-qualiry
open space and natural habitat area.
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Implementation Measure 3.2.7- Management ofWater Quality and Drainage Features. Waterquali!J
Iba/1 he protected and enhanced and eiVJiott shall he minimized by mean.r including implementation qf the Dnlinage
Concept Plan contaimd in this CLRD P (see Appendix B). The vegetated ;totmn,ater ha;in;, vegetatedfilter sttipi,
vegetated Iwales, and other natural drainage jeatum to he imta/led per the Dminage Concept Plan mtry exhibit
ephemeral wetland allfl/ or habitat charactetiitic; 011ertime, hut theirplimary jimction ii jot· water quali!J.filtralion
amltt~atment, j/o111 conttvl, and infiltration. A.r Sllch, mai1ttenance 111ithin the1n 011 a t~gular hmi; ii eXjMclerl and
necmary in thii tTI.rpect, and is allo111ed per this CLRDP (see maintenance parameterr itt the Drainage Concept Plan).·
It is the intent qf the California Coastal Commiuion i11 apptvving in;tallation qf these drainage jeatum that thry not
he tm'Jted as wetlands includingforputposes qf Implementation Measurr: 3.2.9, except that site specific mitigation
measum other than setbacks mtry he tTJquindfor development p1Vposed rufjacent to suchJeatii!Tis, to mitiimize impacts
qf construction and development on af!Y sensitive mourns identified pursuant to Implementation MeasutTJs 3.3.1 and
3.4.4.
Implementation Measure 3.2.8 - Maintenance and Monitoring of Terrace Habitats. Long-term
maintenance and monitoting p1Vgmms for the tetrace habitats shall he developed and implemmtul it1 accordance with
the ptvvisions qf thi; CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 3.2.9- Wetland Buffers. Buffers jot· wetlands delineated at the lime qfCL..,RDP
mtification shall be a; shown 011 Figun 5.2 attd in no case shali thry be reduced. For af!Y nei111/JCtlands idenlif14d 1t11d
delineated pursuant to Implementation MeasutTJ 3.3.11 development shall he sited and designed to minimize 1vetland
impacts, a11d development shalf be p1Vhibited 111ithi11 a 100 foot blljfor q/ af!Y such wetlands Ullless it is developm4111
alwwed within areas designated Resource Ptvtection Buffet; except that a tT!duced or gnater buffet· distance mttJ be
applied if supporled hy a site-.rpecific biological evaluatwn indicating that a tTiduad buffer would not mult in a
significant advme ejfoct to the 111etland, ot· that a gtTJater buffer distance is needed. To the extent that new tvetland areas
at~ identified pursuattt to Impkmentation MeaJut-e 3.3.1 and the apptvptiate buffer atT!a is not anT!arfy designated
Resource PITitection Buffer on Figure 5.2, the &source PITitection Buffer desigttation shall he applied to the 111etland
buffer area.
Implementation Measure 3.2.10- Natural Areas Habitat Management. Within six (6) months qf
CLRDP cerlification, the Universiry in consultation 111ith the Executive Dit-ector qf the California Coastal
Commission shall convene a scientific advisory committee (SAC) to guide the tutoration, enhancement, and
mattogement qf natural atTJas (t.e., all at~as outside defined developmmt zones, exceptfor du origina/Younget·
LogoiJn fuserve) on the Matine S cicnce Campus (see Appendix A). Natural atTJas mtomtion, enhana1mnt, and
management mery be completed in up to thm phases com.rpottding to dividittg the natural area into thirds (i.e., whm
Phase 1 account; for at least one-thitrl qf the natural m-ea, Phase 1plus Phase 2 account! for at/east tlvo-lhitrls, attd
all of the thne phases together accountfor all qf the natural area). All mtoratiolt, enhancement, and management
activities shall be guided i?J' Specific Rmurce Plans developed by the Univmi!J itt accotrlance 111ith the SAC and the
clitelia contained in the Resource Management Plan (Appendix A) and mmnt p1T1je.r.riot1al standards for such p/atu.
The SAC shall be t-e.rponsih/e for guiding development qf Specific Ri;oum Plans and shall complete its tvot'k on the
Specific Resourn Plan for PhaJe I mtomtion and enhancement tjforts 111ithin jour (4) months qf convening. The
content qf Specific Resoutrc Plans shall he consistent 111ith the peifom;ance standanls set forth in Appendix A, tvhich
mqy be c;daptedpetiodicalfy based on findings jivm ongoiltg ns/oration w01'k. The Universiry shallfile a Nolia qf
bnpendiltg Development for Phase I wot'k. 1vithin one (1) year qf CLRDP ctrliftcation. Allttatuml areas m/oralion
and enhancement !hall be completed within 20years qf aRDp m'lffication, IIIith intetim benchmat'ks that at least
o11e-third qf the mtoratio11 and enhanCCJnent shall he completed tvithin seven year.r qf CL..,RDP m1ification and that at
least t111o-thitrls shall he completed within 14years q[G..-RDP arlificatioll.
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Implementation Measure 3.2.1 1 - CRLF P rotection . Surpeys for California red-legged frog shall be conducted
prior to authorization of any development project within 100 meters of an identified wetland resource. All authorized

development shall include constntction and post-comtntction safe passage and other mitigation measures (e.g., barriers
along development perimeters) as appropriate.
Implementation Measure 3.2. 12- USFWS Consultation Required. Development project authorizations shall

include either (1) evidence of authori:(fltion ~the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, including but not limited to a
Habitat Conseroation Plan/ incidental take permit; or (2) evidence from the USFWS that no authorization is
required.
Implementation Measure 3.2.13 - Rodenticides. Rodents on the Campus mqy be controlled as necessary to

maintain publit" health and safery. &denticide use shall be prohibited outside of developed areas within development
zones. The impacts on non-ta'l},et species from any rodenticide uJed on the Campus sha/1 be minimized to the maximum
extent feasible. &dent control areas shall be reviewedfor the potmtialpresence of non-ta'l},et species- induding specialstatus species- and the rodent control methodJ tailored to minimize no11-ta'l},et species impacts. When chemical control
is required, the use sha/1 be guided 1?:;• label restrictions and any advisories published~ the California Department of
Pesticide Regulation or the Counry Agn.cultural Commission. In areas occupied~ burrowing owl.r, fumigants shall not
be ;md unless specificallY determined safe ~ a qualified biologist. If necessary, alternative methods of rodent control
shall be determined~ a qualified biologist. The rodenticide applicator shall remove carcasses ofpoisoned animals,
when they are found, to minimize secondary toxic effects on raptors or other wildlife. Carcass suroey and disposal shall
be performed in the treated area and tbe area surrounding it beginning on tbe third dqy following the initial exposure of
toxic baits. A~ry exposed carcasses shall be disposed of in a manner inaccessible to wildlife. Carcass suroeys shall
continue for at least jive dqys cifter toxic baiting has ceased and therecifier until no more carcasses arefound.
Implementation Measure 3.2.14- Non-Invasive Native Plant Species Required. All landscaping and
vegetatwn °11 tbe Campus (including 1-estoratiou and mhmtcetmmt plantings, screming vegetation, stomnvater rystem
plalltmgs, omammtalplanti1~gs, and all otherplant material) shall be lit11ited to 11011-itlvasive 11ativeplant species that
01
f app,vpnate to the habitat and region cmd that mr grv1vn jivm seeds or vegelali11e malelials obtai11 edjivm local
llatural babttals so as to prvtcct tbc ge11ctic makeup of natur-al populatio11s. I-l01ticNituml vmietics shall no/ be used.
, B'<~ljtu lhepkhrti>tt; f!f.',f8nler~· ~:ypr-e;:, 8 011!Y localfy collected seed, cuttings, and/ or otherp1vpagules shall be ured
j f or landscapmg. Iffeastb!e, male1ials should be collccted.fivm similar habitats on the first and lower
reaches of the second marine terraces along the coast ofwestem Santa Cruz Count)' aJJd
" soutbem San Mateo County o ,/

Policy 3.3 Use and P rotection of Coastal Waters and Wetlands
The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters and 1vetlands shall be permitted where there i.r no feasible less

mvironmentai!J' damaging altemative, a11d where feasible mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse
environmental effects, and shall be limited to tbe following: (1) incidentalpublic service purposes, including but not
limited to, burying cables and pipes or inspection of existing intake and outfall lines, (2) restoration purposes, and (3)
nature study, aquamlture, or similar resource dependent activities. In addition, the diking, jilling, or dredging of
existing 111etlands shall maintain or enhance the functional t'apaciry of the wetland.
Implementation Measure 3.3.1- Pre-development Evaluation ofWedand Conditions. An evaluation

of the developmmt area shall be conducted prior to each development project.

The evaluation shall include a11y changed
site conditions that tvuld affect wetland values protected~ tbiJ CLRDP. A 1vetland evaluation shall be completed in
the proposed development area (i.e., the proposed development footpn.nl and a surrounding 200foot buffer area) in
c01wdtatiot1 with the Exemtive Director, using the Coastal Act 30121 wetland d~(znition. To the extent wetland
areas are idmtified during this process that are not already deJignated Resource Protection 011 Figure 5.2, the Resource
Protection designatio71 shall be applied to the neu;!J: idmtified wetland area and uses and development limited i11
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accordance with that designation (see Section 5.2.2, Resource Protection). For a'!Y new!J identified wetland area, an
appropriate br1fer shall be established, based upon srte-specijic conditions in accordance with Implementation Measure
3.2.9.
Implementation Measure 3.3.2- Update CLRDP With Respect to Wetlands. For a'!Y wetlands and
wetland br1fers identified pursuant to implementation measures 3.3.1 and 3.2.9, the University shall amend the
QRDP to reflect the new!J identified wetlands and wetland bu.ifers, including all relevant CLRDP text, figures, and
use and development restrictions applicable to those areas, and to remove those areas from development zones. The
QRDP amendment shall be submitted to the Coastal Commission bifore the if!ective date of the related development
project authorization.
Policy 3.4 Protection of Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHAs)
EnvironmentallY sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs) shall be protected against a'!Y significant disruption of habitat
values, and on!J uses dependent on those resources shall be alkiwed within those areas. Development in areas at!Jacent to
environmentallY sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts that would significantlY degrade
those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat areas. ESHAs have been designated as
"Resource Protection" in this QRDP, and the uses and development allowed in this designation are identified in
Section 5.2.2. ESHAs shall be br1feredfrom urban uses as shown in Figure 5.2 and described in Section 5.2.2
(Resource Protection Br1fer subsection).
Implementation Measure 3.4.1 -Additional Measures to Protect Habitat Areas. Br1fering of sensitive
habitat areas shall also be achieved through development restrictions consistent with the policies and programs of this
QRDP, including those that regulate the location of windows, lighting, access, signage, and noise-generating equipment
that would disrupt protected habitat values.
Implementation Measure 3.4.2 -Noise Intrusion into Terrace ESHA. Development shall be sited and
designed so that noise sources are no closer than 100 feet from designated Resource Protection areas located in the terrace
portion of the Marine Science Campus (other than development, such as paths, that mcry include minimal noise sources
and that is planned and/ or kicated within 100 feet of these areas and where measures are taken so that noise
potmtiai!J audible from within these areas is limited to the maximum extent feasible). Use of Campus facilities shall
occur in a manner that does not result in undue noise into designated terrace area Resource Protection areas. Noise
shall be monitored periodicallY or upon complaint and appropriate noise attenuation measures shall be immediatelY

implemented to lower any unacceptable noise eneration.

~

• "

n \J LV\
l 1'-:J

· or'O"'V\o..t

easure 3.4.3 -Noise Intrusion into
R.a?fR shall not be exposed to norse generated by
human activity on he terrace portion of the Marine Science Campus in excess of 60 dBA CNEL, as measured at the
boundary of the
R For the purposes of this measure, "dBA CNEL" means a 24-hour energy equivalent level
derived from a variety of single noise events, with weightingfactors of 5 and 10 dBA applied to the evming (7pm to
10pm) and nighttime (10pm to 7am) periods, respective!J, to allow for the greater sensitivity to noise during these hours.
Implementation Measure 3.4.4 -- Pre-development Evaluation of ESHA Conditions. An evaluation of
the development area shall be conducted prior to each devekipment project. The evaluation shall include changed site
conditions that mcry ciffect ESHA values and new iriformation that was not known at the time of the original ESHA
determination. To the extent ESHA areas are identified during this process that ar11 not alreacfy designated Resource
Protection on Figure 5.2, the Resource Protection designation shall be applied to the new!J identified ESHA and uses
and development limited in accordance with that designation (see section 5.2.2, Resource Protection). For a'!Y netv!J
identified ESHA area, an appropriate br1fer shall be established, based on site-specific biological evaluation, and
designated as Resource Protection Bu.ifer.
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and dcvelopmmt limited ill accordance with that designation (see section 5.2.2, Resource hotectio11). For atD' 11e1Vjy
idmtffied ESHA m~a, 011 appropriate b1!1fer shall be established, based 011 site-specific bioklgical evaluatio11, and
designated as Resource P1Vtectio11 B1fffeJ:
Implementation Measure 3.4.5- Update CLRDP With Respect to ESHA. For mjy ESHA and BSHA .
b1fffei1 identifu:d pm1uant to impkmmtation 1ncasum 3.4.4, the U11ivmiry shall ammd the CLRDP to t'ejkct the
11eJJ1fy idmtijied ESHA and ESHA bu~n; including all t~leiJ(mt CLRDP text,jig11res, and use rmd deveklpment
tuflictions applicable to those areas, and to rei!IOIJIJ those m~as jiv111 developmmt zoms. The CLRDP ammdment
shall be mbmitted to the Coastal Commission befm the e.ffectiiJIJ date of the t~hted developmmt project aulhotizatiOir.

Younger Lagoon Reserve
Policy 3.5 Special Protection for the Original Younger Lagoon Reserve ·
Tbe Univmiry recogt~izes the special biological significance of the original Younger Lagoon Reserve for habitat value
andfor t'f/seatr:Q and education and therejim shall continue to p1Vvide specialprvtection for· the property I!J r'fltainillg it
as pm1 of the University's Natural Reserve System attdprvlecting it consistmt tvith this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 3.5.1 -Protection and Enhancement ofYLR Habitats. The 11ative piant and
attimal habitats ofYoutrger Lagoo11 Reserve (original YLR)shall be p1Vtected and enhanced f?J• crmltvlling and
t'flmoving non-native and invasive ph11t species, prvmoting the abu11dance and diversity of native plant species tht'Oitgh ·
small-scale plantilrgs and t'f/-vegetatioll of areas tvhm exotics a11d/ ot· invasiiJIJs have been removed, impleme11tittg the
Drainage Concept Plan (Appmdix B), n1aintainilrg atrd installingftncing/ banim consistmltvith this CLRDP to
colltiVI tr'f/spau jivm the ter?'fJce portion of the site i11to YLR (original YLR), limiting a~m I!J hH!llatts (except
access othenvise a!kltved I!J this CLRDP), p1Vhibiting domestic pets, and other apptvptiate meam that mqy become
available.
Implemcmtation Measure 3.5.2- Protection of Special Status Species in YLR Habitats for special slams
animal species that liSe Younger Lagoon Reset-ue (original YLR) shall be ptvtected and e1~hanced.
Implementation Measure 3.5.3- Protection ofYLR Resources. The biologicalpi'Odl/ctivi!J and qualifY of
1'LR (original YLR) sba!! be protected, including I?J• mini111i:(/ng the effects of stomnvater dischatges and
mtl'f1ill1mJtt, coutiVIIing 11111rif{, pm~eJttitrg depletion ofgiVUIId JIJater st!pplies, mai11tainittg natural vegetation blljfet'f
at~as and 1llini111i:(/ng altemtion of ttatm'f11jeatum.
Implementation Measure 3.5.4- Development of Monitoring and Maintenance Progmm. L01rg-tmn
mainletJance and 1llonitotirtgpTvgmms for Yotmger Lagoon Rem-ue (origi11al YLR) shall be dei!Cloped and
implemented to assist ill long-tm11 pmervatio11 of species aud habitats in accotrla11ce tvit/1 the ptvvi.rions ofthis
CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 3.5.5 - Siting of Windbreak/8ereefliAg Trees Vegetation. The
IJiilldbJ~ak/sr~re.li~tt, 11re. vegetadontvq11irud 0• Ibis CLRDP itT cotmcction1vith ne111 devclopll!c/11 in tbe tm"Occ
portion of the site (sec for cxa1llple Sectio11 6.5 and Figm~ 6.6) Jha/1 be sited to tl!axi!llize their abiliD• to sc1~e1J tm'fJcc
devclopll!Cnl as scm jiv111 Yomtger Lagoo/1 Rem-ue (on'gi11al YLR).
Implementation Measure 3.5.6 - YLR Manager Consultation. DeJJe/op1lletJI shall not be allthotized I!J the
U11ivmif)• 11Jitho11t conmltalioJJ ll'ith the ).'LR Managet: Dei!C/op11mil shall i11corpomte 111easrms to (Jddl~ss iss11es
and ifl!pacts identified lhtv11gb the cons11ltation.
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Implementation Measure 3.5.7- Move'm ent Not Visible From YLR (original YLR). Movemmt
associated with development (including withi11 outdooi· activity/ mearrh arear and buildingr, and itrcluding aU witrd01vr
in bui/dingr) shall not be visible fivm 1vithin YLR (original YLR).
Implementation Measure 3.5.8 - Protective Measures for YLR (original YLR) in Middle Terrace. In
COifJimction IIlith bui/dit~g CO/tstmctioll TllCSt ofMcAI/irler IJYeg in the Middle Terrace development zone, the UnivmifY
shall constmct and/ orpla11t pratective banicrs along the eastem edge q[YLR (original YLR)in Developttient
Subarea #7 and, if approp1iate, extmding routh to connect to the existing berm. Such batrim meg include fencing,
dmsc vegetation, and/ Ol' att em1hen bmn. 1Jan ca11hen berm is developed, it rha/1 be rized ro that no roil impor1ation
is requimlfivnJ outside the Marine Science Campi/S (i.e., the soil r~quind to conrtruct it would be lm than oreq11al to
the amount of roil that becomes avai/4b/e within the campi!S as a !'lrsult ofgrading to prr!pdre development situ), unlers ·
impo!1ation qfadditional roil ir neceuary to 61/Jut'e proper· berm function/ configuration; and mch ;oil i; demonJtrab/y
clean andfoe of.contaminant.r (includingforr~ign md stock). AI!J mch berm shall be ph1tted with native gtYJsm and
herbaceous shrubs consistent with CLRDP Appendix B, Re;outr! Management Pl4tt.
Policy 3.6 Public Access to and within YLR (Original YLR)
Acmr to the original Yo;mger Lagoon Reserve meg be cottttvlkd consistent rvith the need to pratcct YLR mourr:es
fivm dimption and degradatio11 and to prvvide maximum public access consistent rvith the Coastal Act.
Implementation Measure 3.6.1- Provision of Controlled Access within YLR (Original YLR).
Physical access within YLR (original YLR) hy authotizedmatragemcnt, cmergeJtry, mcarch, ;tudent personnel,
and/ ot· docent-led gCJteralpublic consistent 1vith the public acceu and tT!CIT!ation diagiYJm and policies contained in this
CLRDP shall be ptvvided.
Implementation Measure 3.6.2 -Visual Access to YLR (Original YLR). Vi.rual access to YLR
(original YLR) shall be ptvvidedfor the gMeral public through overlooks (m Figur11 5.5), at least one of which
shall be avai/4ble fot·unescotted (i.e., notz-docent) public usc.
Implementation Measure 3.6.3- Public Beach Access within YLR (Original YLR). Supervised beach
accw to Younger Lagorm beach shall be provided to the gene/YJIpublic consistent with and purmant to a managemmt
plan for such access that is based on the best possible assessment of the capacity ojthe beach area to mstailr use and the
level of intensi!)1 of such use 1vhen considmd itt light of the fiYJgilitJ of the beach ana and mfjacent mources and ongoing
researrh. IPithin six months of CLRDP ce11ijication, and at.five":Yeat· intervals post-ce11ifzcation tifter that, the .
UnivmifJ' shall mbmit a Notice ofImpending Developmettl to the Coastal Commission with all necessary ;upporting
ilifotmatiott jot· a development ptvjecl to implemml'such a beach access managcmmt plan for the nextfive years. Bach
such managemmt plan shall at a minimum include:

•

A regul4t· schedule ofguided, educational tout'S to the beach at-ea that is coo1rfinated IVith and rimilat· to other
Marine S cicnce Camp11s education and doCIJ'nt p1vgram; and de;igned to introduce visitors to the special aspects of
beach ecology 111ithout causittg detetiotYJtiott of th'at ecology or loss qf opportunitJ jo1}Ccdit1g ot' brteding of beach
depmdcnt species. These tout'S mqy be 1veek/y 1veather permitting, but shall be ojfotr~d a minitmlfll of t1vo times per
month.

•

Identification of allpaiYJtmlet'S jot· beach acceu, including a clear depictio!t of the ana 111ithi1r which ;uch access is
allowed, and a dear demiption of all t~l4ted implementing measum (e.g., trail alignments, trail duigtt,
baniers/je11cing, signagc, timing mtriction.r, supervision requimne11ts, etc.). Accm shall be hy wqy qf conttviled
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vegetation from the lmvest (nearest to the mean high tide line) occurring temstrial plant to 10 meters inland into
the strand vegetation; evidence of seed production l?J beach strand species in this zone; species composition and
abundance of animal tracks (vertebrate and invertebrate) on the beach and adjacent beach dune area; and regular
counts offieding shorebirds on the beach.
•

An assessment of beach area resources and the effect of beach area use and activities (ir1cluding authorized and
unauthorized uses, research use, YLR activities, etc.) on such resources in the time since the last fivejlear review
and overall in the time since at least CLRDP certification;

•

A description of existing public access opportunities on the Campus, and the wqy in which such opportunities
relate to the amount and type of supervised access provided to the beach area.

Coastal Bluffs and Blufftops
Policy 3.7 Protection of Coastal Bluff and Blufftop Areas
New development that creates or contributes to erosion or geologic instability or that would require the construction of
protective devices that would substantiallY alter natura/landforms along the Miffs shall be prohibited. Coastal blriff and
blu.fftop vegetatio~ shall be expanded and enhanced in accordance with the provisions of this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 3.7.1- Bluff Setbacks. New development shall be sited and designed in such a
manner as to avoid the needfor shoreline armoring over the development's lifetime, and shall include niforceable
provisions for addressing atry future bltiff retreat/ erosion danger to the development wtlhout shoreline armoring (e.g.,
moving the development, removing the development, etc.). Development within 100 fiet of the top edge of the coastal bluff
shall be prohibited other than: existing buildings and streets; existing and proposed access and recreation amenities (see
Section 5.6 and Figure 5.6); i'!frastructure improvements necessitating a near bluff edge location contemplated l?J the
CLRDP (i.e., seawater system facilities); minor non-building research infrastructure (e.g., marine mammal pools);
habitat restoration/ enhancement; and directfy related minor structures (such as irrigation, public scifety fincing, etc.)
that are cons1stent with the CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 3.7.2- Coastal Bluff and Blufftop .Area Protection and Enhancement
Measures. The coastal bluff environment of the Marine Science Campus shall be protected and enhanced in accordance
with the provisions of this CLRD P, including through University enhancement and management of the 1OOfoot bluff
setback area identified in implementation measure 3.1. 1 pursuant to the Resource Management Plan (Appendix A).
Implementation Measure 3.7.3- Protecting Existing Development from Coastal Erosion. Shoreline
armoring shall be allowed onfy as a last resort to protect structures existing at the time of CLRDP certification that are
in danger from erosion, and onfy if (a) !ess-environmentai!J damaging alternatives to armoritzg are not fiasible
(including relocation of endangered structures); and (b) the armoring has been sited, designed, and accompanied l?J
measures to proportionatelY mitigate atry unavoidable negative coastal resource impacts (on views, sand supp!J, public
access, etc.).

Agricultural Resources
Policy 3.8 Protection of Adjacent Agricultural Resources
The University shall minimize and, where possible, avoid conflicts with ac!Jacent agricultural uses.
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Implementation Measure 3.8.1 -Cooperation. The University shalf work cooperativelY with the adjacent
agricultural users to identify means l!f minimiifng or avoiding a'!Y potential use coriflicts (including the improvement l!f
water quality in YLR), and to implement mutuai!J acceptable conflict-avoidatJce strategies.
Implementation Measure 3.8.2- .Agreement to Indemnify and H old Harmless. Prior to starll!f
constmction l!f a'!Y CLRDP facilities located norlh 1!f the designated Lower Terrace Development Zone, the University
shall offer to mter into an agreement substantiallY itl conjonnance with the'pre-CLRDP cerlification agricultural hold
hannless and indemnity restrictions that app!J to the Marine Science Campus, to indemnify and hold hannless the
owners, lessees, and operators l!f the property from liability and costs resultingfrom the effect l!f nonnal and necessary
fann operations upon the Marine Science Campus and its emplqyees, students, agents, and invitees.
Cultural Resources
Policy 3.9 Conservation of Cultural Resources
Reasonable mitigation measures shall be required, including those that mcry be identified through consultation with
appropnate Native American representatives, where development would adverse!J impact archaeological and/ or

paleontological resources.
Implementation Measure 3.9. 1 --Construction Monitoring. Should archaeological and/ or paleontological
resources be encountered during atry constmction on the MarineS cience Campus, all activity that could damage or
destroy these resources shall be temporari!J suspended until qualified archaeologist/paleontologists and Native
American representatives have examined the site and mitigation measures have been developed that address and
proportionatelY ojfset the impacts l!f the project on archaeological and/ or paleontological resources. Development shall
incorporate measures to address issues and impacts identified through a'!Y archaeologist/paleontologist and/ or Native

American consultation.
Hazardous Materials Management
Policy 3.10 Hazardous Materials Management
The Marine Science Campus environment shall beprotectedfrom contamination caused by the transporlation, storage,

and use 1!fpetroleum products and hazardous materials.
Implementation Measure 3. 10. 1 - Hazardous Materials Management. The University, through the Office
l!fE11vironmental Health and Safety, shall manage the use, and in the event l!f spillage the containment and cleanup of,
hazardous materials and petroleum on the UCS C Marine Science Campus in compliance with federal and state
regulations related to the storage, disposal, and transporlatio/1 l!f hazardous substances.
Implementation Measure 3. 10.2- Protective Measures for Laydown Yard. The University shall install
appropriate features around the perimeter l!f that parll!f a'!Y laydownyards that are dedicated to the maintenance and
servicing 1!f heat!)' equipment to ensure that hazardous materials do not enter the stonnwater drainage system,
watercourses, and/ or groundwater. (See also Implementation Measure 1. 1.12)
Air Quality and Energy Consumption
Policy 3.11 Energy Efficiency in New Construction
Sustainable practices shall be used in the design, constmction, and use l!f campus facilities.
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Implementation Measure 3.11.1- Energy Efficiency in New Construction: Sustainable design, technology
and construction practices shall be inc01porated into, and sustainab!J produt'ed materials shall be used in the

construction of new facilities.
Implementation Measure 3.11.2- Energy Efficiency in Use: New development shall incorporate mstainable

practices into ongoingfacility use (including in typical dai!J operations, special events, ongoing maintenance, etc.).
Policy 3.12 Air Quality and Energy Conservation through Land Use and Transportation
Controls.
Land use and transportation controls {hall require energy conservation and shall ensure good air quality.
Implementation Measure 3.12.1- Air Quality and Energy Conservation through On-Campus ShortTerm Accommodations. As demand presents itse!f, short-term accommodations mt!Ji be provided consistent with

Poliry 2.4 and its accompanying implementation measures to reduce travel demand to the Marine Science Campus.
Implementation Measure 3.12.2- Air Quality and Energy Conservation through Controlling Travel
Mode Split. The University shall work to achieve a 40 percent travel mode split consistent with Poliry 5.2 and its
accompmrying implementation measures, in order to limit the number of single-occupant vehicles traveling to the Marine

Science Campus.
Implementation Measure 3.12.3- Air Quality and Energy Conservation through Parking Control.
Parking shall be controlled consistent with Section 5.5 (including Policies 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 and their accompanying
implementation measures) to discourage automobile trips to the Marine Science Campus.
Implementation Measure 3.12.4- Air Quality and Energy Conservation through Alternative
Transportation. The University shallpromote walking. birycle use, and transit use consistent with Sections 5.5 and

5.6 to encourage energy efficient forms

of traveL

Implementation Measure 3.12.5- Air Quality and Energy Conservation through Transportation
Demand Management. Transportation demand shall be managed consistent with Poliry 5.8 and its accompanying
implementation measures to encourage alternatives to automobile, and particular!J single-occupant automobile,

transportation for site users and visitors.
Natural Resource Protection Analysis
Policy 3.13 Natural Resource Protection Analysis Required
For new development that mt!Ji significantlY affect natural resources, individuai!J or cumulative!J, the Project Report and
other supporting information identified itJ Chapter 8 shall describe the manner itl 1vhich the proposed development is
consistent with and implements the natural resource protection provisions of this CLRDP, including those in Section
5.3 (Natural Resource Protection), Chapter 9 (Capital Improvement Program), and Appendix A (Resource
Management Plan). The Project Report srpporting i'!formation shall also include a lot~g-term program for monitoring
potentiai!J affected natural resources andfor maintaining consistenry with CLRD P standards.
Policy 3.14 Permanent Protection
The University herei?J establishes as a guiding CLRDP principle its intent to protect, in perpetuity, Campus natural
areas (i.e., all areas outside of development zones) from development other than the low-intensity uses and development
allowed in the Resource Protection, Resource Protection Buffer, Open Space, or Wildlife Corridor land use designations.
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Designation !if these natural areas to a &search and Education Mixed Use land use designation (or arry subsequent
and similarfuture CLRDP land use designation) shall be prohibited.
Implementation Measure 3.14.1 - Natural Areas Protection. Within two years !if CLRDP certification, all

Campus natural areas (i.e. ail areas outside !if the four designated development zones) shall be itzcotporated into the
University !if California Natural &serve System as an integralpart !if Younger Lagoon &serve. Within two years
and six months !if CLRDP certification, the University shaii submit to the Coastal Commission an amendment to the
CLRDP to update it with respect to the revised configuration !ifYounger Lagoon &serve and the natural areas. In
addition, if arry area within the four designated development zones as thry are configured at the time !if G.JliJP
certification is subsequent!J excludedfrom the designated development zones in the future (pursuant to Implementation
Measures 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.4.4, and 3.4.5), then such area shaii likewise be inrotporated into Younger Lagoon &serve
within the same time ji-ames and pursuant to the same parameters identified above with respect to the initial Reserve
incorporation, but timedfrom the date that the required CLRDP amendment (required pursuant to Implementation
Measures 3.3.2 and 3.4.5) is certified by the Coastal Commission.

5.4.

Scenic and Visual Qualities

This section sets forth plans, policies, and implementation measures related to maintaining scenic
and visual qualities on the Marine Science Campus.

5.4. 1.

Scenic Corridor Protection

The Land Use Diagram (Figure 5.2) and Development Subareas (Figure 5.4) have been designed so
that development and open space areas are located in such a manner as to protect significant public
view corridors to the ocean, the agricultural coastline, and surrounding hillsides. Siting and design
parameters, including regulation of building heights and maximum scale, are also required to protect
on- and off-site public views of the site, including protecting the visual character of the site itself.

5.4.2.

Scenic and Visual Resource Policies

Policy 4.1 Protection of Scenic Views
Nezv development at the Marine Science Campus shaii be sited and designed ilz a manner that protects public views,
including the public view corridors depicted in Figure 3.16, and that limits development outside !if the four Campus
development zones to the maximum extent feasible.
Implementation Measure 4.1.1 -Location of Development. The University shaii cluster development on the
Marine Science Campus as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4 so as to leave ample open space that protects identified public
views, including identified public view corridors.

Policy 4.2 Protection of Scenic Quality
New development at the Marine S cimce Campus shaii be sited and designed to be rompatible with existing Campus
developmmt and surrounding areas.
Implementation Measure 4.2. 1 - Design Standards and Illustrative Campus Buildout Site Plan.
Decisions on siting, materials, height, clustering, and other aspects !ifproject design shaii be consistent with Chapter 5
and Chapter 6 and shall be guided by the Illustrative Campus Buildout Site Plan and the preliminary parameters for
selected prqjects in Chapter 7. With respect to the development !if the public overlooks, such overlooks shall be sited
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and designed consistent with the preliminary parameters identified in Chapter 7 unless alternative siting and design
would result in both betterpublic overlook value and better coastal resource protection.
Implementation Measure 4.2.2- .Alteration of Natural Landforms. Development shall be sited and designed
to minimize the alteration of naturallant!forms.
Implementation Measure 4.2.3- Building and Other Structure Heights. Buildings on the Marine Science
Campus shall be no more than two stories tall and shall be no higher, as measuredfrom natural grade to the top of the
roof, than the maximum height limits specified in Figure 5.4, except that laboratory buildings located within the
Middle Terrace development zone mcry be as high as 36 feet above naturalgrade suiject to Implementation Measure
4.2.4, and the Phase II wing ofthe Ocean Health building mcry be up to 36 feet in height. Except for temporary
structures, flat roofs shall be prohibited. Mechanical equipment and a'!)' associated screening structures that extend
above the roof shall be limited to the maximum extentfeasible in height and bulk. Screening structures (or portions
thereo/) shall on!J be used where such structures willprovide better public viewshed protection than leaving such
equipment unscreened. If it is not feasible to keep such equipmmt and/ or structures below the maximum height (e.g.,
!ry reducing their number and/ or size, !ry locating at a lower elevation than the roofpeaks, !ry reducing building heights,
etc.), then such equipment and structures shall not exceed maximum height limits !ry more than 5 feet, their aggregated
length shall not exceed 25 percent of the length ofthe building's ridgeline, and their aggregated horizontalfootprint shall
not exceed 25 percent of the area of the aggregate horizontalfootprint of the roof Those portions of buildings that are
located nearest the perimeter of the development zones shall be stepped down in height relative to the building to avoid
uniform massing at the maximum height limits on the perimeter of development zones (see also Chapter 6). All other

(i.e., non-building) st~ctures shall be no higher as measuredfrom naturalgrade to the topmost element than the
maximum height limits specified in Figure 5.4.
Implementation Measure 4.2.4 - Laboratory Buildings. Laboratory buildings located within the area limited
to 30joot heights mqy be as high as 36 feet above natural grade if it is not feasible to meet the 30foot height limit due
to the vertical clearance necessary for specialized laboratory requirements (for mechanical systems, ductwork, etc.).
Implementation Measure 4.2.5- Maximum Building Gross Square Footage. Individual new buildings
shall not exceed 20,000 gross square feet in the Lower Terrace development zone, shall not exceed 3 7,500 gross square
feet in the Upper Terrace development zone, and shall not exceed 40,000 gross square feet in the Middle Terrace
development zone.
Implementation Measure 4.2.6 -Maximum .Additional Gross Square Footage in Lower Terrace. New
building development in the Lower Terrace development zone qfter tke CLRDP is certified shall not exceed 40,000
gross square feet in total, exclusive of structures that are part of the seawater system.
Implementation Measure 4.2.7- Construction Materials. Stained vertical wood siding, roughcast concrete,
high-quali(y shingle roifing, and other materials with compatible appearances (e.g. , stone, wood, cor-ten steel, etc.) shall
be usedfor the exterior of all buildings and other structures to ensure design compatibili(y among all buildings Of/ the
Marine Science Campus.
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Fig 5.4 Development Subareas
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Implementation Measure 4.2.8- Building Setbacks. Nell' buildings on the Maline Scimce Campus shall be
located 110 closer than 15 feel jivn1 campus stmts and 110 closer tha11 20 feet jivm the pavement edge qf S hqffor Roof/,
as imp/TJvedper bnplemmlation Measur~ 5. 1.3.
Implementation Measure 4.2.9- Building Length Limitations. New building sections cotutmcied 011 the
Ma1ine Science Ca11ljJ111 shall11ol exceed 175 feet in COillinuous building lmgth adjacent to a stmt orpadei11g ar~a.
Implementation Measure 4.2.10- Placement of Utility Lines Underground. All utility li11es on the
Mad11e S cimce Camp11s shall be located underground.
Implementation Measure 4.2.11- Windbreak/oefeeaiag 'Hees Vegetation. The JVilldbJ~ak/scr-ee.vhtg
aRDP in COIItleclion 111ilh 11e111 developmml in the tm"Oce portion qf the site (see
Section 6.5 and Fig111~ 6.6) shall be sited to scm11 developmmt jivm public vie111witho11t illteifeling 111ith that pottion
qf the public viellltlot mcumbemii?J development (e.g., 11Jaintaini11g ocean/ holizon vie111s over and arownd b11ildings).

1tffl vegetation_1~quir~d I?J this

Implementation Measure 4.2.12- Development in Northernmost Portion of Middle Terrace.
Developmmt in that p011ion qfthe Middle Tm-ace developmmt zo11e that is /orated in developtmnt Subarea #2, as
idmtijied i11 Fig111r 5.4, shall be sited and designed to mitlimize impacts to public views as sem from the GITJIIj> 2
public ti'Oil segments, as identified in Fig11re 9.1.
Implementation Measure 4.2.13- Development Along Edge of Lower Terrace. Development ilrthat
po11ion qf the Lower Tm'Cice development zotte that is located itt Submras #13 o1· #14, as idetttijied i11 Figtm 5.4,
shall be limited to low intmrity um a11dfacilitier sited and designed to millimize ilnpacls to publir views as seetl fivm
trailr and other access and nmration facilities mtdfeatum sho11111 on Fig111' 5.6 mtd/ or dercribcd in Section 5.6..
Detlfllopmmt located in S 11bm~p # 14 rba/1 be litllited to the reawate~· fYStem, cilmlation, and p11blic accerr
imprvtlflmetlti and rhallnot exceed the elevatio11 of the existing sem11atetjacilities. Developmmt itt S~tbat'l!as #13 and

# 14 shafl not sigllijicalltfy block public vieJIIS a11d shall, if located withi11 the jootpli111 of the be1711 (along the 11/CStertJ
edge qfthe zo11e), be no tallertbatlthe top qfthe bm11 at the time qfaRDP certificatiotT.
Implementation Measure 4.2.14- Building Development West of McAllister Way in Lower Terrace.
Buildillg developmmt ill that poTtioll qf tho Lower Tct7'0&e dell(f/opmc/11 zolle that is I~ coled Illest qf the location qf
McAllister IJV'D' at the time qf CLRDP ccttijicatio11 shall be limited to uses that i11tegralfy n!lale to existi11g
developmmt or rrmarch activitier itT/he detlfllopment zotre, need a /ocatio11 adjacellt to 1'LR (original YLR), or
othmvise n:qui1~ a 11101~ isolated locatio11.
Implementation Measure 4.2.15- BUilding Development West of McAllister Way in Middle Terrace.
Dctlfl!opmellt i11 Subarea #6 sba/1 be limited to 11ses that 111011ld bellifztjivflt a fJIOI'e isolated location, a11d doveloptllml
i11 S11ba!la #7 shall be limited to cxtmiotJ qf tbe pre-CLRDP ceJtijiratiotl eattho11 bem1, overlook imprrJI/cmmts,
llaiiii'CII dmi11age rystem crmljiolle/lts,jmcillg, a11d/ or la11dscapi11g.
Implementation Measure 4.2.16- Building Development Outside of Subareas Prohibited. B11ildi11g
dctJelopmmt located o11tride qf tbe mbm~as sho/1111 i11 Figtm 5.4 .rba/1 be probibiterl. Dc!Jc/opmcl/1 located o11tsidc qf
SllbUI~IlS a11r/ inside q/ dcvelop!i1C11/ zol/es shalf be li111itod /0 al-gT'Cide development (e.g., SIIYIQ/S, parking Ol'r!as, etc.),
1111/ess it is 011 abovo-g1'Cidc dovclopmcllt explicitb• id011tijied a.r app1vpliatc i11tbis CLRDP (e.g. an carthetT bcm1
extenrio11), 111hm "'D' associated abotJe-gmdc dcvelopnmJI a11d stmcltms (e.g.,jellcing, light slandmr/.r, etc.), shall11ot
exceed the scale, illclttdiug tbc height, establishedfor mch developmc111 and stmct11m itt the CLRDP.
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Policy 4.3 Visual Intrusion and Lighting

Development shall be sited and designed so that the impacts of activity and dimt light on wildlife and public views
outside of development zones is limited to the maximum extent feasible.
Implementation Measure 4.3.1- Visual Intrusion into YLR (Original YLR). Development adjacent to
YLR (origi11al YLR)shall be sited and designed so that activity and direct light will not be vistble fivm within
YLR (origitml YLR).
Implementation Measure 4.3.2- Visual Intrusion into Terfftee BSHA l!:flcl Other Areas O~:~tsicle ef
Develepffieat 6eHes YLR (Terrace Lands). Development shall be sited and designed ro that activity and
dirr~ct

light that mqy be visible from outside of devellipment zonu is limited to the maximum extentfeasible, and so that
unavoidablY visible is minimized in its intmsity. In det6f'mining the measures
needed to limit visual intrusion to the maximum extentfeasible, the University shall ronsult with the managet rif
Younger Lagoon Remw and the California Deparltmnt ofFish and Game.

llf!Y activity and/ Ol' dimt light that iJ

Implementation Measure 4.3.3- All Lighting. Lighti11g on the M01ine Sciehce Campus shall be j»viJided at the

lowestfootcand/c levels necessary to achieve sqfoty and ifficientnavigatiou.
Implementation Measure 4.3.4- Building Lighting. Extelio1· lighting shall be located on!J at building entries

and usable intelior rourtyards. No other exterior lighting of buildings, such as forade or accent lighting, shall be
allowed, except IIJhm necessary for sqfety. Intetior lighting shall be located so as to minimize the potentialfor light and
gla1~ to be visible fivm within Resource P1vtection, Resoutre Protection Blfffil; and W:ildlifl Cmidor areas and be
consistent with the Uniform Building Code.
Implementation Measure 4.3.5- Street and Trail Lighting. Stmts on the Marine Science Campus mqy 011/y

be lighted IIJithin the deve/opmmt zones of the campus. Trails shall be lighted on!J to the exte-nt neededfor sqfety. On!J
/o1v-intensity lights attarhed /Q /ow-height, 1vood boif.ftf'(/s (i.e., up to 36" maximum height) shall be usedfol' tt¥Iil
lighting, and all trail lighting shall be dmvnward directed.
Implementation Measure 4.3.6- Parking Lot and Maintenance Yard Lighting. Lighting in parking lots

and maintenanceyards shall be the lliwest lighting intensity levels necess01y to ptvvide sqfety and mulity. Allparking
lot 011d maintenanceyard lighting shall be full cut-off type lighting and shall be doiVmvard direrted. Pole mounted
lightilzg shall be limited to the maximum extent feasible (in numbe1; height, and bulk) and shall not exceed 12 ftet in
height.
Implementation Measure 4.3.7 -Sign Lighting. Sign lighting on campus shall be limited to signs identijji11g
it11fi011ant dcstinatio11s, l'tstticted at~as, and/ or dangetvus tmmn. Ali sig11 lighting shall be the minimum nuessary to
arhiew design objectives. No backlighting of signs ot· ure of neon shall be allowed. ·
.Implementation Measure 4.3.8- Lighting Plan Required. New dewlopment that inc/Jides lighting shall be
authozi:zyd trJ• the University on!J if it includes a lighting plan that details the manner ill "'hirh the deve/opmmt

individuallY and mmu/ative!y is consislmt with 011d implements the lighting parameters ofthis CLRDP, inr/Jiding
PolifY 4.3 and its implentmting mcasum, 011d ilzc/Jiding lling-terntlighting system monitoting and maintenattce.
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5.5. ·

Circulation and Parking

This section sets forth plans, policies, and implementation measures related to circulation and
parking on the Marine Science Campus.

5.5.1

Circulation and Parking Discussion

The development of circulation and parking facilities on the Marine Science Campus is primarily
guided by the objectives, design principles, and land use concepts of Chapter 4 and by the policies of
Chapter 5. Design standards for campus streets l)nd parking are set forth in Chapter 6 (Section 6.2,
Campus Street Design and Section 6.3, Parking Design) . The location of campus streets is explicitly
identified in the next section, which includes Figure 5.5, Circulation and Parking Diagram. The
location of parking facilities is not explicitly identified in this section, because such siting is more
dependent upon how tl1e Campus develops over time and the relationship of buildings, streets, and
other Campus facilities to potential parking lot locations.
New Main Campus Street and Abandonment of Part of Former Access Road
One key feature of the circulation plan for the Marine Science Campus is a new main access street
section mostly located east of the existing Campus Street (see Figure 5.5) and the abandonment of a
section of McAllister Way /Delaware Avenue Extension between Shaffer Road and the California
Department of Fish and Game facility. This abandonment will take place concurrent with ilie
construction of ilie new portion of the campus street shown in Figure 5.5. The majority of the
existing pavement along iliis alignment will be removed except for a curvilinear portion of it that will
remain to become a public access pathway. The roadbed fill will be retained to maintain terrace
wetland hydrology, and the disturbed areas will be replanted with appropriate wetland and wetland
buffer plant species.
Parking for Campus Use and Public Access
Another key feature of the circulation plan is the development of parking for campus use and public
coastal access. Parking on the Marine Science Campus is limited at buildout under this CLRDP to a
total of up to 795 spaces, and the University may control almost all of tlus parking through the use of
programmatic means (e.g., including possibly parking pern1its and/or parking meters) to ensure iliat
spaces are available for high-priority users such as visitors seeking coastal access and campus
teachers, researchers,· and staff. Without such controls, demand for parking by students could
overwhelm capacity and result in parking shortages for higher priority users.
Parking to be provided on the Campus is purposefully lin1ited so as to avoid covering large portions
of the Campus with parking areas (thus better protecting on-site resources) and to -reduce Campus
reliance on automobile trnnsportation (thus reducing its attendant adverse impacts on and off-site).
Because of this parking space limitation, and because ftll-Campus parking demand ts-te-6e
Reeef!lffleclatecl oa-sft.e.;-may not impact public parking or coastal access on streets adjacent to
the MSC, the CLRDP includes aggressive transportation demand management programs designed
to bring Campus users to the Campus by means other than automobiles, and if by automobile, by
alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle automobile. To ensure that parking controls and parking
space limitations have the n1inimum impact on public coastal access, the CLRDP policies in Section
5.5.3 below also include provisions for dedicated and shared public coastal access parking areas.
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Shaffer Road Improvements
The University intends to improve the Shaffer Road / Delaware Avenue Intersection and that portion
of Shaffer Road extending to the Upper Terrace development zone (where part or all of a shared
laydown and warehouse facility is contemplated). These improvements will be coordinated with the
City of Santa Cruz and with property owners across Shaffer Road from the campus, to the maximum
extent feasible. Improvements to Shaffer Road will be limited to those necessary to serve Campus
development.

The driveway entrance into the Upper Terrace development zone will be located in the center of the
zone (e.g., as shown on Figure 7.2) so as to avoid the wildlife corridor and buffer areas both to the
north and south of the development zone. Campus development does not require Shaffer Road to
be extended north across the railroad tracks. Nonetheless, the City of Santa Cruz (which provides
emergency services to the Campus) has indicated its desire to have secondary emergency access to
the Marine Science Campus via Highway 1 and Shaffer Road, and accordingly, the University will
collaborate with the City of Santa Cruz on the construction of an emergency grade crossing over
Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) tracks to connect the northern segment of Shaffer Road and
Highway 1 with the Marine Science Campus. Alternatively, given the location of the wildlife corridor
south of the railroad right-of-way and given the existing and potential uses of the railroad right-ofway itself (including potential public trail use), the City of Santa Cruz could choose to abandon the
northern-most portion of the Shaffer Road (between the Upper Terrace development zone and the
railroad tracks) and instead re-grade, replant, and reconfigure this paved road area as a habitat
corridor enhancement.
In any event, where Shaffer Road intersects designated wildlife corridors and their buffers,
improvements to the road will include measures to ensure habitat connectivity (such as adequately
sized culverts under the roadbed to allow wildlife to safely move from one side of Shaffer to the
other). These improvements will be coordinated with the owners of the property between Shaffer
Road and Moore Creek/ Antonelli Pond to ensure that the habitat corridor is properly aligned from
one side of Shaffer Road to the other.

5.5.2.

Circulation and Parking Designations and Diagram

Two circulation designations have been created for the UCSC Marine Science Campus: Major
Campus Street and Minor Campus Street. Figure 5.5, Circulation and Parking Diagram, shows the
specific geographic location of these designations on the Marine Science Campus. The intended
effect of these designations and the circulation uses allowed within them are set forth in this section.
Other symbols on the diagram include "Major Parking Locations" and " Intersection Improvement."
The specific location of these developments will be determined in conjunction with specific future
building authorizations, subject to the requirements of this CLRDP.
Major Campus Street
The primary purpose of this circulation designation is to accommodate access to the Marine Science
Campus by motor vehicles. Bicyclists and pedestrians may use all campus streets at times as well, but
separated multi-use trails are provided specifically for bicyclists and pedestrians (see Section 5.6 that
follows). The type of circulation facility allowed in the Major Campus Street designation is limited to
paved, public-use corridors with two undivided travel lanes (one each direction) and within
development zones, limited on-street parking. The maximum allowable width of the corridor is 22
feet wide to allow regular traffic movement and meet emergency vehicle requirements. Bicycles, cars,
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trucks and other road vehicles will share the facility without formal bike lanes or center stripe.
Typically, curbs will not be provided on Major Campus Streets.
Minor Campus Street
The primary purpose of this circulation designation is to provide motor vehicle access to parking
areas and buildings that cannot be directly accessed with Major Campus Streets. The type of
circulation facility allowed in the Minor Campus Street designation is limited to paved, public-use
corridors with two undivided travel lanes (one each direction) and within development zones, onstreet parking. The maximum allowable width of the travel lanes is 22 feet wide to allow regular
traffic movement and meet emergency vehicle requirements. Bicycles, cars, trucks and other road
vehicles will share the facility without formal bike lanes or center stripe. Typically, curbs will not be
provided on Minor Campus Streets.
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CLRDP Figure 5.5,
Circulation and Parking Diagram (revised)
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Circulation and Parking Policies

Auto Circulation
Policy 5.1 Vehicular Access

Roadwcrys on the campus shallprovide adequate site access for regular users and visitors, while minimi:dng impacts on
the natural environment.
Implementation Measure 5.1.1 -New Circulation System. The University shall construct a new circulation
system for the Marine Science Campus as shown in Figure 5.5.
Implementation Measure 5.1.2- Improve Shaffer Road / Delaware Avenue Intersection. The Shciffer
Road/ Delaware Avenue intersection, at the entrance to the campus, shall be improved in co'!function with other: road
and development activities, in order to improve the functioning of this intersection (for vehicles, pedestrians, and
biryclists) and its scifety.
Implementation Measure 5.1.3 - Shaffer Road Improvements. The University shall cooperate with the City

of Santa Cruz to evaluate the permanent closure ofS hciffer Road between the Upper Terrace development zone and the
railroad tracks and conversion f!! the closed road section into an integralpart of the wildlife corridor and its buffer
located along the northern portion of the Marine Science Campus. Atfjacent to the Marine Science Campus, those
sections f!! Shaffer Road to remain open mcry be improved the minimum extent necessary to provide access to
development authorized in the Upper Terrace development zone.
Implementation Measure 5.1.4- Access for Wildlife Across Shaffer Road (Upper Wildlife Corridor).
The University shall construct adequate passage (e.g., bridge, underpass, box culverts, etc.) across Shaffer Road north of
the Upper Terrace development zone that is speciai!J dnigned to facilitate wildlife movement, potentiai!J including
abandonmmt of the paved road1vcry section and reconftguration of the road area as a habitat corridor. The drivewcry
mtrance into the Upper Terrace development zone shall be located in the center of the zone (e.g., as shown on Figure
7.2) so as to avoid the designated wildlife corridor and buffer areas that will be established both to the north and south
f!! the development zone. For work undertaken l?J the University offits property, the University shall active!J pursue
and obtain all necessary permissions from atry owner of land on which construction will occur. The University shall
consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service during the design f!! the Shciffer Road wildlife passage.
Implementation Measure 5.1.5- Access for Wildlife Across Shaffer Road (Lower Wildlife Corridor).
The University shall construct adequate passage (e.g., bridge, underpass, box culverts, etc.) across Shciffer Road south of
the Upper Terrace development zone that is speciai!J designed to facilitate wildlife movement. For work undertaken l?J
the University off its property, the University shall active!J pursue and obtain all necessary permissions from any owner
f!! land on which construction will occur. The University shall consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
during the design of the Shciffer Road wildlife passage.
Implementation Measure 5.1.6- Use of Former Access Road. The existing (at the time f!! CLRDP
mtification) portion ofMcAllister W cry/ Delaware Avenue Extension between Shaffer Road and the California
Department f!! Fish and Game facility, shall be abandoned as a campus street and restored as a public trail and
habitat buffer area (i.e., the mqority of the existing pavement shall be removed in this area except for a curvilinear
portion ofit that will remain to become a public access pathwcry; the roadbedfill elevation shall be retained to maintain
terrace wetland f?ydrology; and the disturbed areas shall be replanted with appropriate ·wetland and wetland buffer plant
species). The University shall consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Executive Director at the time
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ofproposed restoration to evaluate management measures to protect California red-leggedfrog, such a; a prohibition on
birycle use of the trail or constntction of safo passage conidors.
Implementation Measure 5.1.7 - Emergency Access. The University shall, in conjunction with planned
building constmction 011 the Marine Science Campus as described in the CLRDP, collaborate with the City of Santa
Cmz on the constmction of an emergenry grade crossing over Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) tracks to connect the
norlhern segment of Shaffer Road and Highwqy 1 with the Marine Science Campus. The purpose of this crossing

would be to provide secondary, emergenry-on!J, ingress and egress for the site. Eo/lards would be installed to restrict
nonna/ trqffic.

Travel Mode Split
Policy 5.2 Travel Mode Split
The University shall pursue a goal of having at least 40 percent of all person-trips to the Marine Science Campus made
using alternatives to the single-occupant automobile.
Implementation Measure 5.2.1- Encourage Alternatives to the Single-Occupant Vehicle. The
University shall enforce policies and implement measures to encourage alternatives to the single-occupant automobile.
Implementation Measure 5.2.2 -Alternatives to the Single-Occupant Vehicle. As pari of each
development prrject, the University shall clear!J identify the methods to be used to encourage non-single-occupanry vehicle
trips for that development in order to meet CLRDP circulation and parking requirements individuallY and
cumulative!J.

Parking
Policy 5.3 Parking for Campus Use and Public Coastal Access
The University shallprovide designated parking spaces for faCility, staff, students, and visitors to the Marine Science
Campus and the adjacent shoreline. Parking on the Marine Science Campus shall be limited to a maximum of795
spaces.
Implementation Measure 5.3.1- All Campus Users Off-Hour Parking. Campus parking areas shall be
available on a free,first-come,first-serve, and unrestricted (i.e., no pennits, meters, or other applied management
requirement or restriction) basis during dqylight hours (i.e., one-hour before sunrise to one hour after sunset) before 8:00
am and cifter 5:00pm each weekdqy, and during all dqylight hours on Saturdqys, Sundqys, and State holidqys.
Exceptions to this poliry mqy be implemented ifl order to provide parking management in supporl of a limited number
of special events occuning at the Marine Science Campus, provided such exceptions do not substantiallY impact public
coastal access.
Implementation Measure 5.3.2. Public Coastal Access Parking. Public coastal access parking spaces shall be
available on a free or low-cost (see implementation measure 5.3.8),first-come,first-serve basis during dqylight hours
(i.e., one-hour before sunnse to one hour after sunset) for the exclusive use ofgeneral public access visitors to the site and
not for use ry atry others, including not for use ry: (a) University or Campus affiliate staff, researchers, students, or
their visitors; (b) Campus residents or their visitors, and/ or (c) visitors to University or Campus qffiliate facilities.
Public coastal access parking spaces mqy be time limited provided such time limits are not for less than a three-hour
length of stqy; overnight parking in these spaces shall be prohibited. During non-State holidqy weekdqys between the
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hours of 8:00 am and 5:00pm on/y, the University mcry use pennits, meters, or other similar methods for managing
such public coastal access parking spaces (except for pub/it· coastal access parking spaces in the Campus Entrance
development zone where mch parking sha/1 be provided without mch mcumbrances) provided such methods are easi/y
understood and fo!!owed (including that points of acquisition for a'!)l required placards, pennits, meter slugs, etc. are
convenientlY located and operated with respect to public access visitors) and provided mch methods provide an easy
means ofa!!Oivingparking space users who arrived prior to 8:00 am to continue to park in the pub/if coastal access
parking spaces without being penalizedfor earfy amvaL Alipublic coastal access parking spaces are to be provided
pursuant to the timing identified in Figure 9.4.
Implementation Measure 5.3.3 - Campus Entrance Public Coastal Access Parking. A minimum of
fzflem public coastal access parking spaces sha/1 be provided adjacent to the intersection of S hqffir Road and Delaware
Avenue in the Campus Entrance development zone.
Implementation Measure 5.3.4- Middle Terrace Public Coastal Access Parking. A minimum offive
publif coastal access parking spaces sha/1 be provided: (1) in that portion of subarea 9 (Figure 5.4) that is adjacent to
any Campus mpport facilities in subarea 9 and that provides the easiest and most direct access to the public trails
extending outside of the Middle Terrace development zone; or (2) in a location that provides the easiest and most direct
afcess to Overlook E (Figure 9. 1) and the public trail connection to Overlook E.
Implementation Measure 5.3.5- Lower Terrace Dual Use Parking (P ublic Coastal Access Parking
and Discovery Center Parking) . A minimum offorty parking spaces in the Lower Terrace development zone
sha/1 be available and reserved exc!usive!J for public coastal access parking andfor parking lry visitors to the Seymour
Marine Discovery Center.
Implementation Measure 5.3.6 - Lower Terrace Public Coastal Access Parking. A minimum often
public coastal access parking spaces shall be provided in the Lower Terrace development zone in a location that provides
the easiest and most direct access to public coastal access amenities (e.g., in the parking br:ry along the east side of
MeA/lister W cry opposite the Ocean Health Building).
Implementation Measure 5.3.7 - Parking Demand Satisfied On-Campus. A!!pa,'kt';rt, tfmfthtd fflr:t!lln
:fr1/i:rfod 8;1 c.~"rfltH, tlitd ;tNe~v development sha!! i11clude adequate and enforceable measures to ensure that ttl/
parking demand associated with CLRDP development does not impact public parking or
coastal access on streets adjacent to the MSC, induduJg Delaware Avenue. i: ;;~tUfted 8if
Gmrpm.
Implementation Measure 5.3.8- F ree and/ or Low Cost Public Coastal Access Parking. Public coastal
access parking spaces sha/1 be available at no cost 1111/ess a Campm parking program is authon·zed as a developmmt
project pursuant to this CLRDP that requires a nominalfee for a!! or portions of such parki11g (except for public
coastal access parking in the Campus Entrance developmmt zone, where parkingfees are prohibited), and on!J if such
fee does not negative!J impact public access.

Policy 5.4 Parking Supply
The University sha/1 regulate existing parking and develop new parking on the MarineS cience Campus to mmre that
parking space.r are provided in an amount fommensurate with the requirements of Poliry 5.3 and its implementation
measures, and the demand mated lry neu1 development.
Implementation Measure 5.4.1- Development of New Parking. New parking sha!! be developed as demand
warrants up to a maximum of 795 spmu Campus wide. No new parking spaces shall be developed until existing
parking spaces in a given development zone are gr~ater than or equal to 90 pemnl utilized (on average). The parking
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supp!J requinments of Polity 5.3 and its implementation measum sha/1 be satisfied pursuant to the timing identified in
Figun 9.4.
Implementation Measure 5.4.2- Lease .Agreements. The University shall enmn that lease agreements entend
into with tenants on the UCSC Marine Stience Campus include provisions that nquin them to fui!J abide fry and
implement the circulation and parking policies, implementation measum, and other related standards contained in this
CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 5.4.3. -Distribution and Intensity of Parking. Parking sha/1 be distributed
among the four development zones as necessary to meet facility demand within each zone. Parking anas sha/1 be
designed to provide small, dismte parking anas.
Policy 5.5 Parking Management
Parking 011 the Marine Science Campus sha/1 be managed fry UCSC Transportation and Parking Services (TAPS)
or its equivalent, which wi/1 administer parking permits, operate shuttle service, disseminate commuter information, and
monitor parking utilization annuai!J. TAPS mqy ngulate parking on the UCSC Marine Science Campus through
the use ofparking permits and time-limited parking in a manner consistent with this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 5.5.1 - Permits Required. With the exception ofpublic coastal access parking spaces
provided at the campus mtrance at the intersection of S hqffir Road and Delawan Avenue, parking permits sha/1 be
nquiredfor the use of each parking space on the UCSC Marine Science Campus betwem the hours of 8:00am and
5:00pm each non-holidqy weekdqy, provided a parking program that difines the permit distribution and use
framework for the Campus has been authorized as a development project. Meters mqy be used in lieu ofpermits.
Implementation Measure 5.5.2- Public Coastal .Access Parking. Dedicated parkingfor public coastal access
shall be clustend close to coastal access points (see also Polity 5.3 and its implementation measum and Figun 5.5),
and clear signage and nlated measum (e.g., stencils, etc.) sha/1 be provided to indicate that each such public coastal
access parking space is for public coastal access parking on!J.
Implementation Measure 5.5.3 - Carpools and Vanpools. &served parking spaces mqy be set-aside for
persons traveling to the site in ngistend carpools or vanpools. TAPS mqy institute nduced parking permit fees for
carpool and vanpool users if necessary to achieve consistenty with Polity 5.2.
Implementation Measure 5.5.4- Parking Management Strategy for Special and/ or Temporary
Events. The University sha/1 develop a strategy for managing parking demandfor occasional special and/ or temporary
events, including mcue operations at the Marine Wildlife Center. Such strategy sha/1 not substantiallY impact public
coastal access and sha/1 on!J be implemented if it is consistent with the parking policies, implementation measum, and

other nlated standards contained in this CLRDP, and such strategy is authorized as a development prqject.
Implementation Measure 5.5.5 - Entrance Kiosk. The University mqy install a small itiformation kiosk at
the entrance to the UCS C Marine Science Campus to ensun campus security, provide parking permits, dine! visitors,
and control access during special events. Such kiosk shall be 110 taller in height than 12 feet as measundfrom existing
grade and no mon than 125 squan feet in size.
Implementation Measure 5.5.6- Parking Limitation Seaward of Whale Skeleton. Parking in the ana
extending seawardfrom the northern edge of the Younger Building and the northern edge of the whale skeleton (at the
northwest comer of the Marine Discovery Center) shall be limited to: University-01vned vehicles that are typicai!J
parked without movement for longer periods of time and that an not typical!J moved in and out ofparking spaces
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multiple times during the course rif a dqy, and servil-e vehicles that cannot feasibfy park elsewhere and stillprovide the
required service. All other parking in this area (including but not limited to parkingfor University staff and visitors)
shall be prohibited. In all cases, parking in this area shall be developed, identified, assigned and used in a manner
designed to limit vehicular ingress and egress as much as possible to ensure that public access in and through this area is
protected and enhanced (see also Overlook B enhancements as described in Section 1.2. 6).
Implementation Measure 5.5.7 - Parking Enforcement. The University mqy onfy enforce parking regulations
ott the Marine Scimce Campus consistent with this CLRDP.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
Policy 5.6 Promotion of Bicycle Use and Walking
The we of birycles and walking as a means of traveling to, from, and on the Marine Science Campus shall be promoted
and accommodated with all development. (Note: see also Section 5.6 that follows for policies and implementation
measures relevant to pedestrian and birycle facilities on the Campus.)
Implementation Measure 5.6.1 -Sheltered and Secured Bike Parking. Sheltered and secured birycle storage
facilities within buildings and/ or within ancillary facilities associated with buildings shall be providedfor all employees
that birycle to work and that use that building. Buildings and relatedfacilities shall be designed and constructed to
provide for an amount of sheltered and semred birycle storage space adequate to accommodate the estimated number of
biryclist employees, and shall include adequate expansion space and provisions to accommodate a'!Y increased demand
for such secure employee birycle storage (up to and including the number of employees for a'!Y parlicular building). Each
such secure birycle storage parking space shall be accessible without moving another birycle, mqy be configured verlicai!Y
(e.g., with hooks for hanging birycles), and shall include adequate space to allow room for maneuvering.
Implementation Measure 5.6.2- Bike Parking Outside Buildings. Secure birycle racks shall be provided that
are convmientfy located near the entrances to all buildings on the UCSC Marine Science Campus. Such racks shall be
provided at a ratio rif at least one biryole parking space for every ten building users (where allfractions rif birycle parking
spaces are rounded to the next highest whole number). Each birycle parking space shall be accessible without moving
another birycle (i.e., generalfy allow for 2 feet by 6 feet for each birycle parking space), and shall include adequate space
to allow room for maneuvering (i.e., an aisle at least 5 feet wide behind all birycle parking spaces).
Implementation Measure 5.6.3 - Personal Lockers and Showers. l.JJckers and showers shall be provided in
conjunction with new building development, in convenient locations for regular users (i.e., not the generalpublic) rif the
building who choose to bike or walk to the Marine Science Campus. l.JJckers shall be provided at a ratio of one locker
for every twenty building users, and showers shall be provided at a ratio of one showerfor every fifty building users
(where allfractions of lockers and/ or showers are rounded to the next highest whole number). The University mqy
provide the required number rif lockers and showers in individual buildings based upon the number of users of each such
building, or mqy provide them in a centralized location or locations within each development zone provided the same
ratio rif lockers and showers is provided overall within each development zom and are convenientlY locatedfor users.
Implementation Measure 5.6.4- Coordinated Marketing with City of Santa Cruz. The University shall
coordinate 1vith the City of Santa Cruz to identify and market bike routes that bike riders can use to travel to the
Marine Science Campus.
Implementation Measure 5.6.5- Crosswalk Design. Pedestrian and multi-use trail crossings shall be designed
and constructed with crosswalks and signage that ensure public scifety, trail continuity, and site aesthetics (e.g., this
includes locating crosswalks at intersections or parking area entrances and the use rif raised crosswalks, pressed asphalt
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pavement with integrated color to difftrentiate pedestriatl crossings from other pavement treatments, kiw-intensity
pavement-integrated lights, striping, different materials, combinations rif all rif these, etc. ). Crossings shall be designed to
maintain scifety and trail continuity in a manner that is also consistent with CLRDP design guidelines.
Implementation Measure 5.6.6- Siting Buildings for Ease of Access. Buildings shall be kicated in a
manner to be easi!J and convenient!J accessible to one another; to paths and roadwcrys; and especiai!J to bus and shuttle
stops. Siting shall occur in a manner that promotes pleasing and convenient pedestrian access throughout the Campus.

Transit
Policy 5.7 Promotion of Transit Use
Adequate University and other public transit shall be prollided to meet the 40 percent travel-mode split goal rij the
CLRDP, and the use rij such transit as a means rij traveling to andfrom the MarineS cience Campus shall be
promoted.
Implementation Measure 5. 7.1 -Extension of Santa Cruz Municipal Transit District Transit Services.
The University shall work with SCMTD to increase the jrequenry rij transit service to points acyacent to the UCSC
Marine Science Campus as demand warrants and as necessary to meet the CLRDP's 40% travel-mode split goaL The
University shall also encourage SCMTD to extend its service onto the Marine Science Campus.
Implementation Measure 5.7.2- Expansion of Shuttle Services. The University shallprollide shuttle service
connecting the UCSC Marine Science Campus to the UCSC Main Campus as demand warrants and as necessary to
meet the CLRDP's 40% travel-mode split goaL Shuttles shall be scheduled to comspond with classes, and class
schedules 1vill be developed in coordination with TAPS to minimize operational demands.
Implementation Measure 5. 7.3 -Physical Infrastructure for Transit. As part of the development of the
Marine Science Campus circulation system, paved areas for bus turnarounds and covered transit stops for bus and
shuttle riders shall be devekiped at logical kications throughout the Marine Science Campus concumnt with the
construction rij new roadwcrys, sidewalks, and related cirmlation improvements in a manner that is consistent with

CLRDP design guidelines.

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Coordination
Policy 5.8 TDM Coordination
The University shall coordinate ridesharing to andfrom the MarineScience Campus and promote all available forms rij
alternative transportation to site users and llisitors.
Implementation Measure 5.8. 1 - Carpool and Van pool Services. The University shall prollide services and
programs to promote carpools and vanpools.
Implementation Measure 5.8.2- TDM Coordination. The University shall implement and provide ongoing
coordination of a TDM program. TAPS will be responsible for all aspects rif transportation management on the
UCS C Man'ne Science Campus, including: parking permit issuance, organization rij carpools and vanpools, special
event access planning, and eriforcement ofparking regulations. TAPS and the Univmity shall be prohibitedfrom
enforcing and/ or managing parking and transportation inconsistent with the provisions rij this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 5.8.3 -Transportation Information. The University shall wide!J disseminate
transportation iriformation to visitors, stciff,Jaculty and students at the Marine Science Campus through the UCSC
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Web page. Printed information shall also be made available at centra/locations on the Marine Sdence Campus, and
new users tif the site shall be given an introductory package tif information as part tif their orientation to the site. All
such TDM and other transportation materials shall include clear description tif the QRDP provisions tif Section 5.5,
including the travel-mode split requirements for the Campus; available shuttle, SCMTD bus, and other alternative
transportation programs (including schedules, costs, etc.); availability tif seCIIred bicycle storage fadlities within buildings
for employees; availability tif lockers and showers; Campus maps with appropriate fadlities identified; etc.
Traffic Impacts on City Streets
Policy 5.9 Impacts Offset
New development shall include the Pi'fYment !iffair-share fees and/ or commitment to construct necessary transportation
upgrades attributable to the development's impact on City transportation infrastructure. The Ciry tif Santa Cruz shall
be consulted regarding any fair-share fees and/ or transportation i'!frastructure upgrades.
Circulation and Parking Plan
Policy 5.10 Circulation and Parking Plan Required
New development shall be evaluated with respect to individual and Cllmulative parking and drCIIIation suppfy and
demand relative to the Campus and immediatelY surrounding areas in a drCIIIation and parking plan, and shall be
required to provide adequate parking and drculation improvements to meet the provisions tif this aRDP. New
development shall be authorized by the Universiry onfy if the drculation and parking plan details the manner in which
the development individuallY and Cllmulativefy is consistent 1vith and implements the drCII!ation and parking parameters
tifthis CLRDP, including those in Section 5.5 (Circulation and Parking) and Chapter 9 (Capital Improvement
Program), and including long-term monitoring, maintenance, and management tif same.

5.6.

Public Access and Recreation

This section sets forth plans, policies, and implementation measures related to public access and
recreation on the Marine Science Campus.

5.6.1.

Public Access and Recreation Designations and Diagram

Four-public access designations have been created for the UCSC Marine Science Campus: 1) Public
Trails, 2) Public Overlooks, 3) Controlled Access Areas, and 4) Controlled Access Trails. Figure 5.6,
Public Access and Recreation Diagram, shows the geographic location of these designations on the
Marine Science Campus. The intended effect of these designations and the way in which they affect
access on the Marine Science Campus are set forth in this section.

Public Trails
The primary purpose of this ·public access designation is to provide pedestrian and bicycle access to
scenic areas of the campus where access restrictions are generally not needed for protection of
coastal resources, public safety, or maintenance of security of sensitive University activity. Public
trails shall be sized as appropriate for their anticipated use, but shall be a minimum of six (6) feet
wide and in some cases shall follow street alignments. If the trail follows a street alignment, it shall
be separated from the street by a minimum 5-foot strip of vegetation designed to buffer trail users
from vehicles. Public trails shall be constructed of compacted decomposed granite or similar
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be separated from the street by a minimum 5-foot strip of vegetation designed to buffer trail users
from vehicles. Public trails shall be constructed of compacted decomposed granite or similar
materials. Boardwalks, stairs, and/ or bridges may be utilized if appropriate (e.g., where trails cross
habitat features, uneven topography, etc.). Public access to these trails shall be free from restrictions,
except those regarding hours of use and domestic animals set forth in the policies of this subsection.
The public trails are provided to allow for low-intensity use that will not significantly disrupt the
habitat values of Campus resource protection areas .
Public Overlooks
The primary purpose of this public access designation is to provide points of visual access to the
ocean, the original Younger Lagoon Reserve, and the seasonal pond north of Seymour Marine
Discovery Center. Some overlooks are located in controlled access areas, and the provisions of that
designation also govern access to such overlooks. All overlooks except overlooks C and D are
available for general public use during daylight hours. Overlooks shall include inteJ:!lretive signs and
related information. Illustrative plans for the design of new and improved overlooks on the Marine
Science Campus are prese~ted in Chapter 7.
Controlled Access Areas
The primary purpose of this designation is to provide pedestrian access to scenic and coastal
resource areas of the Marine Science Campus in a manner consistent with safety, security, and
protection of sensitive coastal resources and research areas. Controlled access areas may be accessed
only by authorized personnel for scientific or educational purposes; by authorized personnel for the
construction, repair, or maintenance of facilities; by authorized visitors; by members of the public as
part of a supervised tour; and, where Public Trails extend through Controlled Access Areas as shown
on Figure 5.6, by the general public. For the Younger Lagoon beach area specifically, supervised
access shall be allowed within this controlled access area consistent with and pursuant to a
management plan for such access. The Controlled Access Area designation applies to portions of the
Marine Science Campus that contain environmentally sensitive habitat and/or resource buffers or
within which sensitive outdoor research activity is undertaken.
Controlled Access Trails
The primary purpose of this public access designation is to provide pedestrian access to overlooks
and the Younger lagoon beach area that are located in Controlled Access Areas of the Marine
Science Campus. Because the overlooks exist or are to be sited in areas that include sensitive coastal
resources, research facilities and activities, and steep ocean cliffs, use of the overlook trails shall be
limited to authorized personnel for scientific or educational purposes or for the construction, repair,
or maintenance of facilities . Because access to the Younger Lagoon beach area is only allowed
consistent with and pursuant to a management plan for such access, use of the beach access trails
shall be subject to the provisions of such management plan. These areas may also be accessed by
members of the public as pa~t of a supervised tour or education program (e.g., those conducted by
Seymour :Marine Discovery Center or Younger Lagoon Reserve staff of the terrace areas and
Younger Lagoon beach). Controlled Access Trails shall be ADA compliant (unless topography
and/or sensitive natural resources preclude compliance) and constructed of compacted decomposed
granite or similar materials.
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Public Access and Recreation Policies

Policy 6.1 Public Access to the Marine Science Campus
Maximum public access to the coastal resources rif the Marine Science Campus and the adjacent shoreline and coastal
area sha/1 be provided c~nsistent with public sqfety, fragile coastal resources, implementation rif the educational and
research missions rif the Campus, and security rif sensitive facilities and research activities on the site.
Implementation Measure 6.1.1 -Free Public Access for Visitors. Free public visitor access to the Marine
Science Campus sha/1 be provided during at least dqylight hours (i.e., one hour before sunrise until one-hourcifter
sunset). Modest fees mqy be charged on!J for access to the Seymour Marine Discovery Center and similar University
facilities with developed edumtional and/ or visitor-oriented programs.
Implementation Measure 6.1.2- Public Access Parking. The University sha/1 construct, provide, and
maintain parking spaces that are available to the public consistent with the provisions rif Section 5.5, Circulation and
Parking, to facilitate pub/it coastal access to the Marine Science Campus and the adjacent shoreline and coastal area.
Implementation Measure 6.1.3 -Public Access Trails. The University sha/1 construct, provide, and maintain
a public pedestrian and bicycle trail system to facilitate sqfe and passable public access within, along, and through the
Marine Science Campus. The locations rifthese trails sha/1 be substantiai!J similar to those shown in Figure 5.6. AI/
trails and associatedfacilities shall be clear!J signed for public use."
Implementation Measure 6.1.4- Public Access Overlooks. The University sha/1 construct, provide, and
maintain at least six overlooks to provide the public with visual access to natural resources on and arfjacent to the
MarineScience Campus such as Younger Lagoon Reserve and the ocean. The locations rif these overlooks shall be
substantiai!J similar to those -shown in Figure 5.6, and the University sha/1 be guided by the illustrations contained in
Chapter 7 rifthis CLRDP as it designs the overlooks.
Implementation Measure 6.1.5- Docent-Led Tours and Education Programs for the Public. The
University shall seek to support and enhance public appreciation rif coastal resource values through educational
programs and docent-led tours rif the site. The Seymour Center shall continue as the site rif educationalprograms on the
marine environment for schoolgroups and other members rif the public. As resources are available, these programs shall
continue to include docent-led tours rif the coastal terrace and bluff, the Younger Lagoon Reserve overlooks, and the
Younger Lagoon beach.
Implementation Measure 6.1.6- Educational Programs for Pre-College Students. The University is
committed to increasing understanding and interest in marine science among pre-college students. To further that
of?jective, short-term immersion marine science education programs for these students and their teachers shall be
implemented at the Marine Science Campus, in cooperation with other agencies and entities.
Implementation Measure 6.1 .7 - Interpretive Information. Opportunities for interpretation rif the activities
occurring at the Campus shall be provided as appropriate. In addition to developed Campus programs, such
opportumties shall include interpretive d/splqys, signs, andfacilities designed to be easi!J accessible at and acfjacent to
public use areas, such as accesswqys, trails, and overlooks.
Policy 6.2 Management of Public Access
Allpublic access to the Marine Science Campus shall be managed to maximize public access and recreation
opportunities while also ensuring the security rif research and marine facilities on the site, the protection rif wildlife
populations and other natural resources, and public safety.
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Implementation Measure 6.2.1 -Public Use Hours for the Marine Science Campus. General public

access to the Marine Scimce Campus shall be allowed during dqylight hours (i.e., one-hour before sunrise to one hour
after sunset).
Implementation Measure 6.2.2- Public Trail Continuity. Public trails shallfollow the alignments shown in

Figure 5. 6, with minor alignment at!Justments as necessary to ensure trail continuity. Examples of situations where
such minor adjustments mqy be necessary include: moving the trail inlqnd if erosion of the coastal bluff threatens the
trail,· at!Justing the trail alignment if the final location of campus buildings and/ orfacilities dictates at!Justment to
enhance trail connectivity and use values; at!Justing the trail alignment to avoid significant disruption to the habitat
values of resource protection areas; and temporary detours in response to construction, temporary special events, etc.
Implementation Measure 6.2.3 -.Access to Resource Protection .Areas. Public access to designated
Resource Protection areas shall be managed to protect against disruption of habitat values. The general public mqy use
CLRDP-designated roads, trails, overkioks, and the Younger Lagoon beach area within Resource Protection areas
consistent with the provisions of this CLRDP. On!J authorized personnel shall be alkiwed outside of such areas,
except that public access mqy be gaimd with the University's written authorization. Authorization shall be granted
on!J on a temporary basis and on!J for personnel necessary for activities consistent with uses allowed I!J the CLRDP.
The University m'!)' use a combination of devices to protect natural resources in designated Resource Protection areas
(includingftnces, walls, berms, and vegetation) provided such devices are consistent with the provisions of the this
CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 6.2.4- .Access to Resource Protection Buffer .Areas. Public access to designated
Resource Protection Buffer areas shall be managed to protect against significant degradation of Resource Protection

areas. The general public m'!)' use CLRDP-designated roads, trails, overlooks, and the Younger Lagoon beach area
within Resource Protection Buffer areas consistent with the provisions of this CLRDP. On!J authorized personnel are
allowed outside of such areas, except that public access m'!)' be gained with the University's written authorization.
Authorization shall be granted on!J on a temporary basis and on!J for personnel necessary for activities consistent with
uses allowed in the CLRDP. The University m'!)' use a combination of devices to protect designated Resource
Protection Buffir areas (includingftnces, walls, berms, and vegetation) provided such devices are consistent with the
provisions of the this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 6.2.5- .Access to Coastal Bluffs. The University shallprovide access to the coastal

blufftop edge through existing, enhanced, and new trails and overlooks as shown in Figure 5.6. Except for trails
identified in Figure 5.6, the University shall limit access down the face of the bluff to the rocky intertidal area to
authorized personnel trained to use rope ladders. The University m'!)' install and maintain bluff-top signs in this area
warning of the danger of traversing the bltiffface and of occupying the roc~ intertidal area or suif below. The
Univmity mqy use a combination of devices to protect the coastal Miffs in this area from human intrusion (including
fences, walls, berms, and vegetation), provided such devices are consistent with the provisions of this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 6.2.6- .Access to Laboratories and Research .Areas. The University shall
provide public access to laboratories and research areas in the Upper, Middle, and Lower Terrace development zones
through supervised tours on!J. Public access to these areas shall be limited as necessary to ensure that the research and
marine facilities of the site remain secure. The University m'!)' use a combination of devices to protect such laboratories
and research areas (includingftnces, walls, berms, and vegetation) provided such devices are consistent with the
provisions of this CLRDP.
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Implementation Measure 6.2.7- Caretaker Residence and Lab Security. The University mtf)' maintain a
caretaker residence and underlake appropn·ate measures consistent with this CLRDP to maintain security in public
and non-public areas on the campus. The University mtf)', if needed, establish a controlled entrywqy at Delaware
Avenue and S haffir Road, provided that all implementing development (e.g., kiosks, gates, etc.) is consistent with the
provisions cf this CLRDP, and provided that a'!)' gates/ barriers to public access remain open and/ or are not present
during dqylight hours.
Implementation Measure 6.2.8 - Bicycles on the Marine Science Campus. The use cf birycles on the trails,
roads, and parking areas cfthe Marine Science Campus shall be allowed, except on "Controlled Access Trails."
Implementati?n Measure 6.2. 9 - Domestic Pets. Cats and dogs and other domestic pets shall not be kept on or
brought temporarily onto the MarineScience Campus. The University shall ensure that infoT711ation regarding this
domestic pet prohibition is disseminated to all Campus users, and that it is strictly enforced.
Implementation Measure 6.2.10- Public .Access Signage. Signage and other media shall be used to provide
visitors with injo171Jation about coastal resources, identify the location cfpublic trails, overlooks, parking, and other
Campus access and recreation amenities, and warn cf dangers in the mvironment. Signage shall also be provided to
identify Controlled Access Trails, with injo171Jation about supervised tours. Signs shall be located, at a minimum: at
each trailhead (i.e., where visitors enter the Marine Science Campus); at each trail intersection with another trail or an
overlook; at each overlook; at each public coastal access parking area; and at intervals along trails no more than 200
feet aparl. Trail signs specifically shall be placed so as to be visible to trail users comingfrom either direction (e.g.,
back-to-back signs). Brochures or other media describing Campus public access amenities shall be consistent with all
CLRDP provisions and shall be made available at convmient locations for visitors to the Campus (i.e., Campus

entrance at Delaware Avenue, Seymour Center, public coastal access parking areas, overlooks, etc.).
Implementation Measure 6.2.11 -Off-Campus Trail Connectivity. Public trails on the Marine Science
Campus shall be designed to connect to and seamlessly integrate with trails that are located at the boundary cf the
Campus (see Figure 5.6). Such connecting trail locations at the Campus boundary include existing connections at
Delaware Avenue and at the seaward end cf De Anza Mobile Home Park, andfuture connections at the railroad
tracks bordering the norlh cf the Campus and to the upcoast Younger Ranch property bordering the west cf the
Campus and Younger Lagoon Reserve should public access be provided and/ or allowed on these atfjacent properlies.
Implementation Measure 6.2.12 -Maintenance of Existing Public .Access. Public access resources existing
at the time cf CLRDP cerlification, including trails, overlooks, parking, and signage, shall, at a minimum, be

maintained in their existing condition until such time as they mqy be enhanced pursuant to the provisions cf this
CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 6.2.13 -Public .Access to Younger Lagoon Beach. The University shall provide
public access to the Younger Lagoon Beach area consistent with and pursuant to an approved management plan
pursuant to Implementation Measure 3.6.3.

Policy 6.3 Public Access and Recreation Plan Required
New development that afficts public access and recreation shall be authorized by the University only if it includes a
public access and recreation plan that clearly details the manner in which the development individually and cumulatively
is consistent with and implements the public access and recreation parameters cf this CLRDP, including those in
Section 5.6 (Public Access and Recreation) and Chapter 9 (Capital Improvement Program), and including long-teT7!1
monitoring, maintenance, arid management cf same.
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5. 7.

Hydrology and Water Quality

This section sets forth plans, policies, and implementation measu~es related to hydrology and water
quality on the Marine Science Campus and, as applicable, offsite.
5. 7.1. Drainage Concept Plim
The governing plan for hydrology and water quality on the Marine Science Campus is the Marine
Science Campus Drainage Concept Plan (Drainage Concept Plan), which is included as part of this
CLRDP as Appendix B. The Drainage Concept Plan recognizes that stormwater and other runoff
from the Marine Science Campus ultimately enters important natural resource areas on and adjacent
to th~ site, including the original Younger Lagoon Reserve, terrace wetlands, and the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary. Stormwater runoff is vital to the maintenance of habitat values in wet
areas on Campus, but with development of the site there is also potential for harm caused by
increased energy flows, altered flow regimes, and urban pollutants.
Overall, the implementation of the Drainage Concept Plan should be a significant improvement over
the existing (at the time of CLRDP certification) drainage system for the Marine Science Campus.
First, the plan calls for the correction of various then-existing drainage deficiencies on the Marine
Science Campus (e.g., tl1e deposition of erod~d soil caused by historical erosion problems on the
bluffs of Younger Lagoon Reserve adjacent to the NOAA inholding) early in .the implementation of
this CLRDP.
Second, the plan protects sensitive habitat areas from the effects of future development by using a
combination of natural drainage systems and engineered filtration systems. The natural systems, .
which are referred to as Best Management Practices (or BMPs) will be used in series, where possible, ·
connecting vegetated filter strips to grassy swales that are in turn connected to vegetated stormwater
basins. Each of.these mechanisms serves to filter and treat stormwater and other runoff so the
quality of water leaving the system should be of relatively high quality. In ,addition to providing a
high level of water quality, these natural systems will augment groundwater supplies by providing
ample opportunities for groundwater recharge. Natural systems will be supplemented with
engineered filtration system BMPs that will be used in parking lot and other vehicular use areas, and
in maintenance/laydown areas, to ensure eleansing of runoff prior to it entering the natural systems
in series, including ultimately the vegetated stormwater basins. The "in ground" natural and
engineered treatment and filtration systems will also be supplemented by source control (such a$ a
Campus-wide stormwater educational program, use ofless polluting materials, etc.) and operational
BMPs (such as regular maintenance, street sweeping/vacuuming, etc.). Thus, the Drainage Concept
Plan represents a state of the art "treatment train" BMP approach that is both sensitive to the site
design aesthetic and designed to produce the highest possible quality of site runoff possible.
The Drainage Concept Plan has six key components:
•

Use of f)!ltural and engineered treatment/filtration BMPs in concert with source control and
operational BMPS in a "treatment train" approach designed to effectively remove typical urban
pollutants from site runoff and to allow the filtered and treated runoff to be used to maintain
and enhance habitat areas.
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•

Maintenance of pre-development drainage peak flows in the post-development drainage system.

•

Treatment of stormwater and other runoff to ~eet defined water quality success criteria
Qncluding the requirements set forth in "California's Management Measures for Polluted
Runoff," Section 6217 (g) of the Coastal Zone Amendment and Reauthorization Act, and the
Central Coast Region Basin Plan).

•

Maintenance of BMPs and monitoring of filtered and treated stormwater and other runoff to
ensure that the drainage system is able to provide effective control of water quantity and quality
consistent with plan objectives.

•

Maintenance of groundwater recharge at pre-CLRDP levels to the maximum extent practicable.

•

Correction of erosion and sedimentation problems in the original Younger Lagoon Reserve
caused by drainage from the terrace portion of the site.

Policies and implementation measures upon which the Drainage Concept Plan is based are provided
below. In carrying out the Drainage Concept Plan, decisions are to be guided by, and ac.hieve
consistency with these policies and implementation measures, and the Drainage Concept Plan.

5. 7.2.

Drainage Management Policies

Policy 7.1 Productivity and Quality of Coastal Waters
The Mmine S cienr:e Campus shall be developed and used in a mann~· that shall sustain and, whm feasible, mhanr:e
and rertorr1, the bio!JJgicaiprod11ctivity and quality if' coastal waters on and atfjacmt to the Camp11r thro11gh controlling.
filtering, and treating runqff a11d othet· non-point sources if'polbttion, preventirtg depletion if'groundwater· rupplies and
substantial inteifenmce tvith suifar:e waterjlotv, encouraging tiJartetvatel' tuclamdlion, and maintaining natur-al
vegetation buffet' areas that pl'otect riparian habitats.
'
Implementation Measure 7.1 .1 - Management of Stormwater and Other Runoff. The stormwatet· and
oth~· runqff drainage rystem on the Marine Science Campus shall be sited and designed using a combination if'good
site planning. sourn contro~ andfiltration/ treatment best management practir:es (including enginemd storm water
. treatment rystems) to achieve water quality of?jectives, as detailed itt the Drainage Concept Plan (Appendix B). Low
Impact Developmmt (IJD) BMP strategies and techniques shall be used in all rysllm design (e.g., maximi~ng
infiltration in BMP design, rr~ducing the f?ydmulic connectivity if' impervious suifar:es, etc.). The drainage rystem shall
be designed to filter and trMt (i.e., to remove typical and expected urban mnqffpollutantr) all site runf!!fpliorto itt u;e
for on-site habitat enhanr:ement, itifiltration, and/ or landscape inigation, and/ ol'pl'ior to ill disthal'ga otherwise. The
dminage rystem shall be sized to accommodate the volume if' runqffpl'oduer~d.from all applied water (such as for
i11igation) andjivm each and every storm and/ orprecipitation event up to and inclttding th6 85th percentile 24-hour
l'llttqjf event for volume-based BMPs. Drainage shall be directed to vegetated stonmvatcr basins through vegetatedfilter
sllips mtd m;a/es to further imptvve 111atel' quality ptior to itr discharge to I'CCrliving arear. The drainage rystem for·
equipme11t/ vehicle use area; (i.e., parking /ott, t1Taintenatlce and /qydotV/1 areas, etc.) shall also ilttlttde engittccr-cd
treatmmt rystemt and/ Ol' equivalent rystetm designed /Q filter and ltllal rolttaminants expected /Q be pmmt in the
runqff tlllatill!, to the specific type if' eq11ipment/ vehicle use.

I
I
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Implementation Measure 7.1.2 -Water Quality Standards. Stormwater and other site runoff shall be filtered
and treated to the extent necessary to meet the minimum water qualifY requirements set forth in the Drainage Concept
Plan.
Implementation Measure 7.1.3- Pre- and Post-Development Flows. The Universiry shall develop and
ma11age a drainage system on the Marine Science Campus that maintains pre-devekipment drainage patterns and peak
fkiw rates for up to the 25-year return storm in the post-development drainage system to the maximum extent feasible,
provided that accommodating such flows does not require drainage system siifng that exceeds 85th percentile storm event
requirements (see Appendix B). The one excption to this fkiw pattern standard is drainage from Basin 10, part of
which shallfkiw to Basin 9 to avoid construction of a new outfall over the coastal blt1f (see Drainage Concpt Plan in
Appendix B).
Implementation Measure 7 .1.4 - Pre-Development Drainage Patterns Defined. "Predevekipment
drainage patterns" means the pattern ofstormwater and other nmoffflows prior to certification of this G...RDP, as
identified in Drainage Concept Plan.
Implementation Measure 7.1.5 - Pre-Development Drainage Peak Flow Rates Defined.
"Pre-development drainage peak flow rates" means the estimated rates at 1vhich stormwater and other runoffflowed on
the site assuming the site was covered in grassland vegetation, as estimated in the Drainage Concpt Plan, with the
exception that for drainage Basins 5 and 9 on!J, it means the estimated rates at which stormwaterfkiwed on the site
prior to certification of this CLRDP, as estimated in the Drainage Concpt P/an.
Implementation Measure 7.1.6- Groundwater Recharge. The Universiry shall develop and manage a
drainage system on the Marine Science Campus that maintains groundwater recharge at pre-G...RDP levels to the
maximum extent practicable through the use of irifiltration (e.g., in the vegetated stormwater basins and swales).
Implementation Measure 7.1. 7 - Seawater System. Seawater pumped onto the site shall be contained and
discharged so as not to impact freshwater resources and upland habitats on the Marine Science Campus.
Implementation Measure 7.1.8- Irrigation and Use of Chemicals for Landscaping. AI!)' water usedfor
landscape irrigation on the Marine Stience Campus shall not be applied in a manner that would cause significant
erosion. Atry use of chemicals for fertilizer and/ or weed and pest control shall be limited to the maximum extent
feasible, including as required I?J the Drainage Concpt Plan, and a'!)' chemicals unavoidab!J used shall not enter
habitat areas or the ocean in concentrations sufficient to harm wildlife and/ or to degrade habitat.
Implementation Measure 7.1.9- Wastewater. All wastewater generated on the Marine Science Campus shall
be discharged to the Ciry of Santa Cruz's sanitary sewer system.
Implementation Measure 7.1. 10- Elements of the Stormwater Treatment Train. The Universiry has
identified six primary treatment BMPs in the Drainage Concpt Plan (Appendix B) to be used as appropn·ate in
every project-specific drainage plan developed for the Marine Science Campus. Wherever possible, these BMPs shall be
used in series as a treatment train, but a'!Y combination mf!)' be used, dpending on what is appropriate in a'!)'
particular drainage basin, provided a subset of these six BMPs and/ or a substitution (of an equai!J effective BMP) for
one or more of them would provide equal or better water qualifY and other resource protection. lt1 every case, engineered
stormwater treatment systems shall be installed as part of the treatmmt train where areas subject to vehicular-rype
pollutant generation (e.g., parking lots, maintenance areas, laydown areas, etc.) are tributary to the treatment train.
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Implementation Measure 7.1.1 1 -Runoff Containment for Laydown Yard and Food Service
Washdown Areas. A'!J' lqydown yard and/ or maintenance areas shall include designated areas for maintenance
and servicing of equipment, and all Sllch activities shall be corifined to these areas. Allrnnr1f within Sllch designated
areas and within a'!Y food service washdown areas (in all development zones) shall be contained. The perimeter of these
areas shall be constrncted so as to complete!; contain rnnr1f (i.e., Cllrbs, berms, shower drains, etc.), and the contained
area shall be plumbed to the sanitary sewer. The sewer connection in these areas shall be equipped with shutr1f valves
and these areas shall be covered (e.g., roofs or awnings) in Sllch a manner as to minimize discharge of high volume
stormwaterflows to the sanitary sewer.
Implementation Measure 7 .1.12 -Location of Treatment Train Components. Vegetated stormwater
basins (except for the forebqy) and associated outlet conveyance swales mqy be sited outside of development zones where

such components are: 1) consistmt with the Drainage Concept Plan and other CLRDP requirements, 2) sited and
designed to minimize resource impacts, 3) designed to minimize landform alteration ry utiliifng multiple, small
vegetated basins (rather than a large, single basin) that close!J mimics the existing topographicflatures, 4) minimized in
area to the maximum degree possible, 5) located as far from the resources being buffered and as close to the development
zone as possible (unless a different location would result in better resource protection), and 6) limited to areas designated
Open Space on Figure 5.2 except in areas atfjacent to the Upper Terrace development zone and adjacent to the
northwestern corner of the Middle Terrace development zone where these allowed components mqy also be allowed within
the Resource Protection Buffer designation in two limited instances (that are described in the Drainage Concept Plan).
Implementation Measure 7.1.13- Permeable Hardscape. Hardscape development (such as roads, parking
areas, paths, patios, etc.), where appropriate for water qualiry protection purposes, shall include permeable materials
(e.g., permeable pavement/ concrete, turfblock, etc.) to maximize infiltration. At a minimum, allparking areas shall be

suifaced with porous/permeable materials.
Implementation Measure 7 .1.14 - Ocean Discharge. In addition to a'!)' National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) requirements, all ocean discharge shall be subject to the monitoring, maintenance, and
water qualiry standards and requirements identified in the Drainage Concept Plan.
Implementation Measure 7.1.15 - Drainage System Interpretive Signs. All drainage improvements shall
include as part of them interpretive signs andfacilities designed to explain the reason for and the operation of the
selected treatment train drainage system components applicable to both the individual development and the Campus
overalL
Implementation Measure 7.1.16 -Design of Vegetated Stormwater Basins. Vegetated stormwater basins
shall be created ry constrncting low-profile natura/looking berms to enclose a land area within which non-native and
invasive plant species shall be removed and native grasses and other suitable native vegetation capable of enhancing
water qualiry shall be planted consistent with the Resource Management Plan (CLRDP Appendix A). A'!J' portions
of such vegetated stormwater basins that are located outside of development zones shall be considered an integralpart of
the natural open space area 1vithin which restoration and management shall app!J pursuant to the Resource
Management Plan (CLRDP Appendix A), and within which other development is prohibited. The berms to be used
to create the mclosed areas defining the vegetated stormwater basins shall be no higher than 18 inches from natural
grade and shall be no steeper than a three-to-one grade. The berms shall include natura/looking spillwqy areas designed
to accommodate the release of detained rnnr1J that exceeds the maximum capaciry of the vegetated stormwater basins in
a non-eroszve manner.
Implementation Measure 7.1. 17 - D esignation ofTreatment Train. All development prqjects that include
new drainage system components (e.g., development of vegetatedfilter strips, swales, and stormwater basins) or that
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nuult in tmv draittage illjJUt! to established drainage .rystem romponents shall ckarfy identifY the draittage [JStC!II
componmls that are designed to accommodate project drainage and add~ss O..RDP water quality requimnmts.
These romponent.r shall be COitsidmd a "BMP l~almenllrain"forpurposes ifCLRDP water·quality monitoring (see
Appendix B). For each BMP lt~atmml train so identified, its jittal discharge point and a represmlative initial. input
point shall be designatedfor purposes if CLRDP water quality mollilol'ittg.
Policy 7.2 Long-Term Maintenance and Monitoring

The University shall maintain and monitor the drainage [JIIem for slormiiJaler and other nmoff on the Marine Science
Campus to provide control if water quantifY and qltalifY in a manner which maintains the qualifY and biological
prodttclivifY if coastal watm and habitats on and ar/jacent to the Campus.
Implementation Measure 7.2.1- Drainage System Monitoring and Maintenance. The Universi(y shall
~g1tlarfy inspect and maitttain Mmine Science Campus drainage vstems, and shall regular!y monitor vstem dis;harge,
consistent with the t~quiremmts if the Drainage Concept Pla11 to rnsut-e that the integri(y if the drainage vstem is
maintained, to verify that the drainage [Jtlem is imptvvitig the qualifY if the water draittingjrom lhe site, and to ensm
that discharge has been adequate!y filtmd and l~aled to meet O..RDP tvaler qualifY o'?Jeclives.

Implementation Measure 7.2.2- Stormwater System Natural Features Maintenance. The vegetated
stomnvalet· basins, vegetatedfiltet· strips, vegetated swaks, and other natural drainage features to be created per the

Drainage Conapt Plan mqy exhibit tvetland and/ or habitat characleti!lics ovet: lime, but theit·ptimaryJunction is for·
tvater qualifY filtration and ll~almmt,flow control, and it!filtratioll. As such, mainlenana within them on a ~gulat·
basis is expected and necessary in this mpect, and is allmved per this CLRDP (see maintenana parametm in the
DI'Oiltage Cottapt Plan).
Implementation Measure 7.2.3- Drainage System Sampling. The University shall sampk stormtvaler runoff

within, and discharges from, each development zone (i.e., Uppet; Middle, and Lotver Tenua, and Campus Entt'Oitce)
Oltlhe Matine Sciena Campus and itz YLR in a manner consistent with the DI'Oinage Cottcept Plan. Stot'f!1111aler
shall be tested to ensure that the BMPs incorpoi'Oied into the drainage vstem a~ functioning ronsislenltvilh the
Drainage Cottcept Plan. If discharge tvater quality does not meet the objectives setforth in the Dtuinage Concept Plan,
the UniversifY shall take action to determine the ca1m and make modificaliolls as necessaty to addms the identified
tvater quality issue and to meet the t-equi~d watet· quality objectives. The mulls ifslol'f!lwaler sampling shall be made
available to meatrhm investigating the peiformana ifBMP; in California.
Implementation Measure 7.2.4- Long· Term Maintenance of Stormwater System. The University shall

rcgular!y maintain all componll'nts of the campus draituige system, as specified i11lhe Dt'flinage Concept Plan.
Policy 7.3 Drainage Discharge Points

The 11umber if individual dl'ainage dischat-g,e points shall be as specified in the Dt'Oinage Concept Pla11. The University
shall make inljJITivemmts to them as necessary to rome/ existing msion and/ ot· otherproblems dehimental to
maintetta11ce if bCIIificial f?ydtvl.o!)' or 111ater q11ality. Additional dis;harge poittls not identified i11 the Drainage
Concept Platt shall not be created u11less t~qtlit~d to replace an idmtified dischatge poittl, the improve111tnl if llthith
tvould cause a sigttificalll impact ott ·lhc envitvnme111, a11d unless the CJY!alioll if a ltetv discharge point tvould have ku
inpad tharJ impiTiving the existing dischatge point.
Implementation Measure 7.3.1- Discharge to the original Younger Lagoon Reserve. Stormtvater
discharge facilities that discharge i11to the otigit1alYounger Lagoon Reserve shall be desig1tcd to accommodate the

100yeat· stotm event if othmvise crJIIsisle/lt 1vith the ptvvisiolls if this CLRDP, including the Drainage Concept Platt.
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Implementation Measure 7.3.2- Discharge Siting and Design. Ali discharge points shall be sited and
designed to minimize resource impacts.
Policy 7.4 Drainage Plan Required
New development that alters drainage patterns shall be authorized by the Universiry on/y if it includes a drainage plan
that details the manner in which the development individuallY and cumulative/y is consistent with and implements the
stormwater and other nmojfparameters of this CLRDP, including the Drainage Concept Plan, and including longterm drainage system monitoring and maintenance.

5.8.

Utilities

This section sets forth plans, policies, and implementation measures related to utilities on the Marine
Science Campus.

5.8.1.

Utilities Program

The utilities program for the Marine Science Campus consists of six program elements, and each of
these is described below. The Utilities Diagram is discussed in a subsequent section. All utilities are
to be located underground (note see also Section 5.4).
Water System
Increased water supplies will be provided to the Marine Science Campus through expanded water
lines in designated utility corridors. As in most new developments, the driving factor in sizing water
mains will be the anticipated demand from fire suppression facilities within the system (hydrants and
building sprinklers). Domestic use is expected to have a negligible impact to the sizing of new water
infrastructure. The on-site water system will be expanded as necessary to support the fire
suppression demands of new structures in terms of size and proximity. New mainline pipe sizes
within the campus are expected to be 6, 8 or 10 inches in diameter, depending on projected fire
flows, but in all cases are going to be limited to the minimum size necessary to serve Campus
development only. New water mains will be located within campus roadways and utility corridors.
There will likely be two connections to the City system: the existing connection at the intersection of
Delaware A venue and Shaffer Road and possibly a second connection in Shaffer Road at the
entrance to the Upper Terrace development zone. City owned water facilities surrounding the site are
of sufficient size to support the site. The City-owned 12-inch water main in Delaware Avenue at
Shaffer Road provides water to the site at a static pressure of 90 pounds per square inch (PSI). The
10-inch water main in Shaffer Road at the railroad tracks will provide water to the site at a static
pressure of 80 PSI. Tests indicate that fire flows of 2,500 GPM are achievable at both locations. No
major off-site construction is required to provide water services to the site. There are currently no
restrictions for water purchase through the City of Santa Cruz at the time of CLRDP certification,
but there may be subsequent to that time and the University will need to closely coordinate with the
City concerning potential effects of Campus demands on the municipal water supply. Water demand
calculations are based on the estimated wastewater demands with an additional 10 percent for nonrecovery. Peak hourly demand is estimated to be 5 times average hourly demand.
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Seawater System
Expanded seawater capacity may be provided to the Marine Science Campus through utility corridors
as shown in Figure 5.7. The demand for seawater on the Marine Science Campus is projected to be
6,000 GPM at full development of the CLRDP building program, and the capacity of the system is
limited to this size. Any additional capacity would likely be provided via the reconstruction of the
existing intake lines or the construction of new intake lines at the southern edge of the site, near the
existing lines. However, this CLRDP also requires that entrainment and impingement be avoided to
the maximum extent feasible, and alternative seawater system designs may be necessary to meet such
requirements. In any case, an increase in intake capacity would also likely be accompanied by
expanded seawater storage tanks, filtration and treatment facilities, and distribution improvements.
Seawater systems will be designed with containment against possible spillage into resource protection
areas.
Sanitary Sewer System
Sewer service to new development in the Lower Terrace will connect to the existing force main that
connects to the Middle Terrace. No upgrade to this force main is necessary, but upgrades to an
existing pump station adjacent to NOAA fisheries lab may be necessary. In the Middle Terrace, new
development will connect to either the existing 8" gravity line extending north of the NOAA lab or
to an existing 8" gravity line extending from the Fish and Game area south and east to the lift station
at the NOAA lab. In the Upper Terrace, new development will connect to an existing gravity line in
Shaffer Road. According to City of Santa Cruz officials, some City-owned off-site facilities
downstream of the project are approaching capacity and will require upsizing to facilitate future
projected demands (including the sewer pump station on Delaware). Wastewater treatment will
continue to occur at the City's treatment plant at Neary Lagoon. There were no service or capacity
restrictions at the wastewater treatment plant at the time of CLRDP certification, but there may be
service restrictions and capacity issues subsequent to that time and the University will need to closely
coordinate with the City concerning potential effects of Campus demands on the municipal
wastewater treatment system.
Electrical System
Expanded electrical service will be provided to the Marine Science Campus through the PG&E
electrical grid. The existing underground utility corridor at the time of CLRDP certification, which is
located along the western edge of the site, will likely be used to accommodate projected electrical
power needs (see also below). Improvements to off-site power lines may be required and could be
accomplished by pulling new conductors through existing conduit or by replacing existing conduit
with larger conduit. On-site improvements will consist of new transformers and the extension of
underground services from existing and new transformers to new buildings. New meters may be
required in some instances. There are no electrical service restrictions at the time of CLRDP
certification, but there may be service restrictions subsequent to that time and the University will
need to closely coordinate with PG&E concerning potential effects of Campus demands on the
electrical grid.
The telephone, data, and electricity utility corridor is located outside of City limits, outside the
Campus, and bisects the habitat corridor extending from Younger Lagoon along the western portion
of the site, including an area identified for habitat enhancement. As such, maintaining and expanding
utilities within it presents some concern regarding the urban-rural boundary and habitat protection.
Therefore, for telephone, data, and electricity utility upgrades, which require significant ground
disturbance, the University shall assess the alternative of re-routing all utilities out of this utility
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corridor and/ or adding the needed additional capacity through an alternative route. If found to be
feasible and less environmentally damaging, the additional capacity shall be accommodated through
an alternative route and the rerouting of the lines and any necessary utility abandonment measures
(such as pulling out utility lines and restoring affected habitat area) shall be included within the
University's development authorization.
Natural Gas System
Expanded natural gas service will be provided to the Marine Science Campus from PG&E's
underground gas main in Delaware Avenue at the intersection of Shaffer Road (along the same utility
alignment shared by water and sewer). At the time of CLRDP certification, no major off-site
improvements are required to accommodate this demand. On-site improvements will include the
extension of underground gas service to new buildings from existing gas mains. There are no natural
gas service restrictions at the time of CLRDP certification, but there may be service restrictions
subsequent to that time and the University will need to closely coordinate with PG&E concerning
potential effects of Campus demands on the natural gas system.
Communication Systems
Expanded telephone and data service will be provided to the Marine Science Campus as needed to
accommodate CLRDP building program needs. The existing underground utility corridor at the time
of CLRDP certification, which is located along the western edge of the site, may be used to
accommodate projected telephone and data service needs. As detailed above, communication utilities
may instead be re-routed out of the western utility corridor. At the time of CLRDP certification, no
major off-site improvements are necessary to accommodate increased demand. On-site
improvements will include the extension of telephone and data lines through new underground
conduits to new buildings.

5.8.2.

Utilities Designations and Diagram

Three utility designations have been created for the UCSC Marine Science Campus: 1) Utility
Corridor, 2) Utility Connection Point, and 3) Utility Prohibition Zone. Figure 5.7, Utilities Diagram,
shows the geographic location of these designations on the Marine Science Campus. The intended
effect of these designations is set forth in this subsection.
Utility Corridor
The primary purpose of this utility designation is to accommodate the utility program elements set
forth in Subsection 5.8.1 above. The University will route all utility trunk lines related to the elements
of the utility program described above through areas designated as "Utility Corridor" in the Utilities
Diagram shown in Figure 5.7, and all lines will be sized to meet CLRDP building program needs
consistent with resource protection.
Utility Connection Point
The primary purpose of this utility designation is to prescribe the location at which sewer and water
utilities will be connected to City sewer and water lines .
Utility Prohibition Zone
The primary purpose of this utility designation is to create an area through which the extension or
expansion of sewer and water utilities to areas outside the City of Santa Cruz or otherwise beyond
the Campus to the west is prohibited.
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Utilities Policies

Policy 8.1 Provision of Public Works Facilities
New or expanded public works facilities shall be designed and limited to accommodate on!J needs generated ry
developmmt or uses consistent with this CLRDP. Where existing or planned public works facilities can accommodate
on!J a limited amount of new developmmt, services to coastal depmdent land use, essentialpublic services and basic
industries vital to the economic health of the region, state or nation, public recreation, commercial recreation, and visitorserving land uses shall not be precluded ry other developmmt.
Implementation Measure 8.1.1 -Sizing of Utilities . Utilities and services to and on the Marine Science
Campus, including water, sanitary sewer service, stonnwater systems, and electrical and communication lines, shall be
sized consistent with and limited to accommodating on!J the building program set forth in this CLRDP.
Implementation Measure 8.1.2- Seawater System. The University mqy maintain and mqy expand its
seawater system to provide fresh seawater consistent with this CLRDP. The capacity of the seawater system shall be
consistent with the building program set forth in Figure 5.1 of this CLRDP.
Policy 8.2 Protection of Biological Productivity and Quality of Coastal Waters When
Providing Public Works Facilities
The biological productivity and quality of coastal waters, streams, and wetlands appropriate to maintain optimum
populations of marine organisms and for the protection of human health shall be maintained when providing public
works facilities.
Implementation Measure 8.2.1 -Installation of New Utility Lines and Related Facilities. New incidental
public underground utility lines and related incidentalpublic facilities shall be allowed below wetlands and riparian
corridors on!J when there is no feasible less environmentallY damaging alternative and where feasible mitigation
measures have been provided to both minimize adverse environmental efficts and to commensuratelY offset arry
unavoidable efficts.
Implementation Measure 8.2.2 - Seawater System. The seawater system shall be operated in a manner that
willprotect against spillage and that will sustain the biologicalproductivity and quality of coastal waters, streams, and
wetlands.
Implementation Measure 8.2.3- Evaluation of Western Utility Corridor. Development that requires or
includes telephone, data, and/ or electricity utility upgrades that require significant ground disturbance within the utility
corridor along the western boundary of the site shall include an ana!Jsis detailing the measures necessary to re-route all
utilities out of this utility corridor and/ or adding the needed additional capacity through an alternative route. Iffound
to be feasible and less environmentallY damaging, the additional capacity shall be accommodated through an altemative
route and, iffeasible, the existing lines shall be rerouted. Arry necessary utility abandonment measures (such as pulling
out utility lines and restoring r.ifftcted habitat area) shall be included within the University's development authorization.
Policy 8.3 Water Conservation Required
New development shall include water conservation measures that reduce water use. Such conservation measures shall be
applied to both interior water use (e.g., including but not limited to, ultra IOJvflow plumbingjixtures,flow restrictors,
hot water re-cirmlation pumps, water pipe insulation, Energy-Star rated appliances, etc.) and exterior water use (e.g.,
including but not be limited to, drought tolerant landscape species, drip irrigation, cistern collection for irrigation, rain
sensitive irrigation systems, oveiflow prevention mechanisms, atttomatic shutoff nozzles, etc.). The City of Santa Cruz
shall be consulted regarding necessary water conservation measures.
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Policy 8.4 Impacts to City Water and Sewer Systems Offset
New development shall include the pcryment I![fair-share fees and/ or commitment to constmct necessary water and
mver system upgrades attributable to the development's impact on Ciry water and sewer utiliry infrastmcture. The Ciry
I![ Santa Cmz shall be consulted regarding atry fair-share fees and/ or water/ sewer system upgrades.
Policy 8.5 Utility Plan Required
New development that requires utilities shall be authorized !?J the Universiry on!J if it includes a utiliry plan that
details the manner in which the development individuallY and cumulative!J is consistent with and implements the utiliry
parameters I![ this CL RDP, including Section 5.8 (Utilities), and including long-term monitoring and maintenance I![
same.
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6. Design Guidelines
The purpose of this chapter is to provide design guidance for development on the UCSC Marine
Science Campus that implements the design principles and land use concepts of Chapter 4 and is
consistent with the policies and measures of Chapter 5. Campus development shall be consistent
with the design guidelines of this Chapter. This Chapter contains eight subsections that address
specific areas of design. These include:
6.1

Building Design

6.2

Campus Street Design

6.3

Parking Design

6.4

Trail Design

6.5

Landscape Design

6.6

Lighting Design

6.7

Signage Design

6.8

Fencing / Barrier Design

6.1. Building Design
Since the inception of the Marine Science Campus, care has been taken to design facilities that fit the
site character. The original Long Marine Lab buildings were designed with natural board and batten
siding and sloping roofs and in a number of respects resembled typical coastal rural and agricultural
(or farm) buildings. More recently, additions to the campus have somewhat modernized this
appearance, while still retaining the general shape, design, and form of building massing.
6.1.1.

Intent

The intent of the building design guidelines is to establish a building design aesthetic at the Marine
Science Campus that is sympathetic to the enduring qualities of the vernacular coastal, rural and
agricultural architecture, similar to the original Long Marine Laboratory buildings. An overriding
objective is to limit the visual impact of buildings to the maximum extent feasible consistent with
program needs. This is to be achieved by limiting building mass and height, using vernacular
architectural forms such as the coastal barn as inspiration, and using materials and colors traditionally
seen in the coastal rural setting. The coastal barn form should be the primary inspiration and is the
foundation of these guidelines. In addition, design elements that could impact Younger Lagoon
Reserve (YLR) and other habitat areas should be avoided.
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6.1.2.

Building Design Guidelines

The following guidelines are intended to reinforce the conception of the site as a transition zone between
the rural, open-space, agricultural, and State Park coastal landscape to the west and north and the
developed urban fabric to the east. Figure 6.1 depicts coastal rural and agricultural architecture.

Fig. 6.1 Coastal Rural and Agricultural Architecture

Building Arrangements
L-shaped or U-shaped forms lend themselves to creating the types of informal arrangements that
typify the coastal form. As shown in Figure 6.2, these configurations will also provide the
opportunity to create useful, sheltered outdoor space.

Buildings shall be designed to encourage interaction among its inhabitants. Circulation, both vertical
and horizontal, can be opportunities for interaction. Stairs should be designed to foster
communication by being enjoyable places, providing access to daylight and views. Appropriately
scaled stairs and landings can become places for chance meetings and encourage interaction among
colleagues. Active public spaces should be located adjacent to outdoor spaces and pedestrian routes
and pathways.
Although buildings will be clustered to encourage interaction, appropriate building scale and
separation is also important so that development within each development zone is not perceived
simply as a large mass of buildings both from within and from public views of the campus. In order
to achieve the proper scale for CLRDP development on the Campus, and the proper scale within
development zones, Figure 5.4 establishes development subareas within which building height and
development intensity are regulated, the intended effect of which is to generally limit building
heights, decrease building heights at the edge of building zones and to provide scale compatibility
with existing buildings and the site overall. This is particularly important in the Lower Terrace
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development zone due to the limited additional area allotted for new development and the
substantially built up nature of this node. In all cases, the CLRDP prescribes a maximum square
footage for new buildings, and requires that scale compatibility be achieved.
Furthermore, when the program requires a building to be a large form, it shall be articulated as a
primary form, supported by smaller, secondary forms. In addition, this type of articulation shall apply
to building elements at the perimeter of Campus development zones. This will help to break down
the perceived bulk of buildings and Campus development nodes overall and give both scale. The
overall effect should be one of buildings that have evolved over time and in harmony with their
natural environment.
Outdoor Spaces and Courts
The windy climate of this site dictates that courts and occupied outdoor patio spaces are ideally
situated on the lee side (east and north) of the building. Smaller patio spaces are preferable to large or
monumental spaces as they are more likely to remain protected from the wind.
Building Profile
Existing buildings on the Marine Science Campus are a range of sizes with most being one-story
from 12 feet up to a maximum of 24 feet above grade (usually less) in height. There are also two,
two-story buildings, and these are the largest buildings on the site at 36 feet above grade in height
(see Figure 6.3). In some cases, Campus buildings include even taller articulated elements above
rooflines to screen mechanical equipment. The scale and massing of future facilities shall be
consistent with the existing site character, as well as the desire to foster interdisciplinary interaction
and a sense of community among the research, student and staff population.

Fig. 6.3 Existing Building Heights

As prescribed in Chapter 5, buildings on the Marine Science Campus are limited to a maximum of
two stories and maximum height of up to 30 feet (and up to 36 feet in certain circumstances for
certain lab buildings) to minimize their perceived bulk and to allow good access to daylight and
views. First floor levels should be as close to the existing grade as possible. Many support facilities,
such as warehouse and storage buildings will be only one story and less than the maximum height
and will tend to cluster at the edges of the development zones. Also, height limits are highest in the
middle of development zones and lowest nearest the edges and the coastline. The resulting stepped
profile of development (lowered and articulated building elements nearest the perimeter of
development zones, as well as on the perimeters of individual buildings/complexes) recognizes the
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scenic value of the site in the coastal zone, particularly nearest the shoreline. It establishes a visual
form and massing of development that is compatible with this transition from the urban city edge of
industrial and residential uses. Figure 6.4 shows the building profile for a typical maximum height
lab building on the Marine Science Campus.

Materials and Color
Construction materials will relate strongly to the vernacular style of coastal architecture. Stained
vertical wood siding, roughcast concrete and high-quality shingle roofing are generally required. The
existing Long Marine Laboratory buildings on site typify the required styles of material and color.
Subdued, natural colors that offer little contrast to the surrounding environment are required,
although building features such as windows and doors may have small color variations to enhance
the building design. Differing colors shall harmonize rather than offer stark contrasts.
Exterior Walls: Siding materials shall be vertical board and batten construction of western red cedar
or redwood with an integral stain finish, unless a different exterior treatment is deemed more in
keeping with the site character and aesthetic.
Exterior Metals: The coastal environment is highly corrosive. Metals shall be corrosion resistant
materials such as bronze, copper, stainless steel, cor-ten steel, or pre-finished aluminum. Selection of
railing, doorframe, window, and roofing materials should reflect the special challenges posed by this
site.
Exposed Concrete: Prominently exposed concrete surfaces such as the edges of a foundation wall
will be board-formed or rough-finished (textured not smooth).
Base Floors/Foundation: First floors shall be concrete slab on grade over engineered fill with
spread footing foundation, or supported on drilled piers with grade beams if required.
UC Green Building Policy
Effective July 2004, all University capital improvement projects must meet the standards set out in
The Regents’ Green Building Policy. At the time of CLRDP certification, this policy included the
following green building standards and system-wide clean energy standards. Within regulatory and
programmatic requirements and budget constraints, new buildings should strive for “Silver” and
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must achieve the equivalent of at least a LEED “Certified” rating. The buildings must also
outperform Title 24 energy requirements by 20%.
Temporary Greenhouses
Eleven existing temporary greenhouses shall be made to meet all applicable design and design-related
guidelines as much as practicable, but are allowed to be inconsistent with some such guidelines
provided reasonable attempts to meet such guidelines are applied, and provided such temporary
facilities are made to conform to all CLRDP requirements, including design guidelines, or are
removed and the disturbed area restored within seven years of CLRDP certification, or by December
31, 2013, whichever comes sooner.

6.2. Campus Street Design
This section sets forth design guidelines for streets on the Marine Science Campus.
6.2.1.

Intent

The intent for the design of streets at the Marine Science Campus is to make the streets and the
vehicles traveling along them as unobtrusive within the overall site environment as possible. Various
strategies, ranging from planting to gentle berming, can be employed to achieve this goal. Figure 6.5
shows a section of how a typical campus street would be developed under the CLRDP.

Fig. 6.5 Section of Typical Campus Street

6.2.2.

Street Design Guidelines

The following design guidelines shall apply to street development on the Marine Science Campus.
•

All streets shall be designed to accommodate two-way traffic flow. Pavement widths shall be no
greater than 22 feet wide to minimize pavement area and to help reduce speeding. This
maximum width may be increased by the minimum amount necessary if required to
accommodate turning radii for large trucks and trailers accessing the site.
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•

All streets shall be constructed without curbs.

•

Pavement edges in most areas shall be marked and off road movement discouraged through the
use of a combination of landscaping, rope/cable and pole barriers, and small bollards or rails
constructed of natural materials placed at regular intervals along both sides of the street. Outside
of development zones, any such measures to keep vehicles on roads shall be limited to the
maximum extent feasible and shall be sited and designed to match the natural grassland
character of the surrounding natural area.

•

Streets shall be surfaced with asphalt or other similar materials, and may include permeable
sections (e.g., permeable pavement/concrete, turfblock, etc.) to enhance infiltration.

•

Drainage swales shall be used adjacent to streets to filter drainage, regulate stormwater flows,
and provide an attractive seasonally wet landscape feature, except where infeasible because of
the potential for damage from automobiles accessing parking or building driveways.

6.2.3

Setbacks from Streets and Parking Lots

The following design guidelines shall apply to setbacks from streets and parking lots on the Marine
Science Campus.
•

Setbacks of facilities from roads and between buildings shall be sized to accommodate the
CLRDP building program, to promote a compact development pattern within the development
zones, and to diminish the perceived bulk of buildings and building clusters. Where surface
drainage swales and basins are provided, building setbacks shall be increased appropriately.
Setbacks shall be measured from the edge of roadway pavement or the parking area pavement
edge.

•

Buildings shall be located no closer than 15 feet from Campus Streets and parking lots. Building
setbacks shall be increased to up to 30 feet where necessary to accommodate drainage swales
and basins. The maximum continuous building length along a street setback line shall not
exceed 175 feet.

6.3. Parking Design
This section sets forth design guidelines for parking areas on the Marine Science Campus.
6.3.1.

Intent

The intent for the design of parking areas at the Marine Science Campus is to minimize their visual
impact, protect water quality, limit the negative effects of associated noise and lights, integrate
parking into overall site appearance, and utilize materials that will result in the least environmental
impact.
6.3.2.

General Parking Area Design Guidelines

The following general design guidelines shall apply to parking area development on the Marine
Science Campus.
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•

All parking areas and/or individual parking spaces shall be located only within the four
designated development zones

•

Parking areas on the Marine Science Campus shall be located and designed to minimize their
visual impact to natural resource areas and to users and visitors of the site.

•

Parking shall be distributed around the site in discrete parking areas rather than in large lots to
help minimize the visual impacts of these features, to minimize the disruption to groundwater
recharge during storm events, and to promote convenience for campus users.

•

All parking shall be screened from view with planting or gentle berms or located within building
clusters where they will not be visible from a distance.

•

Wheel stops may be used to keep cars on pavement and in designated parking areas.

6.3.3.

Specific Parking Area Design Guidelines

In addition to the general guidelines above, specific guidelines for particular elements of parking
areas on the campus also apply and include the following:
Parking Area Drainage
Drainage from the parking areas shall be contained by natural materials (wood, concrete, and stone)
that can be used as edge treatments (e.g., headers) as necessary to guide drainage to filtered outlets
and control erosion of the pavement edge.
•

Two types of surfaces are to be used for parking areas on the Marine Science Campus. All
permanent parking areas shall be surfaced with porous/permeable materials (e.g., porous
pavement/concrete, turfblock, etc.) to enhance infiltration.

•

Temporary or overflow parking areas may be covered in gravel or decomposed granite, or left in
a weedy ruderal (mowed) state.

Parking Area Screening
Parking areas shall be screened to minimize public view impacts through a variety of means
depending upon the location of the parking on the site and the characteristics of the surrounding
area. Appropriate strategies include:
•

Gentle berms with native grasses in grassland areas.

•

Native shrubs and small trees adjacent to Resource Protection Buffers or other areas where
similarly-scaled materials exist in order to cause the parking and its screening to recede into the
surrounding background.

Temporary Parking Areas/Ground-Level Storage Areas
The University may develop temporary parking and/or ground-level storage areas during the first
five years after CLRDP certification. These temporary facilities shall be designed to meet all
applicable design and design-related guidelines as much as practicable, but are allowed to be
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inconsistent with some such guidelines provided reasonable attempts to meet such guidelines are
applied, and provided such temporary facilities are made to conform to all design guidelines or are
removed and the affected area restored within five years of CLRDP certification (see also Section
5.2.1).

6.4. Trail Design
This section sets forth design guidelines for trails on the Marine Science Campus.
6.4.1.

Intent

Walks and trails on campus have two primary and overlapping uses: 1) daily use by site faculty, staff
and students to access site facilities, and 2) visitor use for coastal access, docent-led tours, and
informal interpretive walks.
The intent of the design of trails at the Marine Science Campus is, like streets, to make them as
unobtrusive and natural appearing as possible while also providing functional pedestrian and bicycle
circulation that is attractive to use in all seasons and weather conditions, thereby encouraging people
to walk and bike to and on the site rather than traveling by car.
6.4.2.

General Design Guidelines for Trails

The following general design guidelines shall apply to trail development on the Marine Science
Campus.
Trail Widths
Trail widths will vary between 6 feet (at a minimum) and 12 feet (at a maximum) depending on
location and function, except for controlled access trails that may be narrower than 6 feet if
topography and/or sensitive natural resources preclude such width, and if the trails are still wide
enough to accommodate the expected level and type of access. The larger widths should be limited
to those direct routes between campus facilities that may see higher levels of pedestrian and bicyclist
use. In general, narrower trail widths will be used outside of development zones.
Trail Materials
Materials utilized in trail construction shall be commensurate with their intended use and appropriate
for their location. Material choices include, but are not limited to: concrete, pavers, asphalt,
stabilized aggregate, compacted aggregate, wood boardwalks, and mulch topping.
Trail Amenities
Trails shall include benches, trashcans, recycling bins, bike racks, and similar amenities at appropriate
locations. The intent is not to duplicate the amenities that are provided at Campus buildings,
overlooks, and trailheads, but rather to ensure that convenient facilities for trail users are provided
along trails. In addition, the intent is to provide for minor destination and stopping points along trails
themselves that both take advantage of natural features for viewing and interpretation (such as the
terrace wetlands, ocean, etc.), and that provide defined resting/stopping points in general. All trails
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shall include such amenities as appropriate when considered in light of facilities available near the
trail and destination points along the trail.
6.4.3.

Specific Trail Design Guidelines

In addition to the general guidelines above, specific guidelines for specific trail types and uses at the
campus also apply.

•

Major trails shall be up to 12 feet wide and in most cases will follow roadways. Low-level
lighting may be provided. Higher traffic routes may be constructed of concrete or asphalt.

•

Minor trails are generally devoted to coastal access, docent-led tours, and interpretive walks and
shall be a minimum of six feet wide, except in the buffer to Younger Lagoon Reserve, where the
width of trails may be narrower (provided the trails are still ADA compliant, if feasible) to avoid
major slope alterations. Minor trails that are located in open space areas will be constructed of
decomposed granite or similar naturalistic materials. Boardwalks may be utilized if appropriate.
No night lighting shall be provided unless needed for safety. Minor barriers to restrict
pedestrian movement to the trails (e.g., rope and pole) may be installed if needed.

•

If the trail follows a street alignment, it shall be separated from the street by a minimum fivefoot strip of vegetation designed to buffer trail users from vehicles.

•

Benches and associated trail amenities shall be provided, at a minimum, at locations adjacent to
each terrace wetland and near the western Campus boundary oriented to the west.

•

Campus trails should be viewed as a system of interwoven trails providing access both internal
to the Campus as well as connecting to adjacent trails and accessways off the Campus. Trail
continuity shall be maintained, including by the use of dedicated street crossings, and trails shall
be located where they are most convenient to Campus users while avoiding coastal resource
impacts.

•

In certain circumstances, more significant structural components may need to be built into trails
to avoid resources and/or to ensure their proper function. For example, avoidance of habitat,
including wildlife corridors and their buffers, may require a raised trail and/or other habitat
passageway in some circumstances.

•

Except for signs identifying use parameters for the trail, and except for the ensuring that the
gate is open during daylight hours (i.e., one hour before sunrise until one-hour after sunset),
improvements to the beach access trail (from the ocean overlook to the beach fronting Younger
Lagoon) are a discretionary and conditional requirement. Such trail improvements may be
pursued as public access demand and use patterns dictate. Improvements shall be required when
significant obstacles to continued public access are documented. The University shall evaluate
trail demand for this segment on at least a yearly basis, and shall include said evaluation
(including recommendations for improvements as necessary to meet CLRDP requirements) in
all Public Access and Recreation Plans required by Chapter 5.

6.5. Landscape Design
The appropriate use of plant materials will be one of the most important considerations in the
success of the Marine Science Campus. Plantings are a primary element of the character of the
coastal rural/agricultural landscape. Therefore, planting applications have been carefully considered.
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Ornamental Landscape
The use of native plant species is required for all plantings. A wide variety of native plant materials is
appropriate to the ornamental landscape of the courtyards and spaces on the campus as appropriate.
There are two primary considerations in the selection of ornamental plant materials for use in these
locations:
•

Non-invasive plants shall be chosen that will not be inclined to spread beyond the confines of
their selected location. This is important from both an ecological perspective and a design
perspective in order to insure that the landscape that is internal to campus building cluster areas
has a different character from the landscape that is outside the building clusters.

•

Plant materials shall be appropriate to the rural, open space, State Park, and agricultural coastal
character and to the native vegetation character of the terraces.

Open Spaces within Development Zones
Open space areas within development zones areas are more traditional grassed areas within which
more active recreational use is to be accommodated on the Campus. Some of these areas may be
large enough as to be used by Campus users as general play areas for both passive (e.g., picnicking,
reading, sunbathing, etc.) and active (such as frisbee, soccer, football, running, etc.) outdoor games
and activities and shall be landscaped with native grasses to accommodate such uses while also
providing for a transition at their perimeter to surrounding landscaping/uses.
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6.6. Lighting Design
This section sets forth design guidelines for lighting on the Marine Science Campus.
6.6.1.

Intent

The intent of lighting design on the campus is to:
•

Provide the lowest levels necessary to achieve safety and efficient wayfinding. This approach will
avoid light that is detrimental to plant and animal biology and therefore be consistent with the
character of the site and adjacencies to the natural habitat areas.

•

Avoid spilling light into natural habitat areas, particularly Younger Lagoon Reserve, and
surrounding neighborhoods.

•

Minimize artificial light interference with views of the coastal night sky.

6.6.2.

General Lighting Design Guidelines

The following guidelines apply generally to lighting throughout the site:
•

Lighting on the Marine Science Campus shall be at the lowest luminosity levels necessary to
provide for safety and efficient navigation.

•

All light fixtures shall have cut-off or indirect fixture types with no visible source of light.

•

Lighting shall be mounted at as low a height as feasible to avoid light spill and visibility of the
light source. Light sources shall be sited and designed so that lighting, including light spill from
individual fixtures, glare, etc. is confined within development zones to the maximum extent
feasible.

•

Bollard-type lighting (low-intensity, downward directed lights attached to low-height bollards)
shall be used for site lighting where appropriate (e.g., trails, walkways, etc.)

•

If the exteriors of buildings are to be lighted, spot lighting, direct flood lighting or indirect
feature lighting shall be used.

•

Fixtures shall be consistent with the rural, open space, agricultural, and overall campus character;
overly dramatic light designs are inappropriate.

•

All site lighting (including pole-mounted, bollard and low-level lighting) shall be of uniform
design throughout the site and constructed predominantly of natural or natural looking
materials.

•

A vocabulary of standard lighting details shall be established for selection and use by all new
projects on site.

6.6.3.

Specific Lighting Design Guidelines

In addition to the general guidelines above, specific guidelines for specific areas and features also
apply.
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Building Facilities Lighting
•

Exterior lighting shall only be located at entries and usable interior courtyards. No other exterior
lighting of buildings, such as façade or accent lighting, shall be allowed, except where necessary
for maintaining safety.

•

Accent lighting of ornamental plantings, exhibits, and other features may be allowed, provided it
is wholly within the building cluster or courtyard and does not illuminate areas outside
development zones.

•

Interior lighting that is visible outside of development zones may be allowed. However, its
visibility and intensity shall be limited to the maximum extent feasible, including locating lighting
sources so as to minimize the potential for light and glare to be visible from outside of
development zones.

Street Lighting
•

Streets shall be lighted only within the development zones of the campus and where needed for
maintaining safety.

Parking Area Lighting
•

Lighting in parking lots shall be the lowest levels necessary to provide safety and security.

•

Only parking areas within the development zones shall be lighted.

•

Bollard lighting is preferred. If bollard lighting is not appropriate, and pole lighting is required
to achieve safety and efficient navigation, such pole top lighting shall be limited to the maximum
extent feasible (in number, height, and bulk) and shall have cut-off type fixtures on a pole not to
exceed 12 feet in height.

Pathway Lighting
•

Pathway lighting shall only be located on primary pathways connecting major development areas
within the development zones.

•

Low height bollards (i.e., up to 36”) made of natural or natural looking materials shall be used.

•

A single unified bollard light design shall be used throughout the site except within individually
designed internal building sites or clusters, where alternatives that are compatible with the
courtyard design are allowable.

Special Area and Feature Lighting
•

Unique lighting treatments may be provided in selected areas of the site. These include the campus
entry, critical arrival points, and maintenance yards.

•

Site entry lighting shall only be used to light the identity signage and the kiosk/gate area at the
corner of Shaffer Road and Delaware Avenue.
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•

In maintenance yards and equipment lay-down areas, lighting may be pole mounted or wall
mounted units. All lighting shall be cut-off type lighting designed to contain light in the work
area without “spillover.”

6.7. Signage Design
This section sets forth design guidelines for signage on the Marine Science Campus.
6.7.1.

Intent

The intent of signage on the Marine Science Campus is to control traffic, provide directions for
visitors, identify buildings, denote pedestrian pathways, inform regarding restricted areas, and to
educate campus users and visitors about the natural history and character of the site and surrounding
area and the research and related activities occurring at the Campus. In addition, it is intended that
signage be the minimum amount necessary to convey information to site users in order to minimize
the visual impact of signage and avoid clutter on the site.
6.7.2.

General Signage Design Guidelines

The following guidelines apply to signage throughout the site:
The Campus shall use a unified sign design theme wherein all Campus signs shall use similar
materials, colors, fonts, figures, symbols, layouts, and other associated sign elements. Campus signs
may be categorized by sign types (e.g., trail signs, building signs, street signs, interpretive signs,
informational signs, etc.) provided all Campus signs are consistent with the overall Campus theme.
All signs within a sign type shall be similarly designed to facilitate ease of recognition (for example,
sign types may use the same letter type and size, employ the same pallet of materials, and be installed
at the same height). Signs shall be designed to fit with the natural character of the site. In addition,
signage shall be:
•

Fabricated of natural or natural looking materials that are compatible with site colors and site
character to the maximum extent feasible and that have limited areas of contrasting materials
and color (i.e., materials such as stone, wood, cor-ten steel, etc.).

•

Integrated with architecture or other site features to the maximum extent feasible.

•

Consolidated so as to limit the number of freestanding poles or other structures devoted
exclusively to signage.

•

Part of a coordinated hierarchy of information and related design elements such as sign size, text
size, and color.

•

A coordinated system color, size and style throughout the entire campus with the exception of
specific internal building clusters and courtyards, where approved unique designs may be
appropriate.

•

A standard design or set of designs may be developed to meet these requirements for signs used
on the Marine Science Campus.
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6.7.3.

Sign Lighting

Sign lighting on campus shall be limited to signs identifying important destinations, restricted areas,
or where needed for safety. All sign lighting will be the minimum necessary to achieve design
objectives. No backlighting of signs or use of neon shall be allowed.

6.8

Fencing/Barrier Design

This section sets forth design guidelines for fencing and other barriers on the Marine Science
Campus.

6.8.1

Intent

Fencing and barriers are to be used only where necessary and must be designed and installed in a
manner than interferes as little as possible with the open space and rural aesthetic of the campus.
Fencing/barriers may be deemed necessary on the Marine Science Campus to protect natural
resource areas and buffers from damage caused by human activity and intrusion, to assure public
safety in the vicinity of coastal bluffs where steep cliffs and heavy surf pose a hazard, to protect
laboratories and research areas from unauthorized access, and to protect areas adjacent to streets
from unauthorized access by motor vehicles. Where fencing and/or barriers are installed, these
should be as unobtrusive as possible.
6.8.2.

General Fencing/Barrier Design Guidelines

The rule for any fencing and other barrier design on the Marine Science Campus is that its design be
responsive to its purpose and need. The following standards shall be a part of all fencing and/or
barrier design on the site:
•

Fencing may be solid where it is necessary to screen development (including associated noise,
light, and activity) from resource areas that would be significantly disrupted by development
(e.g., natural resource areas or outdoor research areas on the site, such as portions of Younger
Lagoon Reserve, the wildlife corridors and their buffers, marine mammal pool areas, etc.).
Otherwise, fencing and/or barriers shall be see-through.

•

Fencing and barriers shall be sited and designed so that they do not interfere with established
view corridors.

•

Fencing and barriers shall be sited and designed so that they do not interfere with wildlife
movement between undeveloped areas of the campus and/or at the Campus border.

•

Fencing and barriers shall be sited and designed to provide through and open trail access (e.g.,
for the trails designated on Figure 5.6, Coastal Access and Recreation Diagram). Such through
access shall be provided through broad openings in necessary fences/barriers where they
intersect trails (providing for at least two feet of opening on either side of the trail in addition to
the opening for the trail itself). Operable gates or similar barriers across trails (where the trails
intersect fencing/barriers) may only be used on designated controlled access trails.
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•

Fencing and barriers shall be minimized in size and scale as much as possible consistent with
their identified function, and shall be sited and designed consistent with both the overall
Campus design aesthetic and the specific aesthetics along the fence/barrier location.

6.8.3

Specific Fencing/Barrier Design Guidelines

In addition to the primary directive and general guidelines above, specific design guidelines also
apply.
Solid Fencing
Solid fencing is used to completely block through views and attenuate noise. At the time of CLRDP
certification, there was some existing solid wood fencing in the western portion of the Lower Terrace
development zone (mostly interior to the Long Marine Lab cluster of buildings) and west of the Fish
and Game facility in the Middle Terrace development zone. Except for that specifically described
below in relation to the Campus Building Program, new solid fencing on Campus is only allowed in
the area located between the northernmost portion of the Lower Terrace development zone and the
then existing fencing west of the Fish and Game facility. Any additional solid fencing shall be
installed on the Younger Lagoon side of both the barrier berm located at the edge of the terrace
(where it exists) and the windbreak and transitional landscape areas (where the berm is not present)
near the Reserve boundary. Landscaping at the fence line shall be used to soften the appearance of
any fencing in public views.
Solid fencing shall consist of unfinished wooden posts with vertical unfinished wooden slats (hung
on wooden rails between posts) that create a solid, opaque surface. As necessary to achieve the
required sound attenuation criteria of this CLRDP relating to habitat areas, the solid wood fencing
may be a facade that covers a solid wall structure (i.e., a concrete wall), so long as the solid wall
structure is completely hidden by the wood facade. This facade approach applies to all solid fencing
(i.e., fencing that existed at the time of CLRDP certification and that which did not). In any case, the
height of solid fencing shall range from four (4) to six (6) feet above grade. Figure 6.7 shows an
illustrative example of solid fencing.
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Fig 6.7 Solid Fencing
See-Through Fencing
See-through fencing is designed to demarcate Campus areas that are necessarily off-limits to general
public access (e.g., to protect equipment, facility access, etc.) and/or to provide for public safety (e.g.,
the blufftop fence at the ocean overlook) while still allowing through views. This fencing type is
generally used when complete screening is neither necessary nor desirable. Such fencing shall consist
of wooden 4’x4’ posts spaced 4 to 8 feet apart connected by a 1”x4” or 2”x4” wooden top rail cap
(and a similar bottom rail if necessary for stability) and six (6) strands of flat black coated stainless
steel cable strung horizontally between posts. The height of the see-through fencing shall be three
and one-half (3½) feet above grade. Figure 6.8 shows an illustrative example of see-through fencing.

Fig 6.8 See-Through Fencing

Fencing/Barriers for Resource Protection
The University may install low-key fencing and/or barriers along trails and other areas where people
move and congregate to protect natural resources when there is evidence that human intrusion has
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caused significant damage to a natural resource. Such fencing/barriers shall not block off continued
through access along trails and/or through access areas unless adequate replacement access is
provided. Allowable fencing/barriers in this category are limited to wooden rough hewn split-rail
fencing no taller than three (3) feet in height, or wood post-and-rope/cable barriers no taller than
two (2) feet in height, both as measured from grade. All such fencing shall be designed to blend
seamlessly into the site aesthetics. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show illustrative examples of wooden roughhewn split-rail fencing and post-and-rope/cable barrier, respectively.

Fig 6.9 Split-Rail Fencing

Barriers along Streets and Roadways
The University may install low-key barriers along streets, roadways, and other areas where motor
vehicles are present to protect off-road areas when there is evidence that intrusion by motor vehicles
has caused significant damage to off-road areas. Allowable barriers in this category are limited to
post-and-rope/cable barriers that are no taller than two (2) feet in height (see Figure 6.10), small
bollards or rails constructed of natural materials, and landscaping.

Fencing/Barriers for Buildings, Research Areas, and Seawater System Intake, Filtration, and
Storage
The University may install fencing and/or barriers as part of a building or its directly associated
research areas when necessary to protect these areas from significant damage due to unauthorized
access.
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•

Any such fencing/barriers shall be fabricated of natural or natural looking materials, and shall
blend seamlessly into the design of the building to which the fencing is associated. Materials
such as stone, wood, and cor-ten steel that are compatible with the building design and site
character and that have limited areas of contrasting materials and color may be appropriate.

•

Fencing/barriers shall be integrated with architecture and other site features.

•

Fencing/barrier siting and design shall be appropriate to its intended function, but in no case
shall be taller than eight (8) feet in height above grade.
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